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Dædalus was founded in 1955 and established as a quarterly in 1958. The
journal’s namesake was renowned in ancient Greece as an inventor, scien-
tist, and unriddler of riddles. Its emblem, a maze seen from above, symbol-
izes the aspiration of its founders to “lift each of us above his cell in the lab-
yrinth of learning in order that he may see the entire structure as if from
above, where each separate part loses its comfortable separateness.” 

The American Academy of Arts & Sciences, like its journal, brings togeth-
er distinguished individuals from every ½eld of human endeavor. It was char-
tered in 1780 as a forum “to cultivate every art and science which may tend to
advance the interest, honour, dignity, and happiness of a free, independent,
and virtuous people.” Now in its third century, the Academy, with its nearly
½ve thousand elected members, continues to provide intellectual leadership
to meet the critical challenges facing our world.

The labyrinth designed by Daedalus for King Minos of Crete, on a silver tetradrachma from
Cnossos, Crete, c. 350–300 b.c. (35 mm, Cabinet des Médailles, Bibliothèque Nationale,
Paris). “Such was the work, so intricate the place, / That scarce the workman all its turns 
cou’d trace; / And Daedalus was puzzled how to ½nd / The secret ways of what himself
design’d.”–Ovid, Metamorphoses, Book 8
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Neuroscience: The Study of the 
Nervous System & Its Functions

Fred H. Gage

FRED H. GAGE, a Fellow of the
Amer ican Academy since 2005, is
Professor in the Laboratory of Ge -
netics and the Vi and John Adler
Chair for Research on Age-Related
Neurodegenerative Disease at the
Salk Institute for Biological Stud-
ies. He studies the unanticipated
plas ticity and complexity repre-
sented in the brain.

Any man could, if he were so inclined, 
be the sculptor of his own brain.

–Santiago Ramón y Cajal, 
Advice for a Young Investigator (1897)

Neuroscience is the scienti½c study of the nervous
system (the brain, spinal cord, and peripheral nerv-
ous system) and its functions. The belief that the
brain is the organ that controls behavior has an -
cient roots, dating to early civilizations that con-
nected loss of function to damage to parts of the
brain and spinal cord. But the modern era of neuro-
science began–and continues to progress–with the
development of tools, techniques, and methods used
to measure in ever more detail and complexity the
structure and function of the nervous system. The
modern era of neuroscience can be traced to the
1890s, when the Spanish pathologist Santiago
Ramón y Cajal used a method developed by the
Italian physician Camillo Golgi to stain nerve tis-
sues to visualize the morphology and structure of
the neurons and their connections. The detailed de -
scription of the neurons and their connections by
Cajal, his students, and their followers led to the
“neuron doctrine,” which proposed that the neuron
is the functional unit of the nervous system.

We now know that the human brain contains ap -
proximately one hundred billion neurons and that
these neurons have some one hundred trillion con-
nections, forming functional and de½nable circuits.
These neural circuits can be organized into larger
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networks and anatomical structures that
integrate information across and between
all sensory modalities–including hearing,
seeing, touching, tasting, and smelling–
from all parts of the nervous system. These
networks process information derived
from the internal and external environ-
ment, and the consequence of processing
this sensory information is cognition, a con -
cept that includes learning and memory,
perception, sleep, decision-making, emo-
tions, and all forms of higher information
processing. In response to a simple or com -
plex sensory experience, an organism re -
sponds or behaves. The behavior can be
sim ple, like a motor reflex in response to
pain, or more complicated, like playing
squash, working a crossword puzzle, or
paint ing. However, behavior is not just
what an organism does in response to a
stimulus or sensory input; it is most often
what an organism chooses to do from a va -
riety of available options in response to a
complex set of environmental conditions.
Thus, except for rare responses, like simple
reflexes, a behavior is expressed in re -
sponse to a combination of the immediate
sensory stimuli integrated over time with
cognition.

Neuroscientists conduct experiments to
understand how sensory information is
processed to lead to behavior. Because of
the obvious complexity of the brain, neuro -
scientists conduct their studies at differ-
ent levels of depth. While neurons are con-
ceivably the smallest units in which be -
havior can be clearly described, the neu-
ron is itself made up of unique anatomi-
cal features, including a soma (cell body),
dendrites (the antennae branching from the
soma that receive signals from other neu -
rons), and axons (the processes extending
from the soma that send signals to other
neurons). 

These neuronal components in turn con -
tain subcellular specializations that rep-

resent the de½ning features of the neu-
ron. Key among these specializations is the
synapse: a structure shared by the dendrite
and the axon that represents the junction
point for the principal form of communi-
cation between two neurons. On the den-
dritic side of the synapse is a structure
called a spine, which responds to signals
from the axon. On the axonal side is the
bouton, which has vesicles containing neu -
ro   transmitters–the signals to which the
spine responds. Each neuron can have mul -
tiple dendrites and thousands of spines
con nected to comparable numbers of bou -
tons, which together form the thousands
of synapses that make up the units of com -
munication between individual neurons. 

In the soma, specialized proteins and
mi crostructures form the basis for the in -
tracellular communications and physio-
logical features of neurons; for example,
specialized enzymes produce the neuro-
transmitters and vesicles that are used in
the bouton to signal the spine. Further-
more, specialized cytoskeletal proteins
form long and active extensions that allow
the dendrites and axons to act as a supply
train for the vesicles and neurotransmit-
ters that are made in the soma and trans-
ported to the boutons. Among the most
important proteins in the neuron are those
that form the ion channels. These are
multi-protein structures that span the neu -
ron’s membrane and allow neurons to
form electrochemical gradients, which are
the driving forces of activity in neurons. 

These proteins–which are crucial for
the functioning of a neuron–are all the
products of genes that are the functional
unit of the genome, which is located in
the nucleus of the neuron. Each neuron’s
genome contains about twenty thousand
genes, but different genes are expressed in
different types of neurons, and it is this
unique expression pattern of genes in any
particular neuron that provides its unique
identity.
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Even from this brief survey of the dif-
ferent levels of brain connectivity it is clear
that it would be impossible to study the
total functioning of the brain–from be -
havior to gene expression–in one exper-
iment. So neuroscientists instead generally
choose some limited number of brain-
activity levels to probe as they address their
own speci½c questions. The many meth-
ods used to study the nervous system dif-
fer depending on the level of analysis, but
they fall generally into one of two catego -
ries: descriptive, for generating hypotheses,
or manipulative, for testing hypotheses. 

One type of descriptive study is a case
study, in which an experimenter observes
the behavior of a person or group of peo-
ple before, during, or after an event that
may demonstrate a role for the nervous
system. The circumstances surrounding
the event are usually non-repeatable and
cannot be precisely reconstructed in a
laboratory setting. One could argue that
these are not true experiments, but these
studies have revealed substantial informa -
tion about aspects of neural function that
was previously unknown. One remark-
able example is the case of H.M., a pa -
tient whose epilepsy was treated through
removal of a portion of his brain called
the hippocampus and parts of the tempo-
ral lobe on both sides of his brain. As a
result of the surgery, which did success-
fully control his epilepsy, he displayed a
unique form of memory loss, and his be -
havior was examined over a period of forty
years from the time of his operation until
he died, revealing through careful docu-
mentation and experimentation some of
the most important concepts about human
learning and memory. Another impor-
tant case study is that of Phineas Gage, a
railroad worker involved in an accident
in 1848 that resulted in an iron rod pass-
ing through his skull. The rod entered the
left side of his head, passing just behind
his left eye, exiting through the top of his

head and completely transecting his fron -
tal lobes. He lived for twelve years follow-
ing the accident and his behavior was re -
corded in some detail, informing scien-
tists about the unique function of the
front al lobes and their important role in
personality and decision-making. The in -
sights from such case studies have often
generated hypotheses to be tested in sub-
sequent manipulative experiments.

Descriptive studies can also consist of
the straightforward act of observing prop -
erties of the nervous system without ma -
nip ulations. This type of research is usually
the ½rst crucial step in acquiring knowl-
edge about a newly discovered gene, pro-
tein, neural subtype, or connection be -
tween neurons. Examples can be high-
lighted at every level of analysis. A novel
gene can be sequenced and its expression
pattern in the brain can be mapped, or the
peptide sequence of a protein can be de -
scribed and its distribution in the nervous
system can be shown in great detail. In ad -
dition, a speci½c neuron can be described
in terms of the genes and proteins it ex -
presses, as well as its unique morphologi-
cal characteristics and electrophysiological
properties. On a broader scale, the connec-
tions between groups of neurons can be
elucidated, describing both their input to
their respective dendrites and spines and
also their outputs, by way of the axons and
boutons. Once the anatomical properties
of a network are described, the electro-
chemical properties of their connections
and network can be revealed.

These descriptive studies are excellent
for generating hypotheses about the func -
tion of the brain at all levels of analysis.
Once there is enough basic information
to generate a coherent hypothesis about
the function of some level of the brain–
for example, an anatomical pathway in
the brain that is responsible for our ability
to recognize a face–we then want to test
if the pathway is required for facial recog-
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nition. In all areas of biological sciences
and at all levels of analysis, testing a hy -
pothesis is achieved through gain- and loss-
of-function experiments. In a loss-of-func-
tion experiment, the experimenter silenc -
es, blocks, disrupts, or turns off speci½c
components of a proposed pathway in an
attempt to determine the required ele-
ments for appropriate function. In some
cases, the loss-of-function technique may
not be precise, so to further track down the
requirement for a component in the func-
tional path, a gain-of-function exper iment
can be conducted to replace each of the
com ponents of the pathway that were dis -
rupted in the loss-of-function experiment.
Loss-of-function experiments can be con-
ducted at all levels of function: to test the
importance of speci½c genes in cells with in
the inner ear for speci½c components of
hearing; to test the roles of speci½c re -
gions of the temporal lobe in learning; or
even to test the importance of sleep in the
consolidation of memory.

This volume of Dædalus dedicated to the
brain and nervous system cannot cover all
aspects of this very deep and broad ½eld
of study; but we are fortunate to have
recruited an outstanding group of active
scientists to help us examine select subdi-
visions in the ½eld of neuroscience. These
authors and scientists are not only major
contributors to their particular areas of fo -
cus, but are experienced communicators
with track records of explaining and trans-
lating complex concepts to intelligent
readers and listeners outside of their dis-
cipline.

Robert Wurtz, in “Brain Mechanisms for
Active Vision,” presents a clear and lucid
essay on the remarkable mechanisms be -
hind our ability to see the world around
us. In “Perceiving,” Thomas Albright re -
veals how we change the sensory experi-
ence of vision into a cognitive perception
and how this is regulated by other events

in the environment. A. J. Hudspeth’s es -
say, “The Energetic Ear,” explains the dy -
namic inner workings of the ear and how
sound waves are translated in the brain to
allow us to hear. Larry Squire and John
Wixted offer a primer on memory enti-
tled “Remembering,” based on both crit-
ical case studies and the experimental stud -
ies that have led to our current under-
standing. And in their essay “Sleep, Mem -
ory & Brain Rhythms,” Brendon Watson
and György Buzsáki provide a coherent
and provocative study of the importance
of sleep in our memory and how the rhyth -
mic activity in the circuits of the brain may
control the relationship between sleep and
memory. 

Emilio Bizzi and Robert Ajemian have
contributed the essay “A Hard Scienti½c
Quest: Understanding Voluntary Move-
ments,” which explains both the basics of
how we move through our environment
and how movement is regulated by sen-
sory experience. “Feelings: What Are They
& How Does the Brain Make Them?”–
Joseph LeDoux’s addition to the volume
–describes the fundamentals of emotional
behaviors both from the behavioral per-
spective and from the neurobiological ba -
sis of emotions. Earl Miller and Timothy
Buschman, in their essay “Working Mem -
ory Capacity: Limits on the Bandwidth of
Cognition,” discuss cognitive capacity,
with a special focus on processing limita-
tions rooted in oscillatory brain rhythms
(“brain waves”). Finally, in his essay “Con -
 sciousness,” Terry Sejnowski tackles the
slippery concept of consciousness and
helps us understand the difference between
being aware and being consciously aware.

Although this volume cannot extend to
all sensory and motor systems and their
in tegration, we are hopeful that this sam-
pling of neuroscience will encourage you
to read more on these exciting topics, and
we hope we will be able to return to Dæ -
dalus with additional volumes on neuro-
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science. More speci½c, we have not here
considered what happens when the brain
is damaged or aged, or when genetic er -
rors occur. A volume on “The Brain and
its Disorders” is currently in the planning
stages at the American Academy; in the
mean time, we hope this collection pro-
vides a foundation for you to learn about
the brain and whets your appetite for more.
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Brain Mechanisms for Active Vision

Robert H. Wurtz

ROBERT H. WURTZ, a Fellow of
the American Academy since 1990,
is a National Institutes of Health
Distinguished Investigator in the
Laboratory of Sensorimotor Re -
search at the National Eye Insti-
tute. He is a member of the Nation -
al Academy of Sciences and former
President of the Society for Neuro -
science. His work on visual and ocu -
lo motor systems in primates and
humans has been published in such
journals as The Journal of Neurosci -
ence, Journal of Neurophysiology, Na -
ture, and Science.

Though our perception convinces us beyond a
doubt that we see the visual world as one coherent
whole, we actually see a series of snapshots from
which we construct a uni½ed view of the world in
our brains. Figure 1, which shows a record of the eye
movements of a viewer inspecting the Georges Seu-
rat painting A Sunday Afternoon on the Island of La
Grande Jatte, illustrates the snapshot process. A rec -
ord of the viewer’s eye movements is superimposed
on the painting. The black lines show the path of the
eyes as they move from one part of the painting to an -
 other. These rapid eye movements, referred to as sac -
cades, are not only fast but frequent, occurring two to
three times per second. The dots at the end of each
saccade are visual ½xations, the points at which the
eyes come to rest. Nearly all of our useful vision oc -
curs during ½xations, because the scene is then sta-
tionary in front of the eyes. With successive ½xations,
the brain receives a series of snapshots of different
fragments of the scene. From these fragments, we be -
come convinced that we see the whole scene at once.

No rights reserved. This work was authored as part of the con-
tributor’s of½cial duties as an Employee of the United States
Government and is therefore a work of the United States Gov-
ernment. In accordance with 17 U.S.C. § 105, no copyright pro-
tection is available for such works under U.S. law.

doi:10.1162/DAED_a_00314

Abstract: Active vision refers to the exploration of the visual world with rapid eye movements, or saccades,
guided by shifts of visual attention. Saccades perform the critical function of directing the high-resolution
fovea of our eyes to any point in the visual ½eld two to three times per second. However, the disadvantage
of saccades is that each one disrupts vision, causing signi½cant visual disturbance for which the brain must
com pensate. Exploring the interaction of vision and eye movements provides the opportunity to study the
organization of one of the most complex, yet best-understood, brain systems. Outlining this exploration
also illustrates some of the ways in which neuroscientists study neuronal systems in the brain and how they
relate this brain activity to behavior. It shows the advantages and limitations of current approaches in
systems neuroscience, as well as a glimpse of its potential future.
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Why bother with all these saccades?
Why not just hold the eye steady and in -
spect the painting? The reason lies in the
resolving power of the retina, the receiv-
ing surface within our eyes. The retina is
equipped with receptors that respond to
light, dark, and color, but it does not have
uniform resolution across its surface. The
highest receptor density is found in the
cen  tral region of the retina, called the fo -
vea, which gives us the highest visual reso -
lution and enables us to see small details.
Retinal areas outside this central region,
responding to light from the periphery,
have a lower density of receptors and there -
fore lower resolution. Thus, the viewer en -
joying the Seurat painting is essentially
using the fovea to examine the rich detail,
jumping from one part of the painting to
another. In the three minutes of saccades

shown in Figure 1, the viewer examines the
details in a substantial fraction of the
paint ing, but never sees the whole scene
at once. 

How do subjects pick the next object to
examine? Using their peripheral retina,
sub jects can see objects in the ½eld at a
relatively low resolution and select ones
of potential interest to examine next. This
shift of attention from one item to the next
accompanies each saccade. This selection
is not random: if we look at the saccades
superimposed on the Seurat painting (Fig -
ure 1), we can see that the trees at the top
of the painting and the grass at the bot-
tom are largely ignored; in contrast, faces,
dresses, and other signi½cant objects are
frequently inspected. The Russian psychol -
ogist Alfred Yarbus was the ½rst to note the
connection between eye movements and

Figure 1
Examination of a Scene with Eye Movements of the Viewer Superimposed

Saccades are represented by black lines, and intervening periods when the eyes are stationary (½xations) are rep-
resented by white circles. The human viewer documented here looked at this painting, Sunday on the Island of the
La Grande Jatte by Georges Seurat, for a period of three minutes. Note that the ½xations are not to random loca-
tions, but rather to points of likely interest. A print of the painting was projected on a screen in front of the sub-
ject. Source: Figure prepared by the author.

Robert H.
Wurtz
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objects of potential interest to the sub-
ject.1 He concluded that the location of
saccades was a good indicator of the sub-
ject’s attentional shifts. Thus, the lines
superimposed over the Seurat painting not
only show saccades, but shifts of attention
as well. Whether a particular object at -
tracts attention is determined by a combi-
nation of the salience of the object (its col -
or, motion, shape, brightness) and the sub -
ject’s goals at a given moment. Attention
is a critical factor in active vision–some
might say the most critical factor–because
it determines where we look. Furthermore,
the neuronal activities in the brain related
to shifts in attention and the generation
of saccades are closely intertwined.2 The
term active vision, therefore, denotes the ac -
 tive exploration of the visual world with
rapid saccadic eye movements from one
point to another, each guided by a shift of
attention. The goal of these saccades is to
bring images to the fovea for detailed anal y   -
 sis. Even though these saccades displace
the image of the whole visual ½eld on the
retina, the system operates so perfectly that
we regard the scene as serenely stable. 

Active vision comprises several func-
tions, but of course, it is only a small part
of the larger brain systems involved with
sensation and motor control.3 In turn, the
puzzle of how these systems operate to
produce action is just one of many global
questions about how the brain produces
all behavior, including learning, memory,
and emotion; and even how conscious-
ness arises from brain activity. Considering
active vision alone, however, exempli½es
the classic approach of reducing the over-
whelming complexities of the brain to
more easily understood fragments. Galileo
had to study the solar system before we
could study the universe.

The rest of this essay illustrates sequen-
tial steps in the investigation of the brain
functions that underlie active vision (as we
have outlined it above). The ½rst step is to

move from describing the bene½ts of sac-
cades to specifying the problems that these
saccades produce for vision. Next, we con -
sider the logic of a particular brain mech-
anism called corollary discharge, which might
eliminate these problems. We then briefly
review our basic knowledge of the brain
pathways that process visual stimuli and
produce saccadic eye movements in order
to locate the source of a corollary discharge.
Finally, we consider how the corollary dis -
charge circuits we ½nd act to minimize the
disruptions generated by saccades. This is
a progress report, evaluating what we know
about active vision and what we do not.

Every saccade produces two major prob -
lems for vision: blurring of the image and
displacement of the image. Blurring occurs
when the image of the scene is swept
quick  ly across the retina during each sac-
cade. Image displacement is closely related
to blurring: each time the saccade moves
the fovea from one part of the visual scene
to another, the image on the retina is dis-
placed (imagine a movie camera moving
in jerks from one spot to another). For ex -
ample, suppose you are looking at the dog
in the foreground of Figure 1 and make a
saccade that moves the fovea to one of the
umbrellas. Not only does the image on the
fovea change, but everything on the retina
is also displaced. 

These problems should be devastating to
our vision, but they are rarely reported.
Some individuals are aware of the blur that
occurs during saccades, but no one is aware
of the displacement of images on the retina.
If these displacements were visible, most
peo ple would be seasick from looking at the
lurching scene in front of them. These
prob lems are immense because they arise
at the very source of all visual knowl edge:
the retina. The solutions to these prob  lems
are also among the brain’s most remark-
able feats of information processing. 
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Philosophers and scientists have specu-
lated for centuries about why we experi-
ence visual stability rather than seasick-
ness with rapid eye movements.4 A solu-
tion that emerges from many of their
writings is that there must be a mechanism
in the brain that warns the sensory sys-
tems that a movement is about to occur.
With this warning, the sensory systems
would be informed of the impending dis-
ruption and could compensate for its con -
sequences. Hermann von Helmholtz, one
of the premier visual scientists of the nine -
teenth century, referred to this internal sig -
nal as an “effort of will,” while scientists
who subsequently studied the prob  lem in
the twentieth century referred to it as an
“efference copy” or “corollary discharge.”5

While the labels all represent the same phe -
nomenon, I prefer corollary discharge be -
cause it suggests internal infor ma tion
about movement at all levels of the brain,
not just at the level of movement out put. 

The logic of the corollary discharge is
outlined in Figure 2. The basic principle is
that the same sensorimotor processing area
that drives the movement–in this case the
saccadic eye movement–also produces a
copy or corollary of this drive. The signals
are identical, but one leads to the move -
ment command, while the other is directed
toward other brain areas to in form them
that the eye is about to move. Recipient
brain areas include those devoted to pro -
ces sing visual information, since they
would receive the visual consequences of
the saccade. For saccadic eye movements,
both the movement command that pro-
duces the saccade and the corollary dis-
charge circuits almost certainly originate
in the superior colliculus (a subcortical
area deep within the brain).6 The corollary
discharge is directed to the cerebral cor-
tex, which covers the surface of the brain
and is the site of the highest levels of infor -
mation processing underlying much of our
behavior. The concept of a corollary dis-

charge is centuries old, but it is only in the
last decade that we have begun to identify
its neuronal implementation in brains sim -
ilar to our own.

But what of the neuronal circuits that
un derlie the corollary discharge in the hu   -
 man brain? The usual assumption is that
such circuits can be identi½ed using brain
im aging, particularly functional mag netic
re sonance imaging (fmri). How   ever, be -
cause fmri signals are derived from
changes in blood flow that are averaged
over several seconds, fmri is not adequate
for investigating active vision. Over that
period, the eye will have moved four to six
times, changing the image on the retina
with each movement and precluding fmri

re cords from capturing the rapid devel -
op ments of active vision. But if imaging
does not help, how do we begin to under-
stand the brain activity underlying our
active vi sion? 

The answer is to study the organization
of neurons in animals whose vision and
eye movements are similar to ours. For
active vision, the animal of choice has been
the Old World monkey (the Rhesus mon-
key). These monkeys’ visual discrimina-
tions and their range of eye movements
are in most cases virtually identical to those
of humans. The relevant anatomical con-
nections in human and monkey brains are
also remarkably similar. Techniques have
been developed to painlessly record from
brain neurons in monkeys while they per -
form a series of visual tasks that reveal
changes in the brain during active vision.
At this point, it is fair to say that most of
what we know of the structure and func-
tion of the human brain for active vision
is derived from studying the brains of
Old World monkeys.

To determine where in the brain the cor -
ollary discharge signal originates, we ½rst
need to understand the basic organization
of the pathways underlying active vision.

Robert H.
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Experiments in dozens of laboratories
around the world have built up an outline
of the brain systems that underlie the
analysis of visual input, the transition be -
tween visual and motor systems, and the
motor output–all key phases of brain ac -
tiv ity supporting active vision.7

Figure 3 outlines the major pathways in
the monkey brain for active vision. Infor-
mation from the eye passes through a relay
nucleus and reaches the primary visual
cortex (solid arrows). This visual area in -
cludes both the primary visual cortex and
at least forty visual areas (not shown) that
process different aspects of vision includ-
ing shape, motion, depth, and color.8 From
these visual areas, projections go to the
high est levels of the cerebral cortex–the
parietal and frontal cortex (dashed arrows)
–which are more directly related to the
control of movement, including saccadic
eye movements. Projections from these re -
gions of the cortex then reach many sub-
cortical structures (wide dashed arrows)
that lie in the brainstem (roughly the re -
gion of the brain between the cortex and
the spinal cord). The major target is the
superior colliculus, the outputs of which
eventually reach the eye motor neurons

that activate the eye muscles (solid arrows
again). 

This outline from retinal input to eye
movement output is a condensed version
of the complete circuit that constitutes the
neuronal basis of our visual perception
and visual control of our eye movements.
It is a working hypothesis that the neurons
in the pathway in the monkey brain have
activity identical to that in the human
brain. But given that monkeys and humans
have similar saccadic output for a given
visual input, it is a reasonable hypothesis.

Where in the pathways underlying active
vision might a corollary discharge arise?
We are looking for an area with projections
that convey a copy of the saccadic eye
move ment command to the cerebral cor-
tex. The superior colliculus is such a site:
it is the origin of commands to move the
eye and a source of projections back to the
cortex. Figure 4 shows the circuit for two
corollary discharge pathways from the su -
perior colliculus to the cerebral cortex. One
pathway projects to the frontal cortex and
originates in the layers of the superior col -
liculus where neurons are active before
each saccade. A second pathway projects
to the posterior visual regions of cortex and

Figure 2
The Logic of the Corollary Discharge

A copy of the same signal sent to the eye movement motor neurons is sent to the cerebral cortex to
inform it that the eyes are about to move. Source: Modi½ed from R. H. Wurtz, “Neuronal Mecha-
nisms of Visual Stability,” Vision Research 48 (2008): 2070–2089.

Cerebral Cortex Other Brain Areas

Corollary Discharge
(copy of movement output)
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Figure 3
Side View of the Monkey Brain Showing Circuits in the Brain for Visually Guided Saccades

The schematic outline of the pathway to the visual cortex is represented by solid arrows, the intervening pathways
to the frontal and parietal cortex and then to the brainstem by dashed arrows, and the motor pathway to the eye
muscles again by solid arrows. Source: Modi½ed from R. H. Wurtz, “Neuronal Mechanisms of Visual Stability,”
Vision Research 48 (2008): 2070–2089.

Figure 4
Two Corollary Discharge Circuits to the Cerebral Cortex

The corollary discharge to the frontal cortex comes from saccade-related neurons in the superior colliculus (SC)
and passes through the thalamus. The corollary discharge to the visual cortex is from visual neurons in the supe-
rior colliculus (SC) and also passes through the thalamus. Source: Modi½ed from R. H. Wurtz, K. McAlonan, 
J. Cavanaugh, and R. A. Berman, “Thalamic Pathways for Active Vision,” Trends in Cognitive Science 15 (2011): 177–184.
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originates from different layers of the su -
perior colliculus in which neurons re spond
to visual stimuli. As we shall see, these two
pathways contribute to solving the prob-
lems generated by saccades: the ½rst com -
pensates for displacement on the retina;
the second suppresses blur during saccades.

These projections to the cortex, whether
from outside the brain (via sensory path-
ways) or inside the brain (via corollary dis -
charge pathways), have a relay in the larg -
est group of nuclei in the brain, the thala-
mus. Each of the senses and each internal
signal have dedicated nuclei in the thala-
mus; thus, it is a basic feature of primate
brain organization. To use the terms of air
travel, every passenger flying to the cortex
must change planes at the thalamus.

Having identi½ed two corollary dis-
charge pathways to the cortex, we can now
investigate how they contribute to solv-
ing the two problems that saccades create
for vision: blur and image displacement.
The ½rst problem is the blur produced by
each saccade. The solution is relatively sim -
ple: suppress visual activity during the sac -
cade and blur is suppressed as well. Early
in the twentieth century, such suppression
was thought to be produced by a “central
anesthesia” in which activity during the
saccade was simply blanked out.9 When it
became possible in the 1960s to record di -
rectly from monkeys’ brains, it immediate-
ly became clear that neurons in the brain
continue to respond to visual input quite
well during saccades. There is, however,
some suppression of neuronal activity dur -
ing saccades, and as is the case for many
bio  logical problems, the brain provides
more than one way of producing this sup-
pression.

One mechanism that reduces blur is a
purely visual phenomenon called visual
masking: when a dim object is preceded
or followed by a bright object, the dim ob -
ject is not seen. Similar masking effects can

be seen acting on neurons in the primary
visual cortex.10 This occurs only in a well-
lit en vironment, though it is highly effec-
tive. It is not speci½cally related to eye
move ments, however, because masking of
dim objects can occur any time bright ob -
jects are also present, even in the total ab -
sence of eye movements.

Corollary discharge also contributes to
the suppression of neuronal activity in neu -
 rons, as illustrated for a superior colliculus
neuron in Figure 5. The neuron re sponds
to a stimulus moving in front of the station -
ary eyes (left) but not when the moving
eyes pass over a stationary stimulus (right).
The response is only suppressed during the
eye movement and the corollary discharge
is only present when the eye moves. The
suppression therefore is correlated with
the saccadic eye movement.11 This sup-
pression must be driven by a cor ollary dis -
charge rather than visual masking, because
masking only functions in the light and
the corollary discharge–related suppres-
sion was demonstrated in the dark. Further
experiments indicate that this sup pression
in the superior colliculus is passed through
the thalamus to the visual cortex (Figure
4). The suppression can therefore act on the
visual processing in the visual cortex that
is thought to underlie visual perception.

The second problem for vision that may
be ameliorated by the action of a corol-
lary discharge is the displacement of im -
ages on the retina with each saccade. But
the neuronal mechanisms are substantially
more complicated than those used for blur
suppression. To understand these mecha -
nisms that may deal with image displace -
ment, we must briefly consider how visu-
al information is organized in the brain.
Visual processing starts when the image
of a visual scene falls on the retina and
forms a retinotopic map; that is, a layout of
the visual scene is mapped on the retina just
as it exists in reality. As we have already
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noted, the problem is that the whole map
moves with each saccade and the brain
must deal with the disruption in order to
produce a stable visual perception. The
prob   lem could be solved in at least two
ways. 

One solution is for the brain to convert
the retinotopic map into a spatial map
higher in the chain of visual processing and
continuously update it. After each saccade,
the part of the visual scene around the fo -
vea would be transferred to the spatiotopic
map. The central part of the current scene
would simply be pasted into the map at a
location determined by the corollary dis-
charge of the last saccade. This spatial map
would be our brain’s reconstruction of the
visual world and would be used for all sub -
sequent visual processing of a scene. If

our brains employed such a spatial map,
the displacement problem would automat -
ically be solved, because no displacement
ever occurs on this higher-order spatial
map. The fatal problem with this theory,
however, is that no evidence for such a map
has been identi½ed in the last forty years
of research on vision in monkeys. Re -
searchers have found some hints of con-
version to spatial coordinates, and the map
itself may have been so elusive because of
the way it is represented in the brain. But
at this time, we lack convincing evidence
that a spatiotopic map exists in the brain,
despite the simple elegance of this con-
ceptual solution for visual stability. 

Another explanation of perceived visual
stability is that the retinotopic map is sim -
ply updated after each saccade. This idea

Figure 5
Neuronal Activity Suppressed During Saccades

Left: A superior colliculus neuron responds to a stimulus moved at eye-movement speed across its stationary
receptive ½eld. The response of the neuron on multiple stimulus sweeps is shown as a histogram of neuron
responses (vertical axis) against time (horizontal axis). Right: For the same neuron, the same stimulus is now
stationary. The saccadic eye movements sweep the receptive ½eld across the stimulus, but there is no response.
A corollary discharge acts on the neuron to suppress its activity during a saccade, thereby reducing the blurred
stimulus that would otherwise be seen. Source: Modi½ed from D. L. Robinson and R. H. Wurtz, “Use of an
Extraretinal Signal by Monkey Superior Colliculus Neurons to Distinguish Real from Self-Induced Stimulus
Movement,” Journal of Neurophysiology 39 (1976): 852–870.

Robert H.
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is based on experimental observations of
single neurons in the parietal and later the
frontal cortex.12 In these experiments, neu -
rons in these regions were found to have
limited visual receptive ½elds (the areas
in the visual ½eld where visual stimuli ac -
tivate neurons). As the monkey ½xated on
an object, a light was flashed in the recep-
tive ½eld. As expected, this produced a vi -
sual response (Figure 6, left). However, as
the monkey prepared to make a saccade,
a stimulus was flashed in the location that
the receptive ½eld would occupy after the
saccade. Unexpectedly, this also activated
the neuron (Figure 6, right). Why should
activity be evoked from the site of the fu -
ture receptive ½eld even before the saccade
was made? One possibility is that this
future-½eld activity provides anticipatory
information about an impending saccade
and the location of the receptive ½eld. Each
of these pieces of information could be
provided by a corollary discharge. With this
anticipatory signal, the monkey would be
forewarned that the impending visual dis -
ruption was due to its own saccade and
not to something that happened in the out -
 side world. We now know that this antic -
i patory activity in the frontal cortex is in
fact dependent upon the corollary dis -
charge, because if the corollary discharge is
perturbed, the anticipatory activity of the
frontal cortex neurons is greatly re duced.

The brain mechanisms by which this
anticipation might work to produce visual
stability are not known. One hypothesis
sug gests that a match occurs between the
anticipatory activity in the future recep-
tive ½eld before the saccade and the recep -
tive ½eld after the saccade (this match can
only occur when a saccade is made).13

While this hypothesis has not been tested
experimentally, the necessary components
of the hypothesis–a corollary discharge
and future ½eld activity–are well estab-
lished. Clearly, the analysis of neuronal
mechanisms is still at an early stage. 

In conclusion, active vision is one of the
½rst examples of a system in our brain that
is neither sensory nor motor; rather, its
whole function depends on the synchrony
between visual input, movement output,
and systems internal to the brain, such as
those for corollary discharge. This orga -
nization allows primates to use the high-
resolution fovea to examine anything any -
where in the visual ½eld. The price paid is
that eye movements generate major prob -
lems for the visual system two to three
times per second. While these problems
originate at the very ½rst stages of the vi -
sual system, the solutions do not: they are
spread throughout the visual system across
wide regions of the brain, including the
high est levels of visual processing in the
par ietal and frontal cortex. 

Active vision creates two signi½cant
prob   lems–blurring and displacement of
retinal images–and there are two iden-
ti½ed brain circuits that might contribute
to the solutions. Both circuits rely on a
corol lary discharge derived from the brain
areas where commands to move the eyes
originate. One circuit extends from the
superior colliculus to the visual cortex and
may pro vide an input to the cortex that
suppresses blur during saccades. The sec-
ond circuit connects the superior collicu-
lus and the frontal cortex and may pro-
vide the antici patory activity that warns
the frontal cortex that a disruption of visu-
al input is about to occur as a result of the
subject’s own eye movements. While we
have identi½ed two problems and two cir-
cuits, it would be premature to assume
that either problem is solved exclusively
by these circuits with out exploring other
possibilities. The work so far should be
viewed as an enthusiastic start, not an
assured solution.

So far, a corollary discharge has been
iden   ti½ed in other branches of visual-mo -
tor systems, but it has not been identi½ed
in other systems in the primate brain. There
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is every reason to believe, how  ever, that a
corollary discharge will be found in other
systems and at multiple levels within those
systems. This expectation is strength  ened
by the extent to which cor ollary discharge
is used through out the an i mal king dom.14

Finally, the process used to explore the
neuronal basis of active vision is an excel-
lent illustration of how neuroscientists
go about identifying the neuronal mecha -
nisms that underlie behavior. As we have
seen, the study begins with the quanti½ca -
tion of behavior that is straightforward
for active vision, because methods for mea -
suring eye movements and psychophysical
measurements of visual perception are
both readily available. The second step is
to establish a correlation between the mea -
sured behavior and neuronal activity in the
brain. Analysis of active vision, for exam-
ple, depends on the extensive correlations
established between behavior and neuronal
activity undertaken over the last century,
½rst on the visual system and then, when

re cording eye movements became possi-
ble, on the visual-motor system. From what
we know now, the example of active vision
demonstrates unequivocally that future
pro gress depends ½rst and foremost on
knowing the basic organization of the rel -
evant brain circuits. Without that knowl-
edge, treatment of vision-related human
dis ease is likely to proceed at a glacial pace
or simply be fruitless.

After an understanding of basic brain
systems has been developed, a third step
then becomes possible: extracting and
iden  tifying a speci½c circuit–such as that
for a corollary discharge–from the massive
number of connections within the brain.
Once the speci½c circuit has been iden-
ti½ed, neuronal activity in the circuit can
be interrupted in order to see how be -
havior is changed, which allows more spe -
ci½c eval uation of the circuit’s function.
The ½nal step, and frequently the most
elusive one, is to develop a precise model
that re presents the elements of the system

Figure 6
Anticipatory Activity of a Neuron before a Saccade that Might be Related
to the Compensation for Image Displacement

Left: Response of a frontal cortex neuron to stimuli flashed in its receptive ½eld during ½xation. The smoothed
histogram shows the neuron’s response. Right: Response to stimuli flashed at the receptive ½eld’s future location.
The flashes occur before the saccade; thus, the responses are in anticipation of it. Such an anticipatory signal
informs the brain that the coming visual displacement is the result of the subject’s own saccade, not of some
motion in the outside world. Source: Modi½ed from M. A. Sommer and R. H. Wurtz, “Influence of the Thalamus
on Spatial Visual Processing in Frontal Cortex,” Nature 444 (2006): 374–377.
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and that predicts its functions: both those
known and those as yet unrecognized. 

We currently have only a glimpse of the
neuronal basis of active vision in the
brain. However, even with the limited
meth   ods we have now, an understanding

of the system’s organization seems reach -
able. The hope is that active vision be comes
an example of how a complex prob lem is
solved by the brain in simple and clever–
but not necessarily intuitive–ways.
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Perceiving is a common English word with a number
of related colloquial meanings: it is the act of un -
derstanding, realizing, seeing, noticing, or becoming
aware of. In modern neuroscience, our working def -
inition of perception is captured well by the Oxford
English Dictionary: “The action of the mind by which
it refers its sensations to an external object as their
cause.” This de½nition has roots in the corpus of
eighteenth-century philosophy–beginning with
George Berkeley and David Hume–was expanded
upon by later British associationists, and became a
foundation of both experimental psychology and
modern neuroscience. 

There are two essential features of this de½nition,
the ½rst being the distinction between perception and
sensation. Sensation is the immediate neurobiological
consequence of stimulating sensory transducers1 such
as photoreceptors, mechanoreceptors, and chemo -
receptors. Sensory events are ubiquitous and can af -
 fect behavior directly–the spinal reflex of pulling
your hand back from a hot surface is one simple
example–but they are fleeting, discontinuous, and
lacking semantic content. Perception enriches sen-
sation by reference to other knowledge or experi-
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Abstract: Perceiving is the process by which evanescent sensations are linked to environmental cause and
made enduring and coherent through the assignment of meaning, utility, and value. Fundamental to this
process is the establishment of associations over space and time between sensory events and other sources
of information. These associations provide the context needed to resolve the inherent ambiguity of sensa -
tions. Recent studies have explored the neuronal bases of contextual influences on perception. These studies
have revealed systems in the brain through which context converts neuronal codes for sensory events into
neuronal representations that underlie perceptual experience. This work sheds light on the cellular pro -
cesses by which associations are learned and how memory retrieval impacts the processing of sensory in -
formation. Collectively, these ½ndings suggest that perception is the consequence of a critical neuronal
computation in which contextual information is used to transform incoming signals from a sensory-
based to a scene-based representation.
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ence. In the words of British association-
ist John Stuart Mill, “perception re flects
the permanent possibilities of sensa-
tion”2–things as they were or might
be–and in doing so reclaims from evanes -
cent sensory events the enduring structur-
al and relational properties of the world.
The philosopher and psychologist William
James expressed a similar view in his dis-
cussion of “The Perception of Things”:
“Perception thus differs from sensation by
the consciousness of farther facts associ-
ated with the object of the sensation.”3 Or
in the prescient words of nineteenth-cen-
tury perceptual psychologist James Sully:
the mind “supplements a sense impression
by an accompaniment or escort of revived
sensations, the whole aggregate of actual
and revived sensations being solidi½ed or
‘integrated’ into the form of a percept.”4

Building on the philosophical traditions
from which the discipline of psychology
was born, William James further stressed
the need for associative neuronal processes
to achieve this integration: “The chief
cerebral conditions of perception are the
paths of association irradiating from the
sense-impression.”5

The second essential feature of neuro-
scientists’ de½nition of perception con-
cerns the attributes of the thing (or things)
to which sensation is referred. In particu-
lar, the referent is viewed as the “cause”
of sensation. This concept was developed
by the eighteenth-century Scottish phi -
los opher Thomas Reid, who argued that
sensation “suggests to us” an object as its
source: “We all know that a certain kind
of sound suggests immediately to the mind
a coach passing in the street.”6 As James later
noted, perception is “the consciousness
of particular material things present to
sense.”7 This attribution to the source of
sensation is profoundly important and
mean ingful for perception and behavior.
To fully appreciate this importance, it is
useful to consider the larger function of

sen sory systems and the computational
prob lems faced by them. For a variety of
reasons–some technical, some conceptu -
al, and some historical–this consideration
is easiest to undertake for the visual mo -
dality, and that is the approach I will use
herein. The principles of perceiving and
the underlying neuronal mechanisms re -
vealed by the study of vision nonetheless
have broad relevance to other sensory mo -
dalities.

Figure 1 illustrates what I call the “cen-
tral problem of vision.” Technically this
is two problems, one of which is optical
and the other biological. The optical prob -
lem involves reflection of light off of en -
vironmental surfaces, refraction of that
light by the crystalline lens of the eye, and,
½nally, projection of the light onto the back
surface of the eye–the surface known as
the retina,8 which is lined with neuronal
tissue responsible for phototransduction 
–to form the retinal image. This image is
merely a pattern of light that changes in
intensity and wavelength over space and
time. But our survival depends on our abil-
ity to engage with–to recognize and to
navigate amongst–the features of the vi -
sual scene that gave rise to the retinal im -
age. The biological problem, which is by
far the more dif½cult of the two, thus in -
volves reconstruction of the properties of
the visual scene, given only the pattern of
light present in the retinal image. This in -
verse problem of optics is an example of
what is known formally as an ill-posed
prob lem: it is a problem without a unique
solution. Because of the dimensionality
re duction that accompanies optical pro-
jection of the world onto the retina, there
is simply not suf½cient information pres-
ent in the retinal image to uniquely iden-
tify its environmental causes. To put it
bluntly, the number of visual scenes that
could give rise to any speci½c retinal image
is in½nite.
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In view of this intrinsic ambiguity, per-
haps the most astonishing thing about
visual perceptual experience is that we
rarely have dif½culty arriving at a unique
solution for the environmental cause of
the retinal image. Moreover, the solution
we adopt is nearly always the correct one
(at least within margins of error allowable
for our behavioral interactions with the
world). Those cases where we arrive at the
wrong solution are what we call “illu-
sions.” Vision is able to accomplish reli-

able disambiguation of the retinal image
by virtue of context, which, broadly speak -
ing, consists of other pieces of information
that are either 1) co-present in the retinal
image (spatial context); 2) learned based
on the observer’s prior experience with the
world (temporal context); or 3) embed-
ded in the computational machinery of the
brain as a result of evolution in an envi-
ronment that has consistent and well-
de ½ned properties (evolutionary context).
Con text is thus James’s “farther facts

Figure 1
The Central Problem of Vision

The problem is twofold: one component is optical and the other biological. The optical problem involves reflection
of light off of surfaces in the visual environment. This light is refracted by the crystalline lens at the front of the
eye, resulting in a pattern of light (the retinal image) that is projected and focused on the retinal surface at the
back of the eye. The biological problem–the problem of perception–involves identi½cation of the elements of
the visual scene that gave rise to the retinal image. This is a classic inverse problem for which there is no unique
solution: a given retinal image could be caused by any one of an in½nite set of visual scenes.

This fundamental ambiguity is not reflected in human perceptual experience, however, for we generally arrive
quickly at a solution and the chosen solution is nearly always correct (in that it reflects the “true” environment).
This is only possible by using other sources of information, including the spatial relationships between different
features of the image (spatial context), the observer’s prior experiences (temporal context), and consistent prop-
erties of the visual world (for example, that light comes from above) that have become embedded in the com-
putational machinery of the brain through natural selection (evolutionary context). Recent experiments summa -
rized herein have revealed much about how these contextual influences enable perception. Source: Figure prepared
by author.
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associated with the object of sensation.”
Using the available context as clues, the
process of disambiguation–the process
of perceiving–is best characterized as
probabilistic inference about the cause of
sensation. Again according to James, “per -
ception is of probable things.”9 Or to use
a familiar colloquialism, “we generally see
what we expect to see.”

Context plays an extended role in per-
ception in that it also helps resolve sym-
bolic form. Sensory inputs are replete with
symbolism–often quite abstract and
multifaceted–and to perceive is to grasp
the meanings of the symbols. Perhaps the
most dramatic example of this is human
language, which is by de½nition an expe-
rience-dependent mapping of auditory
and visual stimuli onto meaningful objects,
actions, and concepts. To illustrate how
con text resolves this mapping and, by
doing so, makes perception possible, Wil -
liam James offered the phrase Pas de lieu
Rhone que nous.10 If the listener assumes
that the spoken phrase is French, it is un -
intelligible. If, however, the listener is in -
formed that the spoken phrase is English,
the very same sounds are perceived as pad-
dle your own canoe. James further noted that
“as we seize the English meaning the sound
itself appears to change.” In other words,
the percept is both reconciled and subjec-
tively quali½ed by the context provided.

With these phenomenological aspects
of perception in mind, research in recent
years has focused on the mechanisms by
which contextual cues modulate neuronal
signals originating from the senses, there -
by reflecting the thing perceived. In the
case of vision, the question is: how do neu -
ronal signals that initially reflect the prop -
erties of the retinal image become trans-
formed (via context) such that they reflect
instead the properties of the visual scene?
Based on the discoveries presented below,
I will argue that this transformation from
an image-based representation to a scene-

based representation is among the most
basic and fundamental operations of the
cerebral cortex11 and is the neurobiological
explanation for the fact that “perception
reflects the permanent possibilities of sen -
sation.”

To provide a foundation for understand -
ing the neuronal bases of perceiving, I will
briefly review our present understanding
of the organization of the primate visual
system. Much of this information has come
from the use of three key experimental ap -
 proaches: 

1) Neuroanatomy: These studies, which
are made possible by methods for selec-
tive visual labeling of brain tissue, provide
a picture of neurons12–the basic cellular
elements of the brain–as well as a picture
of the wiring diagram of neuronal con-
nectivity. 

2) Neurophysiology: These studies re -
veal the types of sensory signals carried
by neurons and the manner in which those
signals are transformed at each computa-
tional stage in the signal processing hier-
archy. In practice, this information is re -
corded physiologically by evaluating
neuronal receptive ½eld13 properties. The re -
ceptive ½eld (rf) is a central concept in
sensory neurobiology and is de½ned as the
region of sensory space that, when stim-
ulated, elicits a change in the activity of
the recorded neuron (typically quanti½ed
as frequency of action potentials14). Visual
rf prop erties may include, in addition to
spatial location, sensitivity to complex spa -
tial, tem poral, and/or chromatic proper-
ties of light. A more recent concept im -
portant for this discussion of perception
is that of the rf surround (sometimes
known as the “non-classical rf”). A sen-
sory stimulus that falls in a neuron’s rf

surround does not directly cause a change
in activity (by de½nition), but rather has
the ability to mod ulate activity driven by
a stimulus in the rf. As we shall see, the
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rf surround provides a mechanism by
which contextual cues may influence (and
disambi g u ate) neuronal responses to sen -
sory stimuli.

3) Behavioral analysis: This approach
involves acquiring behavioral reports of
subjective states, such as those associated
with perceiving. These behavioral mea -
sures reveal correlations (and implied caus -
al relationships) between a perceptual state
and the neuronal signals recorded from
speci½c anatomical circuit locations. 

The ½rst act of visual processing, which
occurs in the retina, is phototransduction
(the conversion of energy in the form of
light into energy in the form of neuronal
activity). Signals leaving the retina are
carried by the optic nerve/tract15 and con-
vey information about the location of a
stimulus in visual space, the wavelength
composition of the stimulus, and about
spa tial and temporal contrast between dif -
ferent stimuli. Optic tract ½bers synapse16

in a region of the thalamus (a form of sen -
sory transponder located in the center of
the forebrain17), known as the lateral genic-
ulate nucleus,18 and the signals are passed
on from there via a large ½ber bundle to
ter minate in the primary visual cortex,19 or
area V1 (Figure 2). Area v1 is located in the
occipital lobe (the most posterior region)
of the cerebral cortex, which is the mas-
sive convoluted sheet of neuronal tissue
that forms the exterior of the forebrain.
Signals recorded physiologically reveal
that v1 neurons extract a number of basic
features of the pattern of light in the retinal
image, including position in visual space,
color, contour orientation, motion direc-
tion, and distance from the observer. These
signals ascend further to contribute to
functionally speci½c processing–object
rec ognition, spatial understanding, visual-
motor control–in a number of additional
visual areas, which collectively make up
ap  proximately one-third of the human ce -
rebral cortex.

Attempts to understand how visual cor -
tical neurons account for perceptual ex -
perience have been largely reductionist in
approach. These experiments, which spear -
headed the ½eld of sensory neurobiology
½fty years ago, typically involve manipu-
lation of a very simple stimulus along a
single sensory dimension–a contour is var -
ied in orientation, a patch of light is varied
in color, a moving texture is varied in direc -
tionality–and placed within the rf of a
physiologically recorded neuron. This ap -
proach has revealed fundamental features
of the ways in which basic attributes of a
sensory stimulus are detected and encoded
by neuronal activity. But in the end this
approach has told us little about perception
because the stimuli are devoid of meaning.
They lack the context needed to identify
environmental cause and are thus ambig -
uous in the most complete sense possible. 

The alternative experimental approach
is one in which the context is varied, such
that the percept (the inferred environmen -
tal cause) is independent of the parameters
of the sensory stimulus. The real world
presents a rich set of such conditions, of
course, but there is an advantage to an
intermediate experimental approach in
which perceptual and neuronal responses20

to a simple well-de½ned stimulus–the
“tar get”–are evaluated in the presence of
simple contextual manipulations.21 In our
laboratory we have used both spatial and
temporal context for this purpose. Spa-
tial context is de½ned here as other (non-
target) features of the retinal image, such
as the color, pattern, or motion of spatial
regions surrounding the target (the “sur-
round”). There are many well-known per -
ceptual phenomena in which experience
of a simple target stimulus is markedly
in fluenced by the surround. Perception of
brightness and color hue, for example, are
heavily context dependent (Figure 3), often
in complex and revealing ways. We have
also discovered and explored a number of
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compelling effects of context on per ceived
motion.22

In all of these cases, the percept varies be -
cause the spatial context leads to differ-
ent plausible interpretations of the cause
of the sensory stimulus. My work with
Gene Stoner (Salk Institute) on context-
dependent visual motion perception illus -

trates this well.23 Stoner designed a stim-
ulus in which a diamond-shaped pattern
of vertical stripes was viewed in the con-
text of a textured surround (Figure 4). (We
call this the “barber diamond” stimulus
because it mimics features of the classic
“barber pole” illusion, in which rotating
stripes appear to move downward along
the axis of the pole.) Portions of the tex-
tured surround were manipulated (using

Figure 2
Locations and Connectivity of Cerebral Cortical Areas of Rhesus Monkey (Macaca mulatta)
Involved in Visual Perception

Because of the similarity of its visual functions to those of humans, the vast knowledge of the organization of its
cerebral cortex, and the richness of its behavioral repertoire, the rhesus monkey has been an extremely power-
ful model for understanding the brain bases of visual perception.

(A) Lateral view of cerebral cortex of rhesus monkey. Front of brain is at right and top of brain is at top of image.
Superior temporal sulcus is partially unfolded (dashed line) to show visual cortical areas that lie within. Differ-
ently shaded regions identify a subset (visual areas v1, v2, v4, v4t, mt, mst, fst, stp, teo, it) of the nearly
three dozen distinct cortical areas involved in the processing of visual information.

(B) Connectivity diagram illustrating a subset of known anatomical projections from retina to primary visual cortex
(v1) and up through the inferior temporal (it) cortex. Most projections are bi-directional.

Source: Figure prepared by author.
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Figure 3
Complex Influences of Spatial Context on Brightness Perception

(A) Simultaneous contrast enhancement. The intensities of the two central squares are identical, but the central
square on the left appears darker. This brightness illusion, which has been known for centuries, can be accounted
for by the differences in spatial context (light on left and dark on right).

(B) The “corrugated plaid” illusion devised by vision scientist Edward Adelson shows the pronounced dependence
of brightness perception on image cues for depth, form, and shading. Patches b1 and b2 are identical in intensity,
but b2 appears brighter. 

(C) By changing cues for depth, form, and shading, yet leaving the local luminance con½guration intact, the bright -
ness illusion present in (B) is greatly reduced. Patches c1 and c2 are identical in intensity and they appear approx-
imately so.

The illusion can be accounted for by the use of contextual cues to identify the visual scene that produced the
image. One important visual scene property is the reflectance of surfaces, since that property enables object
recognition. The brightness values perceived in this illusion correspond to probabilistic inferences about surface
reflectance that are driven by contextual cues that suggest a speci½c visual scene interpretation.

Source: Edward H. Adelson, “Perceptual Organization and the Judgment of Brightness,” Science 262 (1993): 2042–
2044 ; and Thomas D. Albright, “Why Do Things Look as They Do?” Trends in Neuroscience 17 (1994): 175–177. 
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Figure 4
Schematic Depiction of “Barber Diamond” Stimuli Used to Study the Influence 
of Context on Perceived Motion and Its Neuronal Correlates 

(A) Stimuli consisted of a moving pattern of vertical stripes framed by a static, diamond-shaped aperture. The
striped pattern itself was placed in the plane of ocular ½xation while four textured panels that de½ned the aperture
were indepen dently positioned in depth using binocular disparity cues. The striped pattern was moved either
leftward or right ward on each trial. Each of the four stimulus conditions used was a unique conjunction of direction
of motion (right versus left motion of the striped pattern) and depth-ordering con½guration. The two conditions
illustrated (B and C) were created using a rightward moving pattern of stripes; two additional conditions (not
shown) were created using leftward moving stripes. Near and Far identify the depth-ordering of the textured
panels relative to the depth plane of the striped pattern. 

(B) Upper-right and lower-left panels were placed in the Near depth plane, while the upper-left and lower-right pan-
els were in the Far depth plane. Line terminators formed at the boundary of Near surfaces and the striped pattern
are classi½ed as extrinsic features resulting from occlusion, and the striped pattern is perceived to extend behind the
Near surface. (Note that the gray stripes in this illustration are not part of the stimulus and are used solely to illus -
trate perceptual completion.) Conversely, line terminators formed at the boundary of the Far surfaces and the striped
pattern are classi½ed as intrinsic: they appear to result from the physical termination of the surface upon which the
stripes are “painted.” As a result of this depth-ordering manipulation and ensuing feature interpretation, observers
typically perceive the moving pattern of stripes in (B) as belonging to a surface that slides behind the Near panels
and across the Far panels (to the upper-right). This direction is identi½ed with motions of intrinsic terminators. 

(C) The condition shown contains the same rightward motion of the pattern of stripes, but employs the depth-
ordering con½guration that is complementary to (B). In this case, observers typically perceive the striped pattern
as belonging to a surface that is drifting to the lower right. 

(D) 3-D illustration of one depth-ordering con½guration used for these experiments. The 3-D percept requires
“free cross-fusing” of the left and right panels (such that the right eye is aimed at the left panel and the left aimed
at the right). Those viewers capable of free fusing should perceive the 3-D layout of the stimulus. In practice, the cen -
tral striped pattern also drifted leftward or rightward.

A demonstration of this depiction, with motion, is available at http://vcl-s.salk.edu/Research/Motion-Integration/.
Source: Robert O. Duncan, Thomas D. Albright, and Gene R. Stoner, “Occlusion and the Interpretation of Visual
Motion: Perceptual and Neuronal Effects of Context,” The Journal of Neuroscience 20 (2000): 5885–5897.
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binocular disparity cues24) such that they
were perceived in different planes of depth.
We used two complementary depth con -
½gurations: 1) foreground (Near) panels
appear at the upper-right and lower-left
corners of the stimulus and a background
trough runs from the upper-left to lower-
right (Figure 4B); and 2) foreground pan-
els appear at the lower-right and upper-
left and the background trough runs from
lower-left to upper-right (Figure 4C). In
both depth con½gurations, the diamond-
shaped pattern of stripes ap peared at an
in termediate depth plane (above trough
and below foreground panels). For each of
these two con½gurations we moved the
pat tern of stripes ei ther leftward or right-
ward within the stationary diamond-
shaped window. 

We predicted that the perceived direc-
tion of the stripes would vary depending
on their depth relationships with the sur-
round. To understand this prediction, note
that the edges of the striped pattern that
lie adjacent to a Far panel are readily (prob -
abilistically) perceived as edges of an ob -
ject in the visual scene. We call these
“intrinsic” edges because they are intrinsic
to the object that caused their presence in
the retinal image. By contrast, edges of the
striped pattern that lie adjacent to a Near
panel are readily perceived as accidents
of occlusion of one object by another. We
call these “extrinsic” edges because they
are extrinsic to all objects in the visual
scene. Thus, the moving lines that rake (as
retinal stimuli) along an intrinsic edge
should be perceived as the consequence
of a striped object moving through space
in that direction. Conversely, the moving
lines that rake along an extrinsic edge
should be perceived as bearing no reliable
relationship to the motion of the striped
object, for it is impossible to verify, based
upon these retinal motions, the extent to
which the object moves under or parallel to
the foreground surface. As a consequence

of these depth-dependent perceptual in -
terpretations of the cause of the retinal
stimulus, the physically invariant motions
should be perceived as arising from an
object in the visual scene that slides along
one or the other diagonal, depending on
the spatial context. This is precisely what
we found to be true; indeed, the effect is
universal and striking.25

The con½guration of these context-
dependent motion stimuli enabled us to
place them within the rfs of cortical neu-
rons that respond selectively to the direc-
tion of stimulus motion. Such neurons are
abundant in a small mid-level cortical re -
gion known as the middle temporal visual
area, or area MT26 (Figure 2). A typical mt

neuron responds best to movement of a
pattern in a speci½c direction–upward,
for example–within the rf, and response
wanes as direction deviates from this “pre -
ferred direction.” Much evidence suggests
that the activity of these neurons underlies
the perception of motion,27 so we rea-
soned that the response of an mt neuron
to the barber-diamond stimulus should
vary depending on the direction perceived
(as dictated by spatial context), even
though the motion in the retinal image
never changes. Figure 5 illustrates data
from an mt neuron that does this. Criti-
cally, only the moving stripes were placed
within the rf of the neuron; the spatial
context was visible to the rf surround. The
response of this neuron, like many others
in area mt (about 25 percent of the total
population), is modulated by the spatial
context such that it represents the per-
ceptually inferred motion of an object in
the visual scene, rather than the “sensory”
motions in the retinal image. We naturally
presume that the activity underlies the per -
ceptual experience.

The barber-diamond provides a dramatic
demonstration of how an invariant reti-
nal stimulus can be perceived differently
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depending on context. Another property
of perception is that it often generalizes
across different sensory attributes28: widely
varying retinal stimuli will be perceived
as arising from a common source in the vi -
sual scene. These effects are termed per-
ceptual constancies.29 Size constancy, for ex -
ample, refers to the fact that an object
viewed from different distances will vary
markedly in retinal image size but will be

perceived as having the same size in the
visual scene. This is a case in which the
prob able cause of the retinal stimulus is
inferred using contextual cues for distance,
such as linear perspective or binocular dis -
parity. 

In the laboratory we have studied a type
of perceptual constancy known as “form-
cue invariance,” which occurs when essen -
tial attributes of the visual scene, such as

Figure 5
Influence of Spatial Context on the Encoding of Visual Motion by Cortical Neurons 

Data were obtained by stimulating the rfs of neurons in area mt (see Figure 2) with unambiguously moving
patterns of stripes (panel A) and with barber-diamond stimuli (panel B; see text and Figure 4 for stimulus descrip -
tion), for which the perceived direction is dictated by context. 

(A) The striped pattern was moved in each of six different directions (indicated by small stimulus icons) within the
rf of the recorded mt neuron. The motion percepts elicited by these six stimuli are determined solely by the phys -
ical motions of the stimulus. The mean neuronal responses are plotted in polar form, where the radius represents
the frequency of action potentials (spikes per second) and the polar axis represents the direction that the stimulus
moved. Like many mt neurons, this cell was highly selective, with a preference for motion down and to the right.

(B) The same mt neuron shown in (A) was in this case stimulated with four barber-diamond conditions. As detailed
in text and in Figure 4, there are only two retinal image motion directions (left and right) present in these four
stimuli, which are indicated by the black arrows on each stimulus icon. Because of the different depth con½gurations
in the surround (see Figure 4), these two image motions are perceived to move in each of four unique directions
(along the four diagonals), indicated by the gray arrows on each stimulus icon. We predicted that the neuronal re -
sponse would be largest when the perceived motion matched the neuron’s known direction preference (established
from the test shown in panel A), such as down and to the right. This is precisely what was observed. Importantly,
the retinal image motions for the two conditions on the right side of the panel are physically identical, but the neu -
ronal response reflects the direction perceived, which is the visual scene motion inferred based upon spatial context.

Source: Robert O. Duncan, Thomas D. Albright, and Gene R. Stoner, “Occlusion and the Interpretation of Visual
Motion: Perceptual and Neuronal Effects of Context,” The Journal of Neuroscience 20 (2000): 5885–5897.
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object form or motion, are extracted in -
variantly from the retinal image by gen-
eralizing across image attributes that dis-
tinguish object from background.30 The
pro½le of Abraham Lincoln’s head, for ex -
ample, is readily perceived regardless of
whether it is de½ned relative to back-
ground by black-on-white, white-on-
black, or red-on-green. This form of con-
stancy reflects contextual information
(evo lutionary context) that is “built-in”
the human visual system: to wit, we have
evolved to operate in an environment in
which the properties of light change over
space and time, and objects are thus to
varying degrees visible to us by different
image cues, including brightness, color,
and texture. Reliable perception depends
on the ability to generalize across these
state changes and extract the meaningful
properties of the world.

We studied the neuronal basis of form-
cue invariance using simple elongated rect -
angles that were de½ned by differences in
brightness, texture, or flicker.31 When these
different stimuli are moved, the per cept of
motion is invariant, despite the fact that the
sensory attributes of the image vary mark -
edly. When we presented mo tion sensitive
mt neurons with these form-cue invariant
motion stimuli, we discovered that the neu -
ronal responses also generalized across the
different form cues. We concluded that
these responses underlie the invariant per -
ceptual experience by representing com-
mon motions of objects in the visual scene,
to the exclusion of in formation about the
sensory features that distinguish the ob -
jects from the background.

In the examples considered thus far, per-
ception does not require reference to the
observer’s prior personal experience with
the world. Much of the time, however, the
way we perceive a sensory stimulus de -
pends heavily on what we have seen before.
This temporal context is manifested per-

ceptually both as the ability to identify
the cause of a sensory stimulus and by the
ability to identify its meaning (as symbolic
form). A simple but dramatic demonstra-
tion of such effects can be seen in Figure 6.
Without prior experience with this par-
ticular pattern of retinal stimulation, it is
dif½cult to identify a probable environ-
mental cause (other than a surface with an
apparently random pattern of light and
dark regions) or to grasp what the sensory
features symbolize. Figure 8 (page 35) pro -
vides information that will help disam-
biguate the image in Figure 6, leading to a
coherent and meaningful percept. Simi-
larly, the visual perceptual experience of
Devanagari (Hindi script) is markedly dif-
ferent before and after learning the writ-
ten language. These temporal context ef -
fects are, in fact, ubiquitous and funda-
mental to perceiving. They are rooted in
the phenomena of associative learning32 and
memory retrieval33: as an observer learns
the relationship between a sensory stimu-
lus and the “farther facts associated with
the object of sensation,” the stimulus alone
is capable of eliciting retrieval of those
“farther facts,” which become incorporat -
ed into the percept.

To understand the neuronal events that
underlie the perceptual effects of temporal
context, we have explored both the learn-
ing of sensory associations and the mech-
anisms by which associative recall influ-
ences perception. Sensory associative
learn ing is the most common form of
learning: it inevitably results when stimuli
appear together in time, and particularly
so in the presence of reinforcement; it can
occur without awareness (“classical con-
ditioning”) or with (“instrumental condi -
tioning”). The product of associative
learning is that presentation of one stim-
ulus elicits retrieval of its associate and all
of the experience that that retrieval en -
tails. For Pavlov’s dog, for example, the
learned association between the sound of
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the bell and the taste of food elicited in
the dog the physiological manifestations
of eating (such as salivating) when the bell
alone was struck. 

We began by examining how the learn-
ing of sensory associations is implemented
by neuronal plasticity.34 We hypothesized 
–in accordance with James’s conjecture
(“When two elementary brain-processes
have been active together or in immediate
succession, one of them, on reoccurring,
tends to propagate its excitement into the
other”)35–that associations are estab-
lished through the formation or strength-
ening of neuronal connections between
the independent neuronal representations36

of the paired stimuli. To test this hypoth-
esis, we trained subjects to learn associa-
tions between pairs of visual stimuli that
consisted of meaningless patterns (“clip-
art” ½gures).37 As the subjects acquired the
associations, we monitored activity from
neurons in the inferior temporal (IT) cor -
tex,38 a region that lies at the pinnacle of the

visual processing hierarchy39 (Figure 2) and
is known to be critical for object recogni-
tion, which relies on memory of prior as -
sociations. Neurons in the it cortex re -
spond selectively to complex objects, such
as the visual patterns used for this exper-
iment.40 We predicted that as subjects
learned new associations between these
stimuli, connectivity would increase be -
tween neurons that were initially selective
for one or the other member of a pair. The
result of this change in connectivity, then,
should be expressed physiologically as a
convergence of the magnitude of the neu -
ronal responses to the paired stimuli. Fig-
ure 7 illustrates the average behavioral and
neuronal changes that occurred in these
ex periments. As subjects learned novel vi -
sual stimulus associations (Figure 7, top
panel), the index of neuronal response
similarity (bottom panel) increased, re -
flect ing the expected convergence of re -
sponses to paired stimuli. In other words,
as the stimuli become symbols for one an -

Figure 6
Demonstration of the Influence of Temporal Context on the Interpretation 
of a Sensory (Retinal) Stimulus

To most observers, this ½gure initially appears as a random pattern with no clear perceptual interpretation. The
perceptual experience elicited by this stimulus is radically (and perhaps permanently) different after viewing the
pattern shown in Figure 8. Source: Paul B. Porter, “Another Puzzle-Picture,” The American Journal of Psychology
67 (3) (1954): 550–551.
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Figure 7
Parallels between Behavioral Acquisition of Learned Associations between Pairs of Visual Stimuli
(top panel) and Changes in the Selectivity of Cortical Neurons for the Paired Stimuli (bottom panel)

Top: Average performance as a function of trial number on a task in which subjects were instructed to choose a
stimulus that we arbitrarily paired with a cue. For example, if subjects were shown stimulus A, they would be
rewarded only for choosing stimulus B in the presence of distracters. Initial performance in this task is always at
chance because the subject has no way to predict the pairings we impose. After a few dozen trials, performance
begins to increase and ultimately reaches a high level.

Bottom: We predicted that concomitant with behavioral evidence of learning, we would see changes in the visual
responses of neurons in the inferior temporal (it) cortex (see Figure 2) to the paired stimuli. Plotted here is the
trial-by-trial change in a measure of the similarity of response magnitudes to the paired stimuli (A and B). As
learning proceeded, the responses to paired stimuli became more similar to one another and the responses to un -
paired stimuli became less similar. We believe that these neuronal response changes reflect ongoing modi½cations
to the local circuitry in the it cortex, through which long-term memory for the learned pairings is achieved.

All data are averaged over many learning sessions, experimental subjects, and cortical neurons. Figure data:
Adam Messinger, Larry R. Squire, Stuart M. Zola, and Thomas D. Albright, “Neuronal Representations of Stimulus
Associations Develop in the Temporal Lobe during Learning,” Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 98
(2001): 12239–12244.
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Figure 8
Demonstration of the Influence of Temporal Context on the Interpretation 
of a Sensory (Retinal) Stimulus

Most observers will experience a clear meaningful percept upon viewing this pattern. After achieving this per-
cept, refer back to Figure 6. The experience of that image should now be markedly different, with a perceptual
interpretation that is now driven largely by information drawn from memory. Figure previously published in
Thomas D. Albright, “On the Perception of Probable Things: Neural Substrates of Associative Memory, Imagery
and Perception,” Neuron 74 (2) (2012): 227–245.

other by association, the neuronal repre-
sentations of those stimuli become less
distinguishable. We believe that these neu -
ronal changes are the physical manifesta-
tions of the newly learned associative
memories.

Memories consolidated41 in this manner
over the course of a lifetime provide the
store of “farther facts associated with the
object of sensation”: the temporal context
needed to interpret sensory events. We
thus hypothesized that if the activity of a
neuron in the visual cortex underlies per-
ception (as opposed to sensation), that ac -
tivity should be influenced by the retinal
stimulus as well as by information re -
trieved from the memory store (the cellular
locus of stored information in the brain).
To test this hypothesis, we ½rst trained
subjects to associate pairs of stimuli and
then evaluated the responses to individual
members of each pair.42 We predicted that

the new “meaning” given to a visual stim -
ulus by the learned association would be
reflected in a new form of neuronal selec-
tivity for the stimulus. 

The stimuli used for this experiment
were moving patterns and stationary ar -
rows. Subjects learned that the direction
of motion of each pattern was associated
with the direction of the arrow. Upward
motion, for example, was associated with
an upwardly pointing arrow, and so on. We
recorded activity from neurons in corti-
cal visual area mt (Figure 2), which are
highly selective for motion direction but
are normally unresponsive to non-moving
stimuli, such as the stationary arrows used
in our experiment.43 As expected, mt neu-
rons responded selectively to the direc-
tion of pattern motion. After learning the
motion/arrow associations, however,
many mt neurons also responded selec-
tively to the direction in which the sta-
tionary arrow pointed (Figure 9). More-
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over, the selectivity seen was entirely pre-
dicted by the learned association. That is,
if a cell responded best to upward mo -
tion, the arrow direction that elicited the
largest response was also upward.

In these experiments, the associative
training causes the arrow and motion to
serve as symbols for one another in the
same sense that the graphical pattern
mom serves as a symbol for a speci½c per -
son. The perceptual experience elicited by
sensing the arrow naturally includes the

things that the arrow symbolizes, which in
this case is the motion with which it has
been paired. A corollary of James’s axiom
about “farther facts associated with the
object of sensation” is that perceptual ex -
perience includes tangible “images” of
the things recalled–images seen in the
“mind’s eye.” Indeed, James de½ned his
“general law of perception” as follows:
“Whilst part of what we perceive comes
through our senses from the object before
us, another part (and it may be the larger

Figure 9
Emergent Visual Stimulus Selectivity in Cortical Visual Area mt

following Paired Association Learning

Subjects learned to associate up and down motions with up and down arrows. (A) Neurophysiological data are
shown from a representative mt neuron. The top row illustrates responses to four motion directions. Each of
the four plots in this row contains a spike raster display (in which each tic mark indicates the occurrence of an
action potential) of the neuronal response obtained for each presentation of the stimulus. Each plot also con-
tains a function that represents the average neuronal response rate as a function of time relative to stimulus onset
(time = 0). For each plot, the vertical dashed lines correspond from left to right to stimulus onset, motion onset,
and stimulus offset. The gray rectangle indicates the analysis window. The cell was highly directionally selective.
The responses to downward and leftward motion were far greater than the responses to upward and rightward
motion. The bottom row of plots illustrates responses to four static arrows. Plotting conventions are the same
as in the upper row. As a consequence of learning, the cell became highly selective for arrow direction. Responses
to the downward and leftward arrows are greatest.

(B) Mean responses of the neuron shown in panel A to motion directions (dashed curve) and corresponding static
arrow directions (solid curve), indicated in polar format (polar angle corresponds to stimulus direction and
radius corresponds to neuronal response rate). Preferred directions for the two stimulus types (dashed and solid
vectors) are nearly identical.

Source: Anja Schlack and Thomas D. Albright, “Remembering Visual Motion: Neural Correlates of Associative
Plasticity and Motion Recall in Cortical Area mt,” Neuron 53 (2007): 881–890.
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part) always comes out of our own head.”44

We thus infer that the perceptual experi-
ence elicited in our experiments by the ar -
row includes visual imagery45 of the motion,
which is retrieved from the memory store.
We furthermore conclude that the selec-
tive pattern of activity exhibited by mt

neurons upon viewing the stationary ar -
row underlies imagery of the motion re -
called by association.

The conditions of the experiment de -
scribed above elicit a form of visual imag -
ery in which the thing imagined (motion)
differs markedly from the sensory stimu-
lus (arrow). This is the same form of im -
agery that occurs when we explicitly con-
jure the face of a friend, the characters and
places in a novel, or imagine how the couch
would look if we moved it to the other side
of the room. But there is another form of
imagery that is ubiquitous and largely non-
volitional, in which the thing (or things)
recalled by association “matches” the sen -
sory stimulus and is in fact a probabilistic
inference about the cause of that stimulus.
Harking back to our earlier discussion of
the ambiguity of sensory events and the
role of context in resolving that ambiguity,
we can see that this latter form of imagery
is a critical part of the process. This is par -
ticularly true under conditions in which
the sensory stimulus is impoverished by
noise or incompleteness, as is the case for
the pattern in Figure 6. In fact, simple con -
sideration of the objects that surround you
–a chair that is partially obscured by a
table, a glass blurred by glare, scratchy
notes on a pad of paper–suggests that your
clear and complete perceptual experience
of these objects is the result of sensations
that have been complemented–fleshed
out, if you will–by information provided
by memory. As our experiments have
shown, that information comes in the
form of selective feedback into the visual
cortex, which unites retinal signals with

im agery signals to yield perceptual expe-
rience of probable things.46

Given the ubiquitous, powerful, and im -
plicit nature of this form of imagery, it is
perhaps unsurprising that it can be readily
manipulated to hijack perception. Indeed,
a major category of performance magic
relies on priming47 as a form of temporal
context. The result is an illusion in which
the viewer’s percept of an equivocal sen-
sory event is not the “correct” solution.
Similar unconscious priming effects oc -
cur under normal (non-magical) circum-
stances as well: perceptual biases in eye-
witness reports or in the interpretation of
wooly data (such as x-ray and forensic ½n -
gerprint examination and proofreading)
are well documented. There are also prim-
ing effects on perception that happen with
full awareness. Pareidolia48 is the phenom -
enon in which we perceive coherent and
meaningful patterns in response to (rec-
ognizably) random sensations, such as
clouds that look like animals or foods that
resemble Jesus. Finally, there are genres of
art, such as impressionism, in which the
image rendered–the sensory stimulus–is
left intentionally vague in order to allow
the perceptual experience to be completed
by the viewer’s prior experiences (which
art historian E. H. Gombrich evocatively
termed “the beholder’s share”).49

In this essay I have de½ned perceiving as
a process by which the fundamental am -
biguity of sensation is resolved through
the use of contextual cues, which enable
identi½cation of the causes of sensation
and attributions of meaning. Through ex -
amples drawn from our work on the visual
cortex, I have illustrated how spatial con-
text influences perception, how temporal
context (memory) overcomes sensory
noise and incompleteness, and how fun-
damental properties of the visual world
(such as capricious illumination) are em -
bedded in the machinery of our brains
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(evo lutionary context) and lead to percep -
tual constancies in the face of variable sen -
sory conditions. From these discoveries, it
is natural to conclude that a fundamental
and generic computation in the cerebral
cortex is the transformation from sensory
attributes (the retinal image) to attributes
of the external environment (the visual
scene). While we know that context is used
in that computation, and we can identify
neuronal signals that reflect the outcome,
we currently know very little about the
neu ronal mechanisms that give rise to
these signals. How, for example, is infor-

mation from memory selectively and dy -
namically routed back to the visual cortex
in a context-dependent manner to comple -
ment information arising from the retina?
How do neurons that represent visual mo -
tion incorporate information about the
spatial layout of a visual scene? Identifying
these processes presents formidable chal-
lenges, to say the least; but a variety of new
experimental techniques–many from the
½elds of molecular biology and engineer-
ing–provide much promise for a future
mechanistic understanding of perception.

endnotes

1 Sensory transducers are specialized cellular mechanisms that enable various forms of envi-
ronmental energy (mechanical, chemical, radiant) to be converted into energy that is com-
municated within and between neurons. Transduced energy leads to speci½c sensations. Photo -
receptors, for example, transduce energy in the form of light into neuronal energy, which
leads to visual sensation.

2 John Stuart Mill, Examination of Sir William Hamilton’s Philosophy and of the Principal Philosophical
Questions Discussed in His Writings (New York: Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer, 1865). 

3 William James, The Principles of Psychology, vol. 2 (New York: Henry Holt and Co., 1890).
4 James Sully, Outlines of Psychology, with Special References to the Theory of Education (New York:

Appleton, 1888).
5 James, The Principles of Psychology.
6 Thomas Reid, An Inquiry into the Human Mind, On the Principles of Common Sense, ed. D. R. Brookes

(University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1764; 1997).
7 James, The Principles of Psychology.
8 The retina is a multilayered sheet of neuronal tissue that lines the back of the eye. Light re -

fracted by the lens is projected onto the retina and is transduced by photoreceptors into neu-
ronal signals. These neuronal signals are enhanced by additional retinal processing to detect
contrast and are carried by the optic nerve/tract on to the rest of the brain.

9 James, The Principles of Psychology.
10 Ibid.
11 The cerebral cortex is a multilayered and highly convoluted sheet of neuronal tissue that forms

the exterior of much of the mammalian brain. It mediates complex sensory, perceptual, and
cognitive processes and coordinates voluntary goal-directed behaviors. The cerebral cortex
makes up approximately three-quarters of the human brain’s volume, and ap proximately one-
third of the area of the human cerebral cortex is involved in the processing of visual signals.

12 Neurons are the major cell type in the brain involved in neuronal communication and com-
putation. Signals are communicated electrically within a neuron via progressive changes in the
voltage difference between the inside and outside of the cell. Signals are communicated chem -
ically between neurons via the release of neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft (the micro -
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scopic space between neurons), which in turn activate receptors on the next neuron in the
sequence. There are approximately one hundred billion neurons in the human brain.

13 The receptive ½eld is the part of sensory space that, when stimulated, leads to a change in the
activity of a sensory neuron (a neuronal response). In the case of vision, the receptive ½eld of
a neuron is de½ned by the region of visual space that, when stimulated, activates the neuron,
and by the sensory attributes of the activating stimulus (such as its direction of motion).

14 An action potential is a brief stereotyped neuronal signal that typically sweeps from the cell
body along the length of the output process (axon) of a neuron. This neuronal signal results
from a rapid, active, and propagating exchange of ions across the cell membrane. An action
potential entering the terminus of an axon leads to the release of the neurotransmitter.

15 The optic nerve/tract is a bundle of neuronal ½bers composed of axons leaving the retina, which
carry visual signals up to the rest of the brain. There are approximately one million retinal
axons in each optic nerve of the human brain. The nerve becomes the optic tract when it
enters the larger mass of the brain.

16 Synapse: 1) Noun: A collection of structures that underlies chemical transmission of signals
between neurons. It includes specialized cell membranes on pre- and post-synaptic neurons,
neurotransmitter substance, vesicles that package and release a neurotransmitter from a pre-
synaptic membrane, receptors on a post-synaptic membrane that are activated by a neuro-
transmitter, and the synaptic cleft (space between pre- and post-synaptic membranes). 2) Verb:
To form a synapse.

17 The forebrain is the most anterior portion of the vertebrate brain, which includes the cerebral
cortex, thalamus, and hypothalamus and is responsible for sensory, perceptual, cognitive, and
behavioral processes.

18 The lateral geniculate nucleus is a structure in the central portion of the mammalian brain that
receives direct input from the retina and distributes visual signals to the cerebral cortex.

19 The primary visual cortex (area v1) is the portion of the cerebral cortex that serves as the entry
point for visual signals ascending from the lateral geniculate nucleus of the thalamus. Area v1 lies
on the posterior (occipital) pole of the human cerebral cortex (see Figure 2). Outputs from area
v1 extend to a number of secondary and tertiary cortical visual areas in a hierarchical fashion.

20Neurons represent and communicate information synthesized from their inputs in the form
of a response, which is manifested and measureable as changes in the frequency (or pattern,
in some cases) of action potentials.

21 For review, see Thomas D. Albright and Gene R. Stoner, “Contextual Influences on Visual
Processing,” Annual Review of Neuroscience 25 (2002): 339–379.

22 Gene R. Stoner, Thomas D. Albright, and Vilayanur S. Ramachandran, “Transparency and
Coherence in Human Motion Perception,” Nature 344 (1992): 153–155 ; Gene R. Stoner and
Thomas D. Albright, “Neural Correlates of Perceptual Motion Coherence,” Nature 358 (1992):
412–414 ; Gene R. Stoner and Thomas D. Albright, “The Interpretation of Visual Motion: Evi -
dence for Surface Segmentation Mechanisms,” Vision Research 36 (1996): 1291–1310; Robert O.
Duncan, Thomas D. Albright, and Gene R. Stoner, “Occlusion and the Interpretation of Vi -
sual Motion: Perceptual and Neuronal Effects of Context,” The Journal of Neuroscience 20
(2000): 5885–5897; Xin Huang, Thomas D. Albright, and Gene R. Stoner, “Adaptive Surround
Modulation in Cortical Area mt,” Neuron 53 (2007): 761–770; Xin Huang, Thomas D. Albright,
and Gene R. Stoner, “Stimulus Dependency and Mechanisms of Surround Modulation in Cor -
tical Area mt,” The Journal of Neuroscience 28 (2008): 13889–13906; and Albright and Stoner,
“Contextual Influences on Visual Processing.”

23 Duncan, Albright, and Stoner, “Occlusion and the Interpretation of Visual Motion: Percep-
tual and Neuronal Effects of Context”; and Albright and Stoner, “Contextual Influences on
Visual Processing.”

24 Binocular disparity cues are subtle differences between the visual images cast in the two eyes
that originate from the fact that right and left eyes have overlapping but slightly different
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views of the world. These visual image differences (“cues”) are physically related to the distance
of a stimulus. The perception of distance in human vision is thus informed by these cues.

25 Albright and Stoner, “Contextual Influences on Visual Processing”; see video demonstration
of the effect at http://vcl-s.salk.edu/Research/Motion-Integration/.

26 The middle temporal visual area (area mt) is the visual area of the cerebral cortex that re -
ceives direct input from area v1 and lies at an intermediate stage in the hierarchy of pro-
cessing streams in the visual cortex (see Figure 2). Neurons in area mt are highly responsive to
motion in the visual ½eld and their activity underlies visual motion perception. Outputs of
area mt control brain regions that mediate eye movements.

27 For review, see Thomas D. Albright, “Cortical Processing of Visual Motion,” in Visual Motion
and its Use in the Stabilization of Gaze, ed. Joshua Wallman and Frederick A. Miles (Amsterdam:
Elsevier, 1993), 177–201.

28Sensory attributes are basic elements of sensory experience given by properties of the sensory
world. In the case of vision, the attributes of sensation include brightness, color, texture, dis -
tance, and motion, as well as size and shape. Combinations of sensory attributes elicit spe ci½c
perceptual experiences.

29Perceptual constancy is the invariant perception of a visual object across changes in the sen-
sory attributes that are manifested by the object. For example, perceived size is typically
constant for a given object despite the fact that retinal size is inversely proportional to viewing
distance. Viewing distance, in this case, is computed from visual depth cues, such as binoc-
ular disparity and linear perspective, and serves to normalize perceived size.

30 Thomas D. Albright, “Form-Cue Invariant Motion Processing in Primate Visual Cortex,”
Science 255 (1992): 1141–1143; Gene R. Stoner and Thomas D. Albright, “Motion Coherency
Rules are Form-Cue Invariant,” Vision Research 32 (1992): 465–475; and Avi Chaudhuri and
Thomas D. Albright, “Neuronal Responses to Edges De½ned by Luminance vs. Temporal
Texture in Macaque Area v1,” Visual Neuroscience 14 (1997): 949–962.

31 Albright, “Form-Cue Invariant Motion Processing in Primate Visual Cortex.”
32 Associative learning is the simplest and most common form of learning, in which different

sensations, symbols, concepts, or events are linked together in memory by virtue of their
proximity in time and/or reinforcement.

33 Memory retrieval is the process of accessing information stored in memory and making it
available for use in perceptual, cognitive, and behavioral processes.

34 In this context, plasticity refers to experience-dependent changes in the stimulus attributes that
are encoded by a neuron.

35 Albright, “Form-Cue Invariant Motion Processing in Primate Visual Cortex.”
36 The unique stimulus attributes that lead to a response from a neuron (a change in neuronal

activity) de½ne the information that is symbolically represented by the neuron. For example,
a visual neuron that responds selectively to a particular direction of motion in its receptive
½eld is said to “represent” that direction of motion.

37 Adam Messinger, Larry R. Squire, Stuart M. Zola, and Thomas D. Albright, “Neuronal Rep-
resentations of Stimulus Associations Develop in the Temporal Lobe during Learning,” Pro-
ceedings of the National Academy of Sciences 98 (2001): 12239–12244.

38 The inferior temporal (it) cortex is the area of the cerebral cortex that corresponds to the high-
est stage of purely visual processing. The it cortex is located on the inferior convexivity of the
temporal lobe in primates (see Figure 2) and plays a central role in visual object recognition.
Neurons in the it cortex represent complex collections of stimulus attributes that corre-
spond to behaviorally meaningful objects, such as faces. it neurons exhibit experience-
dependent changes in their receptive ½eld properties during visual associative learning, and
those changes constitute the cellular trace of the associative memory.
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39 The visual processing hierarchy is a succession of visual processing stages leading, for example,
from the retina, through the thalamus, to the primary visual cortex, and on to secondary and
tertiary cortical visual areas. Each stage in the hierarchy selectively integrates information
from the preceding stage, yielding increasingly complex neuronal representations as signals
move up through the hierarchy.

40Robert Desimone, Thomas D. Albright, Charles G. Gross, and Charles J. Bruce, “Stimulus
Selective Properties of Inferior Temporal Neurons in the Macaque,” The Journal of Neuro-
science 8 (1984): 2051–2062.

41 Memories are initially encoded in a form that has limited duration and capacity and is labile,
decaying quickly with time and easily disrupted by other perceptual or cognitive processes.
Through cellular and molecular events that play out over time, the contents of short-term
memories may be encoded and consolidated into long-term memory, which is more enduring
and of greater capacity.

42 Anja Schlack and Thomas D. Albright, “Remembering Visual Motion: Neural Correlates of
Associative Plasticity and Motion Recall in Cortical Area mt,” Neuron 53 (2007): 881–890.

43 Albright, “Cortical Processing of Visual Motion.”
44 James, The Principles of Psychology.
45 Visual imagery is the subjective experience that occurs when memories of perceptual expe-

riences are retrieved. Imagery of an object is similar to a percept of the object resulting from
retinal stimulation; both are mediated by the same neuronal structures and events in the
visual cortex. Explicit imagery is volitional (for example, picture your car in your mind’s
eye). Implicit imagery is cued by association with a sensory stimulus and serves to augment
perceptual experience based on expectations, in the face of noisy or incomplete sensory signals.

46 For review, see Thomas D. Albright, “On the Perception of Probable Things: Neural Sub-
strates of Associative Memory, Imagery, and Perception,” Neuron 74 (2012): 227–245.

47 After two sensory stimuli have become associated with one another, presentation of one
stimulus leads to enhanced (faster, more accurate) processing of the other. This phenomenon
is known as priming.

48Pareidolia is a phenomenon of visual imagery in which expectations derived from prior experi-
ence cause random patterns to be perceived as meaningful objects.

49 Ernst H. Gombrich, Art and Illusion: A Study in the Psychology of Pictorial Representation (Prince-
ton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1961).
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Most of us use hearing aids. Electronic devices
amplify sound for the bene½t of those with com-
promised hearing, whereas the ears of people with
normal hearing contain biological structures that
serve an identical function. This so-called active
process can amplify sounds by more than a hundred -
fold. The ear’s intrinsic ampli½er additionally
tunes our responsiveness to speci½c frequencies of
sound, thus facilitating the recognition of sound
sources and the discrimination of speech. The ac -
tive process also allows us to analyze acoustic sig-
nals over a million-fold range of magnitudes, com-
pressing responses so that we can appreciate both
soloist and orchestra. Most remarkably, the ear’s
native hearing aid can, like an electronic device, be -
come unstable, leading to the emission of sounds
from the ear. Hearing is a highly adaptive sensory
modality, for it provides an early warning of poten-
tial adversaries or predators and a foretaste of pos-
sible prey while they are still distant. In these en -
deavors, there is a clear advantage in having the most
sensitive and discriminating auditory apparatus.
Evolution has accordingly fostered an active process
whose performance approaches the limits set by the
physics of sound.

Abstract: As the gateway to human communication, the sense of hearing is of enormous importance in
our lives. Research on hearing has recently been revolutionized by the demonstration that the ear is not
simply a passive receiver for sound, but also an ampli½er that augments, ½lters, and compresses its inputs.
Hair cells, the ear’s sensory receptors, use two distinct methods to implement an active process that endows
our hearing with these remarkable properties. First, the vibration-sensitive structures of the ear, called
hair bundles, display a mechanical instability that allows them to oscillate in response to stimulation.
And second, the membranes of hair cells are replete with proteins that contract in response to electrical
stimuli, thus enabling the cells to act like tiny muscles. The activity of these two motile processes can be so
exuberant as to cause normal ears to emit sounds.

© 2015 by the American Academy of Arts & Sciences
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Because hearing is the key sense in
human communication, its importance is
most apparent in persons whose hearing
is de½cient. Hearing is ordinarily the
means by which children acquire language
and thus their avenue to other forms of
symbolic communication. One child in a
thousand is born deaf, however, and a
comparable percentage will become deaf
before maturity, largely a result of the
several hundred forms of genetic hearing
loss.1 Before the advent of a simple and
effective test to identify these children
within days of birth, many suffered years
of retarded development owing to their
unrecognized condition.

Verbal exchanges not only facilitate the
transmission of information but also sit-
uate us in our social milieux, yet forty mil-
lion Americans–an eighth of the popu-
lace–have hearing loss severe enough to
mar their daily lives, for example by im -
peding conversation on the telephone or in
a noisy environment. Age-related hear-
ing loss, or presbycusis, affects 25 percent
of our population at age sixty-½ve and 50
percent by age eighty, distancing many
individuals from friends and family and
greatly diminishing their quality of life.
Finally, abrupt hearing loss–whether from
overloud sounds, infections, or certain
medications–may afflict individuals of
any age. Deafness can be psychologically
devastating, leading to depression and
even suicide as a result of the isolation that
it imposes. As Helen Keller remarked in a
letter: 

I am just as deaf as I am blind. The problems
of deafness are deeper and more complex,
if not more important, than those of blind-
ness. Deafness is a much worse misfortune.
For it means the loss of the most vital stim-
ulus–the sound of the voice that brings
language, sets thoughts astir and keeps us in
the intellectual company of man.2

The basic outline of the hearing process
is familiar to us from high school biology.3
Sound waves–the alternate compres-
sions and rarefactions of the air associated
with a sound–are captured by the external
ear, traverse the ear canal, and strike the
thin, elastic eardrum. The ensuing vibra-
tions propagate through the three minis-
cule bones of the middle ear–the hammer,
anvil, and stirrup–to the cochlea. Named
for its resemblance to a spiraled snail shell
(κόχλος in Greek), the cochlea encom-
passes three helical turns in an organ the
size of a chickpea. Abutting the cochlea
within the temporal bone of the skull are
the ½ve receptor organs of the vestibular
lab yrinth, our source of information
about rotatory movements and linear ac -
celerations including gravity.

The cochlea comprises three tiny, liquid-
½lled tubes that spiral in parallel from the
organ’s base to its apex. Vibration of the
stirrup bone applies an alternating pres-
sure to the contents of one chamber, set-
ting in motion the elastic boundaries be -
tween the tubes. One of these boundaries,
the basilar membrane, supports the me -
chanically sensitive structure of the ear,
the organ of Corti. Here the vibration oc -
casioned by the incoming sound is rein-
terpreted as an electrical signal, the com-
mon currency of signaling throughout the
nervous system. This process, the analog of
detecting light in the eye or an odorant in
the nose, constitutes auditory transduction.

The receptors responsible for transduc-
tion are termed hair cells, for each bears on
its top surface a mechanically sensitive or -
ganelle called the hair bundle, which com -
prises between ten and three hundred reg -
ularly spaced, erect, cylindrical protrusions
called stereocilia (Figure 1). This name,
which means “stiff hairs,” characterizes an
important feature: each stereocilium con -
tains a rigid fascicle of cross-linked ½la -
ments of the protein actin. When a me -
chanical force is applied at the top of the
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Figure 1
The Mechanotransduction Process of Hair Cells

The scanning electron micrograph at the upper left shows the surface of the sacculus, a sensory organ in the
inner ear of a frog. Conical hair bundles extend about three ten-thousandths of an inch from the smooth tops of
the mechanically sensitive hair cells. The hair cells are separated by supporting cells marked by a stubble of ½ne
protrusions called microvilli. The enlargement at the upper right portrays a single hair bundle comprising about
sixty stereocilia and a lone kinocilium with a bulbous tip at the tall edge of the bundle. Note the progressive increase
in stereociliary length from left to right; deflecting the bundle in the same direction excites the cell. 

The diagram of two adjacent stereocilia schematizes the mechanism of transduction. When the hair bundle
stands at rest, the ½lamentous tip link interconnecting the stereocilia bears little tension and the channel at its
lower end is usually closed. An excitatory stimulus (thick arrow) deflects the bundle toward its tall edge, causing
a sliding motion between the stereocilia and consequently increasing the tension in the link. This tension opens
the channel, allowing positively charged ions to carry electrical current into the cell (curved arrow). If the stimulus
persists for more than a few hundredths of a second, the hair cell adapts: the upper insertion of the tip link slides
down the longer stereocilium (arrowhead), relaxing the tip link and allowing the channel to reclose. Note that the
relative proportions in the diagram have been exaggerated in the interest of clarity. In reality, the loudest tolerable
stimulus would deflect the hair bundle by only one-quarter of a stereociliary diameter and the channel would be
smaller than the line thickness. Source: Figure prepared by the author.
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hair bundle, each constituent stereocilium
pivots at its tapered base with minimal
flex ing along its shaft. This movement en -
 tails a sliding motion between adjacent ste -
reocilia that is central to the transduction
process.

The stereocilia in a hair bundle are not
of uniform length. A poorly understood
developmental process causes one row of
these stereocilia to grow longest, while also
rendering each successive row progres-
sively shorter. Every hair bundle is accord -
ingly beveled like the tip of a hypodermic
needle. This characteristic is of importance
in transduction, for the bundle is most sen -
sitive to deflection along the direction of
its bevel. Displacement of the hair bun-
dle’s top toward its tall edge excites the
hair cell, whereas motion in the opposite
direction has an inhibitory effect. Move-
ment at a right angle, perpendicular to the
bundle’s plane of mirror symmetry, elic-
its no response. The hair bundle can thus
be considered a biological strain gauge that
is excited or inhibited by appropriately
oriented mechanical stimuli.

Like other excitable cells, the hair cell
produces electrical signals across its sur-
face membrane through the action of ion
channels, which are proteins that traverse
the membrane and offer tiny pores through
which electrically charged ions can flow.
Most channels are equipped with some
form of molecular gate that can open or
close to regulate the flux of ions. The chan -
nels responsible for signaling in the ner -
vous system, for example, include those re -
sponsive to membrane voltage, which un -
derlie the propagating signals called action
potentials, and those sensitive to neuro-
transmitter chemicals, which mediate the
synaptic interactions between neurons.
The ion channels of the hair bundle in -
stead have mechanically sensitive gates
that open and close in response to bundle
displacements.

Stimuli are conveyed to the mechano-
electrical-transduction channels by tip
links, which are molecular threads consis t -
ing of four molecules of extracellular pro-
teins called cadherins that run obliquely
from the tip of each stereocilium to the
flank of the longest adjacent stereocilium
(Figure 1). Each of these tip links is likely
connected to two ion channels at its lower
end. When the top of a hair bundle is
pushed toward its tall edge, the sliding
between adjacent stereocilia increases
the tension in the obliquely mounted link,
which pulls the channels open. Movement
in the opposite direction allows a small
fraction of the channels that are open at
rest to close. Because the tip links are ori-
ented parallel to a bundle’s bevel, they do
not sense perpendicular stimuli.

The direct linkage of channel opening
to hair-bundle movement has three im -
portant consequences for our hearing.
First, because there are no chemical in -
termediates in the transduction process,
hearing is rapid. We are able to detect
sounds at frequencies as great as twenty
thousand oscillations per second, and bats
and whales can respond to stimulation at
frequencies ½ve times that great. By com-
parison, we process visual stimuli at only
one-thousandth of that speed: in motion
pictures and television, images presented
twenty or thirty times per second are con -
strued as continuous because they exceed
the eye’s rate of transduction.

The direct opening of channels next ex -
plains why hearing is so sensitive. The
fain  test sounds that we can perceive vi -
brate hair bundles by ten billionths of an
inch, which is an atomic dimension. This
move ment is analogous to the apex of the
Wash ington Monument budging by less
than an inch. The sensitivity of hearing is
limited by noise produced by the water
molecules of the inner ear’s fluids that,
excited by heat, continually buffet hair
bundles.
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The third and most important conse-
quence of the direct mechanical gating of
transduction channels is the mechanical
instability of the hair bundle. Applying a
small force to a hair bundle tenses the tip
links, which may in turn activate several
transduction channels. Because opening
the channels’ molecular gates relaxes the
attached tip links, the links associated with
the remaining channels must bear more
of the stimulus force. If these channels
then open as a consequence, an avalanche
ensues: the activation of a few channels
triggers the opening of the rest. Similar
behavior occurs when more than a certain
number of channels have been shut by
stimulation in the opposite direction; now
the remaining channels close in concert.
The consequence is that a hair bundle be -
comes bistable, adopting either a con -
½guration with open channels upon stim-
ulation toward its tall edge or a state with
closed channels in response to force in the
opposite direction. The bundle cannot,
however, remain stably in a position be -
tween the two extremes. This behavior re -
sembles that of a child’s click toy: a metal
strip that snaps between two shapes with
an audible pop. As we shall see, the insta-
bility of the hair bundle has been har-
nessed by evolution to implement the ac -
tive process.

Sounds can be captured effectively
through the phenomenon of resonance, in
which each cycle of a stimulus tone adds
a tiny increment of energy to a vibrating
structure. This is how an opera singer’s
voice can shatter a champagne glass: pro-
longed vocalization of the note to which
the glass is tuned causes an oscillation that
grows in amplitude until the material fails.
Hearing would be most sensitive if the
ear’s structures were free to accumulate
sound energy through resonance; each in -
dividual hair bundle would vibrate at a
speci½c frequency determined by its di -

mensions and material properties. Doing
this would present a challenge, however,
because a hair bundle, like other cellular
com ponents, requires a liquid environ-
ment. Movement through the extracellular
fluid causes a sound wave to dissipate, los -
ing power due to viscosity, which reflects
the friction between a hair bundle and the
surrounding water molecules. The active
process represents evolution’s reconcili-
ation of these issues. By continually sup-
plying energy to the vibrating hair bundles,
the active process counters the energy-
dis sipating effects of hydrodynamic fric-
tion and allows our hearing to exploit res-
onance.

As its name suggests, the active process
must work to overcome viscosity and am -
plify a hair bundle’s mechanical inputs.4
The law of conservation of energy im -
plies that a hair cell must draw on some
source of biochemical energy to power its
active process. At least in the ears of land-
dwelling, non-mammalian vertebrates, a
form of myosin–the type of protein that
animates our muscles–does the work
that underlies the active process. Rather
like the participants in a tug o’ war, myosin
molecules consume cellular energy to pull
against intracellular strands of the pro-
tein actin. Through such exertions, a clus-
ter of myosin molecules at the upper end
of each tip link continually tightens the
link and thus ensures that some transduc-
tion channels remain open. If movement
of the hair bundle toward its tall edge fur-
ther tenses the link and activates more
chan nels, then the myosin molecules work
less and allow the link to relax and some
channels to reclose. Conversely, when a
negative hair-bundle movement slackens
the link and closes the channels, the my -
osin molecules ascend, restoring tension
and thereby reopening the channels. This
process is called adaptation: whenever a
protracted displacement is applied to the
bundle, transduction channels transiently
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open or close, after which the myosin
move ments restore the status quo ante with -
in a few hundredths of a second. The adap -
tation process ensures that the machinery
of transduction is always poised where it 
is most effective: on the brink of channel
opening.

Imagine that a hair bundle is somehow
deflected toward its tall edge, perhaps by
collision with an energetic water molecule,
such that most of the channels snap open.
The myosin molecules react by low ering
the tip-link tension in an effort to restore
the probability of channel opening to an
equilibrium value of one-half. Before that
point is reached, however, the closure of
some channels triggers an avalanche in
the opposite direction and most of the
remaining channels snap shut as well. In
response, the myosin molecules begin to
ascend in a renewed effort to achieve equi -
librium. But again they are thwarted, for
as the rising tip-link tension opens some
channels, the remainders stam pede in the
same direction. As the sys tem jumps back
and forth in a futile attempt to achieve
equilibrium, the hair bundle oscillates
from side to side. Me chanical recordings
from hair bundles have demonstrated
these spontaneous movements in vitro.5

A mechanical stimulus applied to an
oscillatory hair bundle harnesses this ac -
tivity. If the frequency of stimulation is sig -
ni½cantly greater or less than that at which
the hair bundle oscillates spontaneously,
then the ensuing response is small. If the
stimulus accords with the bun dle’s natu-
ral frequency of oscillation, however, the
adaptation process can pump an incre-
ment of energy into each cycle of move-
ment. Just as the motion of a child’s swing
gradually increases with each pa rental
push, the response grows over a few cycles
to a peak amplitude at least a hundred
times larger than that of a passive sys tem.
In the extensively studied ear of the frog,
active hair-bundle motility accounts quan-

titatively for the active process. Bun dle
mo tility contributes to the active pro cess
in mammals as well, but, as discussed be -
low, in these animals it is supplemented by
an additional mechanism.

Among the most striking and useful
features of hearing is our ability to distin-
guish tones of different frequencies. Al -
though a semitone, the narrowest interval
on a piano, represents a frequency differ-
ence of about 6 percent, a trained listener
can readily detect an interval of only 0.2
percent–in musical parlance, three cents,
or hundredths of a semitone. Frequency
discrimination is of obvious importance
in the performance and appreciation of
music. However, this faculty is also used
continually in daily life in our recogni-
tion of sound sources and our interpreta-
tion of speech. The distinctions between
various phonemes, or speech sounds, rest
upon the frequencies present in each (Fig -
ure 2). To identify a speaker and, more
particularly, to determine what she has
said, the cochlea must somehow parse
com plex sounds into their constituent
frequencies.

In 1863, German physician and physicist
Hermann von Helmholtz ½rst appreciated
that the cochlea works like an inverse
piano. A piano blends the sounds from sev -
eral independent resonators–the oscil-
lating strings–into a harmonious whole.
The cochlea undoes this effort, separating
from a complex sound the various pure
tonal constituents. Every component is
then analyzed independently so that the
brain receives a description of each succes -
sive phoneme in terms of its constituent
frequencies. From this information, the
cen tral nervous system can calculate what
word was spoken while also abstracting
such nuances as accent and emotional in -
flection.

How are the different components of a
complex sound separated? This operation
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Figure 2
The Operation of the Mammalian Cochlea

The sonogram in the upper panel analyzes my voice declaiming the ½nal line of Dylan Thomas’s poem “Fern
Hill.”6 Time (in seconds) is represented on the horizontal axis and frequency (in thousands of cycles per second)
on the vertical; loudness is signi½ed by brightness. The prominent vowels in “though,” “sang,” “my,” “chains,” and
“sea” involve multiple low frequencies–the formants–whereas the consonants are represented by high frequencies.
When responding to speech such as this, the cochlea rapidly and continuously deconstructs phonemes into their
constituent frequencies; the brain then uses the resultant information to infer what has been heard.

The schematic drawings in the lower panel show how the snail-shaped cochlea would look if unrolled: a long,
bone-enclosed tube bisected by the elastic basilar membrane. Sound striking the eardrum sets it and the three
tiny bones of the middle ear into oscillation, which is communicated to the liquid contents of the cochlea. Each
frequency component of the sound elicits a traveling wave that propagates along the basilar membrane and peaks
at a speci½c position corresponding to that frequency. By this means, the cochlea separates complex sounds into
vibrations that stimulate certain of the sixteen thousand hair cells arrayed along the basilar membrane. Note that
the vertical motion of the membrane has been exaggerated three hundred thousand–fold with respect to the
cochlea’s length. Source: Figure prepared by the author.
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is performed by the basilar membrane,
one of the elastic boundaries of the
cochlear chambers that are deflected by
sound pressure. The basilar membrane
ex tends about one and one-third inches
along the cochlear spiral and varies con-
tinuously in its physical attributes. At the
base of the cochlea the membrane is nar-
row, light, and taut; like the thinnest string
on a violin, it oscillates at a high frequen-
cy. The basilar membrane at the cochlear
apex, which like the coarsest string on a
contrabass is broad, massive, and floppy,
instead resonates upon stimulation at a low
frequency. Each intermediate position is
most responsive to stimulation at a spe ci½c
frequency that grows incrementally from
the apex, which responds to twenty vibra-
tions per second, to the base, which is sen -
sitive to twenty thousand cycles a second.

When a particular tone is sounded, the
basilar membrane begins to vibrate at the
same frequency. The membrane does not
move as a unit, though; instead, the oscil-
lation propagates from the base toward the
apex as a traveling wave (Figure 2). The
motion is small at the membrane’s base
but grows progressively larger as the wave
approaches the place that responds to that
speci½c frequency. There the wave achieves
its peak amplitude before rapidly dissipat -
ing like a comber breaking upon a beach.

A complex sound engenders overlapping
but largely independent traveling waves
for each of its components. The position at
which each wave peaks speci½es its fre -
quen  cy; the magnitude of each peak indi-
cates the wave’s loudness. Arrayed in sin-
gle ½le along the basilar membrane, four
thousand receptors called inner hair cells
de tect these vibrations and produce elec-
trical responses that are then conveyed to
the brain by thirty thousand nerve ½bers.
The cochlea thus acts as a frequency ana-
lyzer, providing the central nervous system
with a nearly instantaneous report of the
tones present in any acoustic stimulus.

Because the basilar membrane oscillates
within the liquids that ½ll the cochlear
chambers, it too loses energy to viscosity.
Research conducted during the past two
decades has demonstrated how the active
process counters this problem. In the
mam malian cochlea, the active process is
facilitated by twelve thousand outer hair
cells that spiral along the basilar mem-
brane in three parallel rows adjacent to
the single row of inner hair cells. The outer
hair cells transmit a negligible amount of
information to the brain; instead, they
serve as dedicated ampli½ers that enhance
the mechanical stimuli delivered to the in -
ner hair cells. When sound displaces the
basilar membrane, side-to-side move-
ments of the tectorial membrane tweak the
underlying hair bundles, exciting active
hair-bundle motility like that of other hair
cells. In addition, transduction of the me -
chanical input elicits in outer hair cells an
electrical response that drives a unique
phenomenon called somatic motility. When
the cell’s voltage becomes more negative,
the millions of prestin molecules studding
the membrane of each outer hair cell ex -
pand; a more positive voltage causes con-
traction. The entire cell consequently
changes in length, respectively elongating
or shortening like a tiny muscle. And like
a muscular contraction, somatic motility
delivers energy, accentuating the basilar
membrane’s vibrations. This activity con -
stitutes an example of positive feedback
in which sound-induced vibrations beget
still larger oscillations. And in the active
pro cess, as in a public-address system, pos -
itive feedback can lead to instability.

For decades after the ½rst proposal that
the ear employs an active process, there was
little evidence to support the hypothesis.
This changed when careful measurements
showed that, in a very quiet sound cham-
ber, the ears of at least 70 percent of normal
humans emit one or more tones. In other
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words, the ear not only takes sound in, but
also puts sound out! These spontaneous
otoacoustic emissions are not pathologi-
cal, but on the contrary are a hallmark of
healthy ears whose hair cells are capable
of exuberant activity.

As discussed above, the active process is
an example of positive feedback. More-
over, like many man-made feedback sys-
tems, the active process exhibits gain con -
trol: it can be turned up or down as cir-
cumstances dictate. When ampli½cation
is unnecessary in a loud environment, the
feedback largely vanishes and the ear is
essentially passive. Under the conditions
that prevail through most of daily life,
corresponding to sound-pressure levels
of approximately sixty decibels, ampli -
½cation makes only a modest contribu-
tion to the ear’s responsiveness. Near the
threshold of hearing around zero decibels,
however, we feel that we can hear a pin
drop: indeed, our acoustic sensitivity is
enhanced more than a hundredfold by the
active process operating at its highest gain.
An individual who lacks the active pro -
cess as a consequence of hair-cell damage
loses this ampli½cation and therefore be -
comes hard of hearing.

What happens if the strength of feed-
back increases still further? The result is
called a bifurcation: an abrupt, qualitative
change in the behavior of the auditory ap -
paratus. Just as slowly turning up a public-
address system suddenly elicits a howling
noise, the ear can reach the point at which
some hair cells begin to oscillate sponta-
neously. The vibrations are transmitted
back out of the cochlea, resulting in spon -
taneous otoacoustic emissions that can be
measured in the ear canal. In rare cases,
these sounds can be heard by nearby peo-
ple, even at a distance of several inches.
There can be no doubt in such instances
that the cochlear ampli½er is active, for
the ear radiates energy into the surround-
ing air.

Spontaneous otoacoustic emissions are
not the only unexpected emanations of a
normal human ear. The instability in hair-
cell transduction also generates combi-
nation tones, sounds that are heard and
even emitted from ears though they are
absent from acoustic stimuli. Suppose one
listens to simultaneous, moderately loud
sounds of two distinct but nearby pitches:
a higher frequency f2 and a lower one f1.
In addition to these two tones, a normal
listener then hears the prominent combi-
nation tone 2·f1–f2, twice the lower fre-
quency minus the higher. This tone is
some what fainter than the two that are
ac tually sounded, but is nevertheless loud
enough to be perceived clearly. In fact,
com posers have created music in which
no instrument actually plays the audible
melody. Two streams of tones are played
in stead, and the listener’s ear synthesizes
the melody from the successive tone pairs.
Composers György Ligeti and Karlheinz
Stockhausen are among those who have
ex  perimented with this effect, which was
½rst discovered in the eighteenth century
by vio linist and composer Giuseppe Tar-
tini.7

Because combination tones originate
from the instability of normally function -
ing hair bundles, they provide a useful
assay for normal hearing. Most newborn
children in the United States are now sub -
jected to a simple test in which two tones
are played into each ear while a sensitive
microphone records the sounds in the ear
canal. If the measured intensity of the com -
bination tone exceeds a certain threshold,
hearing in that ear is almost certainly nor -
mal. If the response is diminished, how-
ever, other tests can con½rm whether hear -
ing is impaired and how it might be reme-
died.

Hearing loss is a growing problem in a
society characterized by increases in both
lifespan and noise pollution. Although cell
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division continually replenishes most cells
in the human body, a few critical types of
cell–including hair cells in the ear as well
as nerve cells in the brain and muscle cells
in the heart–are unfortunately not re -
placed by this means. As we lose hair cells,
we also forfeit the advantages afforded by
the cochlea’s active process. The ear’s
sensitivity thereby declines, rendering us
hard of hearing. A diminished capacity to
distinguish frequencies impairs our ability
to recognize the subtle nuances of speech.
And loss of the cochlea’s compressive
qual ity means that weak sounds become
inaudibly soft and strong sounds offen-
sively loud. It is for this reason that a hear -
ing aid is so often unsatisfactory: the de -
vice intensi½es the sounds reaching the ear
but cannot restore the normal sharpness
and dynamic range of hearing.

American Sign Language (asl) provides
one successful means of communication
for the hearing-impaired. Used by half a
million people in the United States and
Canada, this form of signing represents a
highly evolved language quite distinct
from spoken English. Regional derivatives
of asl and other distinctive sign languages
are used throughout the world. During the
last few decades, the deaf have also ben -
e½tted from the introduction and evolu-
tion of the cochlear prosthesis. Surgically
implanted into a damaged ear, this array
of electrodes restores a degree of hearing
by directly stimulating the nerve ½bers that
run from the cochlea into the brain. A
receiver worn outside the head replaces
the lost hair cells by deconstructing
sounds into their component frequencies
and sending electrical signals to the cor-
responding electrodes. As the most suc-
cessful neural prosthesis to date, with near-
ly three hundred thousand users world-
wide, the cochlear implant has raised
hopes for progress with future electrode
systems that might be used to restore vi -
sion or overcome spinal injuries.

The most enticing avenue for a long-
term solution to deafness is through the
regeneration of hair cells. Although ½shes,
amphibians, and reptiles (including birds)
can readily replace these receptors, mam-
mals for unknown reasons cannot. Nu -
merous researchers are now attacking this
problem, trying to understand how regen -
eration occurs naturally and why it is de -
½cient in mammals. Although the pace of
research is painfully slow for those with
impaired hearing, recent results are en -
couraging. Various treatments have cre-
ated mammalian hair cells in vitro and even
in the damaged ears of animals, and in -
vestigators have begun to identify the mo -
lecular signals that underlie the decision of
precursor cells in the ear to multiply and
assume the role of hair cells.

The active process provides a striking
example of the opportunistic nature of
evo lution. The direct mechanical gating
of transduction channels–the simplest
mechanism that might be envisioned–
inevitably inflicts the distortion respon-
sible for combination tones. This mode
of action additionally imposes mechani-
cal instability on the hair bundle. Despite
these flaws, direct channel gating has ap -
parently persisted by virtue of its great
speed. The necessity of maintaining the
transduction machinery within its narrow
working range likely supported the evo-
lution of adaptation. This process too has
been implemented in a simple manner,
through the activity of a common form of
myosin, the workhorse of force production
in cells. Yet most remarkably, combining
the phenomena of direct transduction and
adaptation has yielded the fundamental
features of the active process: a tuned am -
pli½er with a broad dynamic range, the
foundation of our extraordinary hearing.
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Memory is a large topic, growing out of the fun-
damental fact that the experiences we have can modi -
fy the nervous system such that our mental life and
our behavior can be different than they were in the
past. The study of memory ranges widely–from cel-
lular and molecular questions about the nature of
syn aptic change to questions about what memory is,
whether it is one thing or many, which brain systems
support memory, and how those systems operate. We
will consider in particular the structure and organi -
zation of memory with a focus on brain systems.

The idea that functions of the nervous system can
be localized was well accepted by the end of the nine -
 teenth century. Yet these ideas concerned mainly sen -
sory-motor functions and language and did not speak
to the topic of memory itself. In the early twen tieth
century, an influential program of research in the rat
concluded that memory is not localized but is dis-
tributed through the neocortex (the outer layer of the
cerebral hemispheres of the brain of mammals in -
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Abstract: A major development in understanding the structure and organization of memory was the
identi½cation of the medial temporal lobe memory system as one of the brain systems that support memory.
Work on this topic began in the 1950s with the study of the noted amnesic patient H.M. and culminated
in studies of an animal model of human memory impairment in the nonhuman primate. These discov-
eries opened new frontiers of research concerned with the functional specialization of structures within
the medial temporal lobe, the existence of multiple memory systems, the process of memory consolidation,
and the role of neural replay and sleep in the consolidation process. This work also led to new in sights
about how and where memories are ultimately stored in the brain. All of this research has im proved our
understanding of how memory is affected by normal aging and why it is so profoundly impaired by the
pathological processes associated with dementia.



volved in higher functions such as sensory
per cep tion, attention, memory, and ac -
tion), such that each re gion contributes
equivalently to the whole.1 Mem ory was
thought to be distributed and well integrat-
ed with intellectual and perceptual func-
tions, and no particular brain region was
thought to be dedicated to memory func -
tion. 

All of this changed in the 1950s when
pro  found effects on memory were report -
ed following a bilateral medial temporal
lobe resection (the removal of the inner
struc tures of the temporal lobe) carried out
in the patient known as H.M.2 This ex -
per imental surgery successfully relieved
H.M.’s severe epilepsy, as was intended, but
it also resulted in severe and debilitating
forgetfulness, which occurred against a
background of apparently intact intellec -
tual and perceptual functions. For exam-
ple, the patient could copy a complex draw -
 ing as well as controls, suggesting that his
ability to perceive visual information was
in tact; and he could continuously rehearse
(and then repeat back) a string of ½ve or
six digits as well as controls, suggesting
that his “working memory” was also in -
tact. But when his attention was diverted,
he soon forgot the drawing and the digits.
Early descriptions of H.M. can be said to
have inaugurated the modern era of mem -
ory research and strongly influenced the
direction of subsequent work. Most signi -
½cantly, this work identi½ed for the ½rst
time a particular area of the brain as im -
portant for memory. 

H.M.’s bilateral lesion included the hip -
pocampus, amygdala, and the adjacent pa -
ra hippocampal gyrus. The immediate
ques tion was which structures within this
large surgical removal were responsible for
his circumscribed memory impairment;
that is, which structures and connections
within the human temporal lobe have ded -
icated memory functions. These matters
be came understood gradually during the

1980s following the successful develop-
ment of an animal model of human amne-
sia in the nonhuman primate.3 The impor -
tant structures proved to be the hippo cam -
pus and the adjacent entorhinal, perirhi-
nal, and parahippocampal cortices, which
make up much of the parahippocampal
gy rus (Figure 1).4 (Anatomically related
struc tures in the thalamus and hypothal-
amus in the diencephalic midline, an area
not part of H.M.’s lesion, are also impor-
tant for memory, but these will not be dis -
cussed.) Damage limited to the hippocam -
pus itself causes moderately severe mem-
ory impairment, but the impairment is
greatly exacerbated when the damage ex -
tends to and includes the parahippocam-
pal gyrus (as was the case with H.M.).5 In
all cases, the disorder is characterized most
prominently by an impaired ability to form
new memories (anterograde amnesia), but
also by dif½culty in accessing some mem-
ories acquired before the onset of the im -
pairment (retrograde amnesia). Memories
acquired shortly before the occurrence of
a brain lesion (such as during the previ-
ous year) tend to be more impaired than
mem ories acquired in the distant past.
Thus, the structures that compose the me -
dial temporal lobe memory system are es -
sen tial for the initial formation of endur-
ing long-term memories as well as for their
maintenance and retrieval for a time after
learning. The fact that very remote mem-
ory tends to be preserved after medial tem -
poral lobe damage indicates that these
struc tures are not the ultimate repository
of long-term memory. 

Once the important structures of the
me  dial temporal lobe were identi½ed, the
question naturally arose whether the dif-
ferent structures have specialized roles. An
early view held that the hippocampus plays
an especially important role in spatial
mem ory.6 This idea was based on the com -
mon ½nding that rodents with selective
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Figure 1
The Medial Temporal Lobe Memory System

Top: Schematic view of the memory system, which is composed of the hippocampus and the perirhinal, entorhi-
nal, and parahippocampal cortices. In addition to the connections shown here, there are also weak projections
from the perirhinal and parahippocampal cortices to the ca1-subiculum border. Bottom: Ventral view of a
human brain (upper left) and a monkey brain (upper right) and a lateral view of a rat brain (lower center). The
major cortical components of the medial temporal lobe are highlighted and outlined. The hippocampus is not
visible from the surface and, in the human, lies beneath the structures of the medial temporal lobe. Its anterior
extent lies below the posterior entorhinal and perirhinal cortices, and the main body of the hippocampus lies
beneath the parahippocampal cortex. In the rat, the parahippocampal cortex is termed the post rhinal cortex.
Abbreviations: dg, dentate gyrus; ent, entorhinal cortex; ph, parahippocampal cortex; por, post rhinal cortex;
pr, perirhinal cortex; s, subicular complex. Source: Adapted from Figure 2 in Larry R. Squire and John T. Wixted,
“The Cognitive Neuroscience of Memory since H.M.,” Annual Review of Neuroscience 34 (2011): 259–288.
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hip pocampal lesions are severely impaired
on spatial learning tasks, such as learning
to navigate a maze. However, subsequent
work involving humans and monkeys with
selective hippocampal lesions demonstrat -
ed pronounced spatial and nonspatial
mem   ory impairment. For example, pa -
tients with hippocampal lesions were im -
paired in their ability to recognize words
that had appeared on an earlier list–a task
with no obvious spatial component.7 Find -
ings like these suggest that the hippocam -
pus plays a broader role in memory en -
coding and consolidation (the gradual pro -
cess by which a temporary, labile memory
is transformed into a more stable, long-
lasting form). 

Another popular idea about specializa-
tion of function within the medial tempo-
ral lobe was based on a long-standing psy -
chological distinction between familiari-
ty and recollection.8 Familiarity involves
knowing only that an item has been pre-
viously encountered (for example, when
you recognize a face but cannot recall who
the person is), and recollection involves
recalling speci½c details about the prior
encounter (such as recalling where and
when you met the familiar person). Initial-
ly, a number of ½ndings were interpreted
to mean that hippocampal lesions selec-
tively impair the recollection process but
leave memory based on familiarity intact.9
In addition, neuroimaging studies were
often interpreted to mean that recollection-
based decisions generate elevated activity
in the hippocampus, whereas familiarity-
based decisions generate elevated activity
in other medial temporal lobe structures,
particularly the perirhinal cortex.10 How -
ever, subsequent studies found that bilat-
eral hippocampal lesions in humans have
comparable effects on recollection and fa -
miliarity, and neuroimaging studies found
that both familiarity-based and recollec-
tion-based recognition generate elevated
hippocampal activity when both kinds of

memory are strong.11 Thus, the specializa -
tion of function within the medial tempor -
al lobe does not seem to be informed by this
distinction.

Because the functions of the different
me dial temporal lobe structures do not ap -
parently divide up along the lines of spatial
versus nonspatial memory or recollection
versus familiarity, we must look elsewhere
to identify functional differences between
the structures. An important consideration
is the fact that the inputs to each structure
are quite different.12 For example, the peri -
rhinal cortex receives the majority of its
cortical input from areas supporting visu-
al object perception. Thus, the perirhi nal
cortex may be particularly important for
forming memories of visual objects. Sim-
ilarly, the parahippocampal cortex receives
signi½cant input from areas supporting
spatial processing (for example, the ability
to perceive that objects A and B are closer
together than objects C and D). This area
may therefore be particularly important
for forming memories about the spatial lo -
cations of objects. A growing body of evi-
dence is consistent with these ideas.13 That
is, the functional specialization of different
medial temporal lobe structures is sensi-
bly related to the domain of information
they process–information that is carried
to these structures from upstream regions
supporting different kinds of perceptual
processing.14

Within the medial temporal lobe, the
hippocampus is the ultimate recipient of
convergent projections from the entorhi-
nal, perirhinal, and parahippocampal cor -
tices. Thus, the hippocampus itself is in a
position to play a role in the encoding and
consolidation of all aspects of an experi-
ence (its visual, spatial, auditory, and olfac -
tory qualities, as well as other contextual
information). These anatomical facts can
therefore explain why damage to the hip-
pocampus results in broad memory im -
pairment that covers all modalities and ex -
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tends across multiple domains. Current
studies are using new genetic methods in
mice and other techniques to analyze the
separate contributions of speci½c con-
nections and cell types within the hippo -
campus.15

The memory impairment associated with
medial temporal lobe lesions is narrower
than once thought, because not all forms of
learning and memory are affected. The
½rst clue came in 1962 when H.M. was
found capable of acquiring a motor skill
(mirror drawing) over a period of three
days, though he could not recall these pe -
r iods of practice. While this ½nding showed
that memory is not unitary, discussions at
the time tended to set aside motor skills as
a special case representing a less cognitive
form of memory. The suggestion was that
the rest of memory is of one piece and is
de pendent on medial temporal lobe struc -
tures.

Yet during the subsequent years, it was
discovered that motor-skill learning is but
one example of a large domain of abilities
that are independent of the medial tem-
poral lobe. An early discovery was that per -
ceptual and cognitive skills–not just mo -
tor skills–are intact in patients like H.M.
Thus, memory-impaired patients acquired
at a normal rate the skill of reading mirror-
reversed words, despite poor memory for
the words themselves.16 This ½nding led to
the proposal of a brain-based distinction
between declarative and procedural knowl -
edge. Declarative knowledge referred to
knowledge available as conscious recollec -
tions about facts and events. Procedur al
knowledge referred to skill-based in forma -
tion: knowledge expressed through perfor -
mance rather than recollection.

Soon after this discovery was made, the
phenomenon of priming was also found
to be spared in amnesia.17 Priming refers to
an improved ability to detect or identify
stimuli based on a recent encounter with

the same or related stimuli. For example,
memory-impaired patients could (like
healthy volunteers) name recently present -
ed object drawings one hundred millisec-
onds faster than new drawings, despite hav -
ing poor memory for the drawings them-
selves.18 Perhaps the most compelling evi -
dence for the independence of priming and
ordinary memory ability was that severe-
ly amnesic patients can exhibit fully intact
priming for words while performing only
at chance levels on conventional recogni-
tion memory tests for the same words.19

Another important insight was the idea
that the neostriatum (a subcortical region
of the brain that includes the caudate nu -
cleus and putamen), and not the medial
tem  poral lobe, is important for the sort of
gradual, feedback-guided learning that
results in habit memory.20 For example,
memory-impaired patients learned tasks
at a normal rate when the outcome of each
learning trial was determined probabilis-
tically, and performance therefore needed
to be based on a gut feeling rather than on
conscious memory of past events.21 Work
with experimental animals was also the
source of new insights, including the dis-
covery in the early 1980s that the cerebel-
lum is essential for delay eyeblink condi-
tioning,22 a kind of learning entirely pre-
served after hippocampal lesions.23 Still
other types of learning, which involve at -
tach ing a positive or negative valence to a
stimulus (as in fear conditioning), depend
on the amygdala.24

Given the variety of tasks explored in
these studies and the number of brain
struc tures implicated, an account of mem -
ory based on a two-part dichotomy (de -
clarative versus procedural) began to seem
too simplistic. Accordingly, the perspective
eventually shifted to a framework that ac -
commodated more than two memory sys -
tems. At that time, the umbrella term “non -
declarative memory” was introduced with
the intention of distinguishing between
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de clarative memory (which refers to one
memory system) and other types of mem -
 ory (in which several additional systems are
involved).25 Figure 2 illustrates this idea.26

Declarative memory is what the term
mem ory signi½es when we use it in ev ery -
 day language. The stored representations
are flexible and thought to be accessible to
conscious awareness. Declarative memo-
ry is representational; it provides a way to
model the external world and is ei ther true
or false. In contrast, nondeclara  tive mem -
ory is neither true nor false: it is disposi-
tional and occurs as modi½cations within
specialized performance systems. Thus,
the various memory systems can be dis-
tinguished in terms of the different kinds
of information they process and the prin-
ciples by which they operate. These sys -
tems work in parallel to support be hav ior.
For example, an aversive event in child -
hood (such as being knocked down by a
large dog) can lead to an enduring declar -
a tive memory of the event itself (de pen -
dent on the hippocampus and related
struc  tures) as well as a long-lasting, non -
declar ative fear of dogs (a phobia, depen -
dent on the amygdala) that is experienced
as part of the personality rather than as a
memory.

The hippocampus and related structures
in the medial temporal lobe have a time-
limited role in the formation and storage
of memory. Two lines of work underlie this
idea. First, damage to these structures typ -
ically spares remote memory and impairs
more recent memory in a temporally
graded fashion. In humans, hippocampal
le  sions affect memory for up to a few years
after learning. In experimental animals
(usu ally rats or mice), similar damage im -
pairs memory for up to thirty days after
learning.27 Thus, long-term, stable mem-
ory develops more slowly in humans than
in experimental animals. Discussion in the
½eld continues about the possible special

status of spatial memory and autobio-
graphical memory in humans and the idea
that these forms of memory might depend
on medial temporal lobe structures as long
as memory persists.28 Yet there are reports
of patients with medial temporal lobe le -
sions in whom remote spatial and autobio -
graphical memory has been spared.29

The second line of work involves studies
of experimental animals that track neu ral
activity or structural changes in the hip  po -
campus and neocortex after learning. For
example, expression patterns of activity -
 related genes like c-Fos describe gradual-
ly decreasing activity in the hippo cam pus
after learning and parallel increases in ac -
tivity in a number of cortical re gions.30

These ½ndings and others describe the in -
 creasing importance of distributed cortical
regions for the representation of mem  ory
as time passes after learning.31 Similar
½nd ings have been obtained in neuroimag -
ing studies; for example, when volunteers
attempt to recall news events that occurred
anywhere from one to thirty years earli-
er.32 The idea is not that memory is liter-
ally transferred from the hippo campus to
the neocortex. Memory is al ways in the
neocortex, but gradual changes occur to
increase the complexity, distribu  tion, and
connectivity of memory repre sen tations
among multiple cortical regions. At the
same time the role of the hippo campus
gradually diminishes (Figure 3).

One way to view this process is to sup-
pose that a time-and-place-speci½c new
mem ory (a so-called episodic memory) is
represented initially by an ensemble of dis -
tributed changes in the neocortex and by
changes in the hippocampus (and anatom -
ically related structures) as well. The neo -
 cor  tical ensemble is viable so long as the
episode is maintained within active mem -
ory. However, when one’s attention is di -
rected elsewhere, a problem arises. How
can the unique distribution of sites that rep -
resent this new memory be revivi½ed by
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Figure 3
Consolidation of Memory in the Neocortex

Encoding of new information initially engages the hippocampus and a distributed set of specialized cortical areas
(left panel). Subsequent reactivation of this hippocampal-cortical network progressively strengthens cortico-
cortical connections or establishes new ones (middle panel). Eventually the cortico-cortical connections are suf -
½ciently strong and stable for memory to be maintained and retrieved independently of the hippocampus (right
panel). Source: Paul W. Frankland and Bruno Bontempi, “The Organization of Recent and Remote Mem ories,”
Nature Reviews Neuroscience 6 (2005): 119–130.

Figure 2
Organization of Mammalian Long-Term Memory Systems

The ½gure lists the brain structures thought to be especially important for each form of declarative and nonde-
clarative memory. In addition to its central role in emotional learning, the amygdala is able to modulate the
strength of both declarative and nondeclarative memory. Source: Figure prepared by Larry R. Squire.



unaided recall or after the presentation of
a partial reminder? The notion is that re -
mem bering becomes possible because me -
dial temporal lobe structures, by way of
their widespread, divergent connections to
the neocortex, effectively bind together the
distributed neocortical sites that together
constitute the new memory. This connec -
tivity supports the capacity for remember -
ing during the consolidation process until
the connectivity among the relevant corti-
cal sites becomes strong enough to repre-
sent a stable memory without the support
of the medial temporal lobe. 

A long-standing idea, which has received
renewed attention in recent years, is that
retrieval of memory provides an opportu -
nity for updating or modulating what was
originally learned and even the possibility
of severely disrupting it.33 The process by
which a long-term memory transiently re -
turns to a labile state (and then re-stabi-
lizes) has been termed reconsolidation. Al -
though it is clear that memory can be
mod i½ed or distorted by memory retrieval,
questions remain about the conditions un -
der which memory can actually be abol-
ished. Some studies in experimental ani-
mals report that a reactivated memory can
be impaired but that the disruption is tran -
sient.34 Other studies in animals report
that only recent memories (ones that are
one or seven days old, but not fourteen or
twenty-eight days old) can be impaired af -
ter reactivation.35

Consolidation presumably requires some
relatively long-lasting form of communi-
cation between the medial temporal lobe
and the neocortex. One proposal for how
this could be accomplished is through the
phenomenon of neural replay. Record ings
of neural activity in rodents showed that
½ring sequences of hippocampal neu rons
during waking behavior are then spon  ta -
neously replayed during subsequent slow-
wave sleep.36 Later it was found that hip-

pocampal replay was coordinated with ½r -
ing patterns in the visual cortex, which is
consistent with the idea that a dialogue oc -
curs between hippocampus and neo cor -
tex.37 This coordination could be part of
the process by which recent memories
even    tually become consolidated remote
memories. Interestingly, disrupting replay
activity in rodents during a rest period (½l -
led by quiet wakefulness and slow-wave
sleep) following spatial learning impairs
later memory for the task.38

These studies with rodents led to con -
cep tually similar studies with humans. For
ex ample, volunteers memorized the loca-
tions of card pairs on a computer screen
while being exposed to a particular odor
(the smell of a rose). Later, odor reexpo-
sure, spe  ci½cally during slow-wave sleep,
in creased hippocampal activity (measured
by neuroimaging) and lessened forgetting
of the card pair locations following sleep.39

In another study, the hippocampus and pa -
 ra  hippocampal gyrus were active while
par  ticipants learned routes in a virtual real -
ity environment and were active again dur -
 ing subsequent slow-wave sleep.40 The
de gree of activation during slow-wave sleep
correlated with memory performance the
next day. Studies like these have been in -
terpreted to mean that consolidation re -
sults from the reactivation of newly en -
coded hippocampal representations, speci -
½cal ly during slow-wave sleep.41

An important question is whether neu-
ral replay and the consolidation process
are speci½c to slow-wave sleep or whether
these events might occur whenever the
brain is not actively encoding new memo -
ries, such as during quiet wakefulness.42

In rodents, neural replay can occur during
wakefulness.43 Moreover, in a neuroimag-
ing study with humans, coordinated hippo -
campal-cortical activity occurred during a
rest period that followed learning, and this
activity predicted later memory perfor -
mance.44 Accordingly, an intriguing pos-
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sibility is that the neural replay activity pro -
 posed to underlie memory consolidation
may occur whenever the brain is in a quiet
state (not just during slow-wave sleep). 

Where are memories ultimately stored
in the brain? A variety of evidence has con -
verged on the view that the different as -
pects of remembered information are
stored in the same regions of the brain that
initially perform the processing and analy -
sis of that information. According to this
view, remembering a previous experience
consists of the coordinated reactivation of
the distributed neocortical regions that
were activated during initial perceptual
pro cessing.45 While the memory is still
new, this reactivation of distributed cor-
tical activity depends on the hippocampus
and other medial temporal lobe structures,
but once memory is fully consolidated, re -
activation can occur within the neocortex
itself. Each neocortical region operates
with  in a speci½c domain and stores only
the features of an experience–such as vi -
su  al, auditory, or spatial information–that
belong to that domain. Thus, as proposed
by psychologist Karl Lashley long ago,
mem ories are distributed throughout the
neocortex.46 However, contrary to his
view, memory is not uniformly distrib-
uted. Some areas are more important for
storing the visual aspects of an experi-
ence, and other areas are more important
for storing other aspects.

An implication of this view is that neo-
cortical lesions that selectively impair per -
ceptual processing in a particular domain
(such as the perceptual processing of col -
or) should also cause correspondingly spe -
 ci½c anterograde and retrograde memory
impairment within the same domain. This
circumstance is illustrated by “The Case of
the Colorblind Painter,” a case described
by the neurologist Oliver Sacks.47 An ac -
complished painter was involved in an au -
to mobile accident at the age of sixty-½ve,

which rendered him color-blind. The dis-
ability was striking: he could discriminate
be tween wavelengths of light, even though
the different wavelengths gave rise to the
perception of various shades of gray rather
than the perception of different colors. Be -
cause his condition was acquired (it was
not congenital), it was possible to interro -
gate not only his ability to form new color
memories, but also the status of previ-
ously established memories that had once
included the subjective experience of color.
The case description leaves little doubt that
the patient’s experience–both going for-
ward and looking back–was now com-
pletely (and selectively) devoid of color.
Al though he retained abstract semantic
knowledge of color, he could neither per-
ceive nor later remember the color of ob -
jects presented to him (anterograde im -
pair ment). In addition, he could not sub-
jectively experience color in his earlier
(and once chromatic) memories. For ex -
am ple, he knew that his lawn was green,
but he reported that he could no longer vi -
sualize it in green when he tried to remem -
ber what it once looked like. 

Note the difference between the effect of
this cortical lesion on memory and the
effect of bilateral medial temporal lobe le -
sions. With respect to remote memories
that have already been fully consolidated,
medial temporal lobe lesions have little
effect. In contrast, focal cortical lesions can
selectively abolish one feature (like color)
of a long-consolidated memory. With re -
spect to new experiences, bilateral medial
temporal lesions lead to severe anterograde
amnesia (no subsequent memory for a re -
cent experience). In contrast, focal cortical
lesions of the kind suffered by the painter
prevent the encoding and retrieval of only
one aspect of the experience (color in his
case). Because the processing of color in
the painter’s neocortex was impaired, his
experience of color was eliminated in both
perception and memory.



Selective de½cits in long-term knowl-
edge of the kind suffered by the painter are
not limited to perceptual experience. Se -
mantic knowledge (knowledge about
objects, facts, and word meanings) is also
stored in neocortical regions that can be
selectively damaged.48 Thus, damage lim -
ited to lateral regions of patients’ temporal
lobe (close to, but not including, me dial
tem poral lobe structures) can disrupt pre-
viously stored information–such as what
an animal looks or sounds like. Such pa -
tients have dif½culty naming pictures of
an imals and providing information about
them. Other patients with damage to the
parietal cortex can have dif½culty identi-
fying small manipulable objects (like
spoons and brushes) and knowing how to
use them. Neuroimaging studies support
the ½ndings from lesion studies and show
that the properties of objects, together with
how they are perceived and used, influence
which brain areas store long-term knowl-
edge about their identity.49

The information in the preceding sec-
tions helps illuminate some of the memory
de½cits associated with normal aging and
dementia. One of the most common exper -
iences associated with normal aging is the
decline in memory function. Often times,
the memory dif½culty is characterized as
poor “short-term” memory. In its common
usage, a short-term memory problem
means having trouble remembering recent
experiences (such as when someone tells
a story for the second time without remem -
bering having told it before) while at the
same time having no trouble remember-
ing events from decades ago. Older adults
who exhibit these symptoms are having dif -
½ culty encoding and consol idating new
memories, while memories that were ac -
quired and consolidated long ago are easy
to retrieve. These changes in memory abil-
ity are related to changes within medial
temporal lobe structures. In experimental

animals, the dentate gyrus within the hip -
pocampus is most sensitive to the effects
of aging.50 Studies in humans have report-
ed between 1 and 2 percent annual hippo -
campal atrophy in non-demented adults
older than ½fty-½ve years.51 Aerobic exer -
cise can reverse age-related volume loss by
one to two years.52

Alzheimer’s disease, the most common
form of dementia, is a progressive neuro -
degenerative condition. It is a distinct con -
dition, not an acceleration of the normal
aging process. The ½rst targets of the dis-
ease are the entorhinal cortex and the CA1
½eld of the hippocampus, which explains
why memory is especially affected in its
early stages.53 The rate of hippocampal vol -
ume loss is at least 2.5 times greater in Alz -
heimer’s disease than in normal aging.54

The disease progresses to involve intellec -
tual functions quite broadly. The neocor-
tex becomes involved (though sensory and
motor areas are relatively spared) and pa -
tients develop dif½culty with language,
prob  lem solving, calculation, and judg-
ment. 

Semantic dementia, another progressive
disorder, begins elsewhere in the brain and
is associated with a different pattern of
symp toms.55 This condition prominently
involves atrophy of the anterior and lateral
temporal lobes.56 Unlike patients with Alz -
heimer’s disease, these patients have se -
vere loss of previously stored and long-
consolidated semantic knowledge (that is,
loss of conceptual knowledge about ob -
jects, facts, and word meanings). Yet their
ability to form new memories can be rela -
tively spared. Thus, patients could recog-
nize which drawings of animals they had
seen recently but failed at tests of concep-
tual knowledge about the same items.57

Not just the name of the item is lost–the
concept itself is degraded. 

The understanding of memory has
changed in ways that might have seemed
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Sleep is clearly a basic human drive, yet we do not
fully understand its purpose or function. One could
argue that quiet but conscious rest could be just as
ef½cient as sleep for recuperating certain parts of
the body and would be less dangerous, since the brain
would not be closed to outside inputs. From the evo -
lutionary point of view, then, unconscious sleep must
offer an unseen advantage to the brain. 

In attempting to understand the neural implica-
tions of sleep and neural activity during sleep, the
½eld has focused on the view–well supported by data
–that sleep bene½ts memory and general neural func -
tion. In more recent years this claim has been split
into two subdomains: 1) a hypothesis centered on
homeostasis, wherein sleep reverses the overelabo-
ration and exhaustion of neural networks brought
about by prolonged waking states; and 2) a hypoth-
esis that sleep consolidates important memories for
long-term storage. In sleep theory, as in neurosci -
ence, much attention has recently been focused on
synaptic connections, which carry information be -
tween neurons. Yet at the level of the syn apse, these
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Abstract: Sleep occupies roughly one-third of our lives, yet the scienti½c community is still not entirely
clear on its purpose or function. Existing data point most strongly to its role in memory and homeostasis:
that sleep helps maintain basic brain functioning via a homeostatic mechanism that loosens connections
between overworked synapses, and that sleep helps consolidate and re-form important memories. In this
review, we will summarize these theories, but also focus on substantial new information regarding the rela-
tion of electrical brain rhythms to sleep.  In particular, while REM sleep may contribute to the homeostatic
weakening of overactive synapses, a prominent and transient oscillatory rhythm called “sharp-wave ripple”
seems to allow for consolidation of behaviorally relevant memories across many structures of the brain. We
propose that a theory of sleep involving the division of labor between two states of sleep–REM and non-
REM, the latter of which has an abundance of ripple electrical activity–might allow for a fusion of the two
main sleep theories. This theory then postulates that sleep performs a combination of consolidation and
homeostasis that promotes optimal knowledge retention as well as optimal waking brain function.



two theories seem to conflict: while the
homeostatic theory states that synapses,
in general, are weakened, the con sol i -
dation theory states that selected synap-
tic connections should be strengthened
during sleep as a way to consolidate
mem ory. 

We seek here to summarize the major
con cepts in the neuroscience of sleep (and
refer the interested reader to a more com-
prehensive review of the relationship be -
tween sleep and memory).1 We propose
that electrical brain rhythms are key phys -
iological features that allow the brain to
carry out all aspects of the tasks of sleep
and that offer important insight into those
tasks. We also seek to determine whether
these two apparently opposing views on
sleep might be reconciled.

Before proceeding to examine the rela-
tionship between sleep and brain rhythms,
it is worth reviewing some aspects of brain
structure and function that are pertinent
to the topic. Our current understanding
of the brain is that the basic currency of
computation is a collection of electrical
signals transferred from one cell to another.
This occurs via action potentials (electrical
signals within neurons that are triggered
after neurons have received suf½cient ex -
citatory input) and highly adaptable chem -
ical synaptic contacts (specialized junctions
between neurons that allow information to
pass between them). The action po tential
signals are generated by individual neu-
rons at rates ranging from one per minute
to tens or even hundreds per second. They
are large enough in amplitude to be mea -
sured from outside the neuron, and extra-
cellular recordings are often used by neu-
roscientists as measures of information
transmission by a given neuron or popula-
tion of neurons. The synaptic connections
among neurons are relatively sparse and
are often structured rather than random,
creating functional “circuits”; and per-

haps resultantly, volleys of action poten-
tials are often generated by coordinated
populations of neurons in a cohesive
manner.

All of this complexity must be harnessed
and organized somehow. This is partly ac -
complished through the spatial segrega-
tion of neurons into subdivisions of the
brain (often referred to as nuclei or simply
regions) such as the hippocampus, the thal -
amus, or the neocortex. Each region and its
interactions are thought to handle spe -
ci½c neural tasks: controlling breathing
rhythms, enabling visual perception, han-
dling emotions, or navigating places and
memories. To orchestrate these spatially
distinct and seemingly task-speci½c re -
gions, the brain employs a temporal orga-
nizational scheme using periodic electri-
cal oscillations (regular fluctuations in elec -
  trical potential occurring simulta neously
in many neurons, which are measurable
even from outside the brain) to achieve
two fundamental operations. 

The ½rst is perpetual local-global com-
munication, where by the results of local
computations are broadcast to wide-
spread brain areas so that multiple struc-
tures are simultaneously informed about
any given local effect.2 Re latedly, in the
reverse direction, global brain activity is
made available to individual local circuits
by electrical oscillations; this is often
referred to as “top-down” con trol.3 The
second fundamental feature of the brain
is its persistent activity; that is, the ability
of an input to induce and main tain a long-
lasting activity trace long after the input
has already vanished, even during sleep.4
Electrical oscillations appear to facilitate
these functions via their capacity to coor-
dinate groups of neurons and to divide
information into transmittable chunks.

The collective electrical activity of the
neurons of the brain is such that signals
from large populations of neurons can be
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recorded, either with high ½delity from
electrodes inside the tissue of the brain
(local ½eld potential recording, or lfp),
or in an attenuated form from outside the
head (through electroencephalography,
or eeg). Both during sleep and in waking
states, the lfp and eeg show perpetually
changing activity (see Figure 1A). Some-
times large-amplitude slow oscillations are
predominant, while at other times small-
amplitude fast oscillations are present, but
most often many rhythms coexist simul-
taneously. 

Neuronal oscillations have been found
to exist in the brains of all animals. In
mammals, electrical signals over a broad
range of frequencies from as low as one
wave every forty seconds (0.025 Hz) to as
high as six hundred waves per second (600
Hz) have been recorded. In addition, per-
haps the best documented but least em -
phasized fact about brain dynamics is that
spectral features of the eeg and lfp are
similar in all mammals, independent of
brain size. Every known eeg pattern of the
human brain is present in all other mam-
mals investigated to date. Furthermore,
the correlations of various families of fre-
quencies with aspects of overt behavior
and cognition both within and across
spe cies have led to the idea of frequency
bands: groups of oscillation frequencies
in the brain that act as single functional
entities (for example, all frequencies from
5–8 Hz may act similarly; Figure 1B). Sci-
entists have classi½ed at least ten mutually
interacting oscillation bands that are main-
ly de½ned by their behavioral correlations.
The rhythms constantly interact with
each other and form a linear progression
on a natural logarithmic scale (Figure 1B
again).5 The fact that these oscillations are
highly organized and evolutionarily con-
served leads to hypotheses about their
function: oscillations may enable neurons
to form “assemblies” and synchronize
enough to effectively propagate informa-

tion in neural networks. Second, an even
more oscillation-centric interpretation is
that synchronization of various brain nu -
clei is the embodiment of perception, and
that since oscillations would be essential to
synchronization, they are the key to per-
ception.6

Most forms of brain rhythms result from
rhythmic inhibitory synaptic transmission
(inputs from neurons with net inhibitory
effects on the other neurons around them)
onto bulk neuronal populations includ-
ing the information-carrying excitatory
neurons.7 The rhythmic inhibitory volleys
from these cell populations provide win-
dows of alternating reduced (inhibited)
and enhanced excitability and offer natu-
ral temporal frames for grouping or tem-
porally “chunking” neuronal activity into
what appear to be functionally related
groups of action potentials. The neurons
generating these grouped action potentials
are called cell assemblies and constitute the
basic units of information processing. This
stop-start parsing function of neuronal os -
cillators (and their hierarchical cross-fre-
quency coupling organization, de tailed be -
low) can support “syntactical” rules for
neu ral communication that are known to
both send er and receiver, making com-
munication more straightforward than if
areas of the brain had to interpret long
uninterrupted messages or stochastic
patterns of action potentials. 

In addition to instantaneously organiz-
ing neurons and inducing them to ½re ac -
tion potentials together, oscillations may
play broader and more task-speci½c orga-
nizational roles. Functionally, many differ-
ent oscillations often co-occur in the same
brain state and can interact with each other
either within the same brain structure or
across anatomical regions. The nature of
these interactions of oscillations is hier-
archical: the phase of the slower oscillation
modulates the power of the faster ones, a
mechanism known as cross-frequency
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Figure 1
Electrical Oscillations in the Brain

(A) Recordings of brain waves occurring over approximately three seconds. Each line is a recording from one elec-
trode with abcissa representing time and ordinate representing voltage. Top two lines are recorded from outside
the skull (eeg), the middle two lines are recordings from inside the skull but on the brain surface (ecog; elec-
trocorticography), and the bottom two are recorded from electrodes inside the brain. (B) Illustration of the fam-
ilies, or “bands,” of oscillatory rhythms in the brain; each is labeled with a horizontal bar. Note that a system of
rhythms is formed with a logarithmic relationship among the constituent oscillations. Source: (A) courtesy of
Gregory Worrell of the Mayo Clinic and Scott Makeig of the University of California, San Diego; (B) from György
Buzsáki and Andreas Draguhn, “Neuronal Oscillations in Cortical Networks,” Science 304 (2004): 1926–1929.
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coupling.8 An illustration of the effect of
brain rhythms on neural communication is
the interaction between (5–8 Hz) “theta”
rhythm in the hippocampus and the
higher-frequency (30–90 Hz) “gamma”
rhythm in the neocortex.9 With theta os -
cillations, the hippocampus can tempo-
rally coordinate and re-route inputs from
other cortical regions (during exploratory
behavior, for example) so that the incom-
ing information from disparate regions
arrives at approximately the same time and
at the phase when the receiver hippocam-
pus is most able to process it.10

Oscillations also appear to participate
in another major task of the brain: learn-
ing new information in order to effectively
shape future action. Brains, small and
large, are predictive devices that exploit the
recurrence of events to learn and use ef -
fective actions for various future situations.
Learning and memory allow the brain to
evolve and adapt to the constantly chang-
ing realities brought into our lives by new
places, new social acquaintances, new de -
cisions, new positions, and new roles. 

One of the basic tenets of modern neu-
roscience is that learning and memory are
accomplished by the creation or alteration
of synaptic connections between neurons.
Synchronization of neuronal activity, as
occurs during oscillations, can play a key
role in the formation of new connections,
physically connecting neurons (each car-
rying information about a different aspect
of the world) in order to allow storage of
new associations between the elements of
the world represented by those neurons.
The ability of synapses to strengthen or
weaken communication among neurons
as a result of experience is called plasticity,
and it is a cardinal mechanism for adap-
tation and survival.

In summary, neuronal oscillations are a
syntactical structure that is essential to the
brain’s basic functions of information

trans mission and computation.11 Oscilla-
tions may also make learning possible by
precipitating coordinated changes in in -
ternal circuits as life is experienced. With
this background, we turn to sleep, focus-
ing on how brain rhythms seem to allow
all the tasks of sleep to be accomplished.

Over the last few decades, brain re -
searchers have used empirical evidence to
attempt to de½ne the relationships be -
tween sleep, learning, and memory. Initial
studies showed that although all memo-
ries decay with time, they do so more slow-
ly during sleep than during waking. As in -
creasing numbers of studies with larger
sample sizes began to show similar re -
sults, researchers widely accepted that new
experiences may interfere with earlier
mem ories, and that sleep may be a “tem-
porary shelter” in which memories can
per sist better than during waking.12

Later views, however, began to incorpo-
rate the knowledge that sleep is not a sin-
gular entity but rather is composed of two
distinct electrochemical substates known
as slow-wave sleep (sws or non-rem) and
rapid eye movement (rem) sleep, and that
these physiologically distinct states may
play separate roles in memory. During a
given episode of sleep, these states appear
in a cyclical and relatively stereotyped pat -
tern (Figure 2). Sleep begins with a light
form of sws, progresses to deeper sws

(during which time it is more dif½cult to
awaken the individual and the slow-wave
electrical activity is more powerful),
retreats back to shallow sws, and ½nally
concludes with rem sleep before begin-
ning a new cycle. As mentioned, sws is
characterized by large slow waves, which
occur at 0.5 to 4 Hz and are quite distinct
from waking rhythms (Figure 2, bottom
right); in contrast, local ½eld potential
recordings of rem sleep look very similar
to those of the waking state, with smaller-
amplitude gamma waves dominating the
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neocortex and theta-nested gam ma waves
(gamma-wave packets oc curring at regu-
lar portions or phases of theta cycles) in
the hippocampus. Chemically, sws and
rem states are also distinct: sws corre-
lates with a clear de crease in the activity
of brain systems se creting the neuro-
modulators serotonin, histamine, and
acetylcholine; but rem sleep involves the
selective reinstatement of waking-like
acetylcholine system ac tivity. Addition-
ally, sws and rem each in volve the acti-
vation of unique regions in the brain
stem. 

rem sleep initially grabbed the most at -
tention in the scienti½c community, and
a number of researchers found strong

correlations between pre-sleep learning
and subsequent rem sleep duration.13

Furthermore, increased rem sleep dur-
ing human nighttime sleep predicted bet-
ter performance in later procedural
tasks.14 Animals such as rats also showed
greater memory retention and behavioral
performance on memory-requiring tasks
after sleep with increased rem.15 Depriva -
tion of rem sleep in animals seemed to im -
pair memory for complex tasks, but not
simpler tasks.16 In humans, the story is not
as clear, with only certain complex tasks
and procedure-related tasks yielding con -
sistent positive associations with rem.17

Moreover, rem sleep increases in indi-
viduals with major depressive disorder, but
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Figure 2
Stages of Sleep

Top panel is a graph of the depth of sleep (depth greater and arousability less toward bottom of the graph) showing
a cyclic alternation between sws and rem sleep. At bottom are example tracings for each state. Note the dif-
ference in brain wave amplitude and frequency across states. Source: György Buzsaki, Rhythms of the Brain (New
York: Oxford University Press, 2006).



at least in geriatric populations, mem ory
is clearly impaired rather than improved
during the depressive episode.18 It is not
clear whether the rem increase causes
the memory change in this case, but it is
notable that successful pharmacologic
treatment of depression decreases or al -
most entirely eliminates rem.

rem is associated with some of the most
recognizable and fascinating aspects of
the experience of sleep, however. In ex -
periments where human subjects were
awakened during sleep, rem was associ-
ated with the most vivid, bizarre dreams,
while sws was associated with more
realistic-seeming dreams.19 Additionally,
in a study where people were awakened
during rem, they made more associations
between ideas and were more able than
usual to solve complex anagrams and other
problems.20 On the other hand, sws has
emerged as a critical part of sleep that is
capable of changing synaptic weights and
that has been tied to a greater degree to
“declarative” memories: memories of
consciously declarable facts and events.

A simple yet persuasive model of sleep
suggests that during the day the brain pro -
cesses information and coordinates per-
ception and action, while nighttime serves
for proper maintenance of the entire sys-
tem. In 1982, psychopharmacologist Alex -
ander Borbély formally proposed that sleep
has a homeostatic function: the regulation
of a component he called “S,” which builds
with waking (causing “sleep pressure”)
and is relieved or dissipated during sleep.21

Support for this view can be found in ex -
periments showing that the magnitude of
slow waves is larger at the start of sleep
and weaker later in sleep; it also be comes
larger yet with sleep deprivation, as if it re -
sponded to the degree of need for sleep.22

Additional support comes from data
showing that when a particular re gion of
brain is used intensely prior to sleep, slow-

wave amplitude is selectively larger in that
region.23 Sleep may play an even more
general function by effectively removing
potentially neurotoxic waste prod ucts that
accumulate in the central nervous sys tem
during waking states.24

Recently, the hypothetical S-process
was linked with synaptic connections via
an influential theory stating that synaptic
connectivity is the factor that builds as
waking experience prolongs.25 Under this
theory, synaptic connections are constant-
ly built as new associations are made dur-
ing the course of waking. As more and
more associations are made, the brain may
build too many, running the risk of be -
coming less functional. Sleep might scale
back synapses to allow preserved brain
func tioning. The homeostatic model spe -
ci½cally states that sleep weakens each in -
 dividual synapse by a universal proportion
across all synapses, although it does not
attribute speci½c roles for rem and non-
rem stages. Using advanced microscopic
and molecular biological techniques to di -
rectly view the anatomical synaptic con-
nections in mice, neuroscientist Giulio
Tononi and his colleagues in fact did dem -
onstrate that sustained waking results in
more synapses and sustained sleep brings
with it decreasing numbers of synapses.26

However, they also demonstrated that
some synapses were actually created during
sleep–a result that requires explanation. 

Somewhat at odds with the theory that
sleep performs a universal synapse-reduc-
ing role is the view that sleep speci½cally
participates in memory consolidation. The
conflict comes from the notion that to con -
solidate memories, synapses active during
waking learning experience must be selec -
tively kept active or even en hanced, which
is in apparent opposition to the synapse-
weakening homeostatic hy pothesis. 

Over the past two decades, numerous
experiments have been performed that
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sup port a “two-stage model” of memory
consolidation: during sleep–that is, after
waking acquisition–memories are not
wiped away or simply made to decay less
slowly, but are often actually improved,
molded, and shaped.27 Procedural mem-
ories, such as learned ½nger-tapping
rhythms, can be sped up or even abstracted
from one hand to another during sleep.28

Imagination-based mental practice of
move ments or observation of others can
also lead to improvements after sleep.29

All of this supports the idea that new skills
can be built, gained, or incorporated into
the proper brain sites by sleep, which
appears to be performing an active and
constructive role. Additionally, people may
rearrange their knowledge after a session
of sleep, as evidenced by their committing
novel errors in a systematic fashion that
demonstrates they have internalized a
general concept rather than the precise de -
tails of a given set of pre-sleep events.30

Finally, there appears to be some emotional
or even conscious control over which
memories will be improved during sleep:
telling human subjects that they will re -
ceive rewards for retaining certain infor-
mation seems to be enough to cause mem -
ory for that information to be the most
bolstered by sleep.31

The seemingly opposing views of syn -
aptic homeostasis and consolidation may
be better approached if the synaptic per-
spective is supplemented with an electri-
cal rhythm–based approach to catego -
rizing and studying sleep. Oscillatory
rhythms can be used to divide sleep into
sws and rem. Furthermore, in animal
models, advanced neuroscienti½c tools can
aid in exploring neural activity in novel
ways, such as recording action potential ac -
tivity from many neurons simultaneously
during behavior and sleep.

The key player in the memory consoli-
dation process is the sharp-wave ripple

(spw-r): a brief (50–150 ms) electrical
rhythm generated by an intrinsic self-
organizing process in the hippocampus,
which apparently provides a perfect mech -
anism for the precise consolidation of
waking experience.32 This brief rhythm
is cross-frequency-coupled with other
rhythms such as slow waves and sleep spin -
dles, and it represents the most synchro-
nous physiological pattern in the mam-
malian brain: 10 to 18 percent of all neurons
in the hippocampus and highly intercon-
nected regions (subiculum and entorhinal
cortex) discharge during these events.
spw-rs occur during “offline” brain
states, such as waking immobility and
sws; apparently, they also represent a
counterpart to the theta oscillation, which
is present during movement, active wak-
ing learning, and rem. spw-rs have been
hypothesized as an ideal mechanism for
transferring information and inducing
synaptic changes,33 especially since ar -
ti½cially induced spw-r–like patterns can
strengthen synapses even in brain slices
in vitro.34 Another piece of evidence sup-
porting spw-rs’ key role in information
transfer is the fact that sequences of neu-
ronal assemblies present during waking
behavior are replayed (and at higher speed)
during subsequent spw-r events (see Fig -
ure 3).35

The replay phenomenon during spw-rs
may be a direct mechanism for consoli-
dation, given mounting evidence showing
that the more often two neurons ½re to -
gether (as in spw-rs), the stronger the
syn apse between them becomes.36 This
theory states that when neurons ½re re -
peatedly with a particular timing relative
to each other, the synapses between them
will strengthen, knitting them together
into a cohesive representation of a given
per cept. This may be precisely what hap-
pens when the brain replays waking ac -
tivity patterns through spw-rs occurring
in slow-wave sleep. Direct evidence for
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spw-rs’ causal role in memory consoli-
dation comes from studies in which
spw-rs were selectively eliminated after
learning.37 Such targeted interference did
not affect other aspects of sleep but pro-
duced a large impairment in learning.

While spw-rs can emerge solely from
a self-organized process, they are often bi -
ased to occur by other brain-wide oscilla-
tions, including sleep states. spw-rs are
modulated by thalamo-cortical sleep-
spindle oscillations (12–16 Hz);38 both
spw-rs and spindles are modulated by
slow oscillations;39 and ½nally, each of
these three rhythms is modulated by the
ultraslow (0.1 Hz) oscillation.40 Each of
these rhythms predominates in certain re -
gions of the brain and their co-modulation
may allow for a coordination of the regions
they reside in to accomplish a complex

task: two-stage memory consolidation.
Speci½cally, we currently believe that
memories initially stored in the hip-
pocampus during waking, and later, dur-
ing sleep consolidation, are transferred to
other regions such as the cerebral cortex
for more permanent storage (though they
leave a trace in the hippocampal system).41

So it may be that during sws, slow waves,
which are known to originate in the cor-
tex, entrain the hippocampus and spw-rs
to transmit information when the cortex is
ready to receive it.42 This would be a di rect
(though anatomically opposite) sleep ing
analog to the waking theta rhythm of the
hippocampus entraining the cortex so
that the cortex sends information when
the hippocampus is ready to receive it. Re -
cent evidence supports this scenario with
data indicating that synaptic connections
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Figure 3
Schematic Replay of Waking Neuronal Activity during Sleep

At left: during waking states, experience in the environment leads to certain sequences of neuronal ½ring, as in
this example where a rat has a number of neurons ½re in a sequence corresponding to places the animal has vis-
ited. At right: fast replay of the same ½ring sequence of neuronal activation during a sharp wave ripple in sleep.
Experiments have shown that replay after waking experience is greater than prior to waking experience. Source:
adapted with permission from Gabrielle Girardeau and Michaël Zugaro, “Hippocampal Ripples and Memory
Consolidation,” Current Opinion in Neurobiology 21 (3) (2011): 452–459.
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Fin the cortex can be formed particularly
well during the receptive phase of the slow-
wave oscillation.43

In a set of creative experiments, neuro-
scientist Jan Born and colleagues were able
to demonstrate the importance of slow-
wave activity by experimentally enhanc-
ing slow oscillations in sleeping people
using transcranial electrical stimulation
outside the scalp.44 They showed that in -
creased power of slow oscillations leads
to increased memory gain upon waking.
It remains to be demonstrated whether
sleep spindles and slow oscillations con-
tribute to memory consolidation by their
own mechanisms or by their entrainment
of hippocampal spw-rs.45

To summarize, selective and time-com -
pressed reactivation of learning-induced
½ring patterns is present during sleep. Se -
lective interference with the key rhythms
underlying the replay of spike sequences
impairs memory performance, whereas
en hancement of the relevant oscillatory
patterns improves memory performance.
It should be pointed out, however, that
while the experiments discussed above
dem onstrate the vital importance of
spw-rs and other rhythms, they do not
provide direct information about the
mech anism by which those rhythms bring
about change, since arti½cial perturbations
affect the dynamic of neuronal interac-
tions at many levels. 

An obvious limitation of both the ho -
meostasis and consolidation models is that
they are mute on the role of rem sleep
and do not account for the complex cho-
reography of the cyclic sws-rem sleep
process. One place for insight is the tem-
poral dynamics of these processes during
sleep: while the homeostasis model as -
sumes that synaptic weights generally un -
dergo a monotonic decrease over the entire
duration of sleep, consolidation experi-
ments demonstrate that compressed se -

quence replay of waking ½ring patterns
vanishes after thirty to sixty minutes.46

Remarkably, this time corresponds to the
onset of the ½rst rem episode in rodents.
Thus, it is possible that rem and sws play
different but complementary roles in the
sleep-memory process. Recent research
suggests that this may indeed be the case. 

While prior evidence showed that over-
all ½ring rates of both excitatory and in -
hibitory neurons decreased steadily dur-
ing sleep (as predicted by the homeosta-
sis model), new ½ndings show that most
of the rate decrease could be accounted
for by a number of brief rem episodes
(see Figure 4).47 It is assumed that ½ring
rate may correlate with overall neuronal
synaptic connectivity. These experiments
show that ½ring rates actually increase
slightly during sws, which occupies the
majority of sleep, but that during brief
rem bouts there are dramatic drops in
½ring rate that cumulate over multiple
rem episodes. Thus, while several hours
of waking is necessary to reach the hy -
pothesized saturation of synaptic weights
and ½ring rates, short rem episodes with
electrophysiological characteristics of
the waking brain can paradoxically bring
about rapid downscaling of global ½ring
rates. These results bring us back to the
critical importance of both sws and rem

and their interaction for allowing sleep to
carry out its full purpose of both consoli-
dation and homeostatic synaptic down-
scaling.

The data presented above instruct us that
an approach oriented toward measuring
and understanding the electrical rhythms
of the brain gives a fuller picture of the
function and mechanisms of sleep. We
have proposed a possible fusion of the two
dominant models of sleep through the
division of labor by rem and sws. In its
simplest form, sws may be in charge of
con solidation and selective enhancement
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of learning-related neuronal ½ring pat-
terns, whereas rem may be responsible
for homeostatic downscaling of rates and
synaptic weights. Sleep always begins with
sws; thus, consolidation and strengthen -
ing of important synapses come ½rst, fol-
lowed by a hypothetically “evenhanded”
downscaling of synapses by rem. This
would ensure that the most important
syn apses are not lost in a population of
relatively similarly-sized synapses. The
process then can swing back to sws to
consolidate the content modi½ed by rem

before preparing for another iteration of
the cycle. 

Alternatively, one can point out the over -
lapping aspects of the models. The con-
solidation model is de facto homeostatic
because selective enhancement of learn-
ing-related connectivity can occur only at

the expense of other synapses. This is due
to the fact that brain-wide synaptic weights
(and, by extension, brain-wide ½ring rates)
must remain constant; otherwise, epilep-
tic activity would result.48 Therefore, any
increase must be accompanied by a com-
pensatory decrease.

New ½ndings may also need to be con-
sidered when evaluating the theories dis-
cussed here. First, only a small fraction of
neurons active during spw-r events are
the same as those that were active during
prior learning, and many more sequences
occur than could be accounted for by the
sequences observed during waking behav-
ior.49 Several experiments show that the
spike content of spw-rs does not exclu-
sively relate to the activity during the most
recently experienced situation or to the
most frequent neuronal sequences of the
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Figure 4
Complementary Roles for sws and rem in Neuronal Physiology

In two types of neurons studied (pyramidal cells and inhibitory interneurons), sws led to a slight increase of spik-
ing activity and possibly synaptic connectivity (rising slopes), while during rem sleep, action potential generation
and possibly synaptic connectivity decreased (falling slopes). Source: A. D. Grosmark, K. Mizuseki, E. Pastalkova,
K. Diba, and G. Buzsaki, “rem Sleep Reorganizes Hippocampal Excitability,” Neuron 75 (2012): 1001–1007.



preceding waking period.50 Finally, new
evidence is accumulating that suggests
spw-rs have a constructive (and not just
post-hoc) role in learning: it has been ob -
served that groups of neurons that ½re in
a speci½c sequence during a novel running
behavior will have actually ½red in that
same order (though compressed in time)
in sleep before the new behavior oc curs.51

This suggests that the brain may use pre-
constructed network structures during
behavior, and that sleep plays a role in the
pre-behavior activity of those network
constructs.

It is, of course, likely that the model pre-
sented above is overly simplistic and
misses many details. Additionally, certain
synapses and neurons may have varying
roles in network function that may ac-
cordingly cause them to be treated differ-
ently by sleep, and many assumptions
about the nature of these systems may
need to be re-addressed in light of new
data. However, it is worth seriously con-
sidering the theory that sleep is a general
tool used by mammals to tune their entire
neural system to be able to properly ac -
quire, select, and store information. If ex -
perience is gained during waking, then
the connections formed by the registration
of that experience are not only passively
sheltered by sleep, but are ampli½ed, re -
organized, and generalized (by consoli-
dation); additionally, the slate is wiped
mostly clean and many synapses reset for
the next day of learning (by synaptic down -
scaling). 

Without sleep, the waking brain sys-
tem might be encumbered by having to
take on additional roles, such as prevent-
ing the formation of too many connec-
tions and selecting only the most useful
to remain. It seems nature has found that
allowing the waking state to be fully ded-
icated to tasks such as perception, learning,
and motor control is most adaptive as long

as sleep will come a few hours later to
clean and selectively reorganize the sys-
tem. Thus, the system of adaptation,
learning, and memory may owe its ef½ -
ciency to sleep’s balancing effects. 

Additional evidence for sleep’s crucial
role in proper adaptive functioning comes
from cases of sleep deprivation. Acute
sleep deprivation can lead to seizures, im -
paired cognition, poor memory, mood la -
bility, irritability, and even frank psychosis
with disorganized thinking and poor abili-
ty to accurately perceive reality.52 Indeed,
there is a well-documented but poorly un -
derstood link between many neuropsy-
chiatric disorders (including major depres-
sive disorder, anxiety disorders, and bipo-
lar disorder) and sleep, and there is an
emerging consensus that sleep disorgani-
zation might be causally related to the cog -
nitive-affective problems associated with
these disorders. 

In summary, sleep is a pair of special
modes in the brain: sws and rem. Both of
these states are closed to outside inputs and
work in tandem to prepare and clean the
learning and memory system while re -
taining important information for later
use–all so that the brain can be maximally
focused on learning and adapting to its sur -
roundings during the next period of awake
activity.
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Scientists and nonscientists alike rarely stop to con -
sider what is going on in their brains when they per-
form a voluntary movement such as reaching for an
object, throwing a ball, or driving a car. Why? Pre-
sumably they may realize that translating some-
thing as evanescent as a wish to move into muscle
contractions must be an awfully complicated pro -
cess. Indeed, they are right: the neural processes that
subserve even the simplest everyday actions are in -
credibly complex and only partially understood. In
this essay we take up the challenge of explaining what
we know about this fascinating and complex topic.

Let us begin with the basic fact that, in general, our
movements–even the simplest actions–are accom -
plished through activation of a large number of mus-
cles. For example, if you are sitting at your desk typ-
ing at your computer and decide to turn to pick up
a cup of coffee, you will activate, approximately at the
same time, the eye muscles, the numerous muscles
in the neck, and the muscles of the shoulder, arm,
forearm, and ½ngers. A simple computation would
show that your brain has activated at least thirty
mus cles. But note that each muscle is made up of
cells called mus cle ½bers, and that each muscle ½ber
re ceives a neural input via its own nerve ½ber (see
Figure 1). It follows that the number of elements
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Abstract: In this article we explore the complexities of what goes on in the brain when one wishes to perform
even the simplest everyday movements. In doing so, we describe experiments indicating that the spinal
cord interneurons are organized in functional modules and that each module activates a distinct set of
muscles. Through these modules the central nervous system has found a simple solution to controlling the
large number of muscle ½bers active even during the execution of the simplest action. We also explore the
many different neural signals that contribute to pattern formations, including afferent information from
the limbs and information of motor memories.



controlled by the neural mo tor system is
very large, even during simple move-
ments.

Imagine now what must be taking place
in the brain of an athlete in the heat of a
soccer match, when practically all the mus-
cles of the body must be precisely coordi-
nated, with little time for preplanning.
Clear ly, the soccer player trying to score a
goal has neither the time nor the inclina-
tion to explicitly formulate the command
signals to control the millions and millions
of muscle ½bers in his or her body, and
must instead rely on an effective simplify -
ing strategy. How our brains cope with this
inherent complexity remains one of the
fun damental questions in motor system
neuroscience.

Years ago a group of neuroscientists, in -
 cluding one of the authors of this essay, de -
cided to investigate this basic question by
launching a series of exploratory searches
aimed at identifying the way in which the
central nervous system (cns; the com plex
of nerve tissues that control the ac tivities
of the body, comprising the brain and the
spinal cord) controls the multitude of mus -
cle ½bers that are activated during move-
ments.1 We started by focusing on the
spinal cord in lower vertebrates and quick -
ly found that a special group of cells called
interneurons–neurons that transmit im -
pulses between other neurons, and that are
interposed between the sensory portion
of the spinal cord and its motor output–
are the key elements that implement the
simplifying strategy.2
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Figure 1
Muscle Fibers and Axons from Motor Neurons

Axons are the long threadlike part of a nerve cell along which impulses are conducted from the cell body to other
cells. Source: Frontiere Della Vita (Rome: Istituto Della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1999).
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Interneurons are organized in function -
al modules, and each module activates a
particular set of muscles in distinct propor -
tions. We labeled this entity of patterned
muscle activation a muscle synergy. This
mod ular spinal structure is the central
piece of a discrete combinatorial system
that utilizes a ½nite number of discrete
ele ments (that is, the muscle synergies) to
ex  press a voluntary movement. The com -
b inatorial system is controlled by the neu -
rons residing in the cortical frontal areas
(the cerebral cortex covering the frontal
lobe). Anatomically, the cortical neurons
transmit impulses to select and combine
spinal modules. Following the arrival of
cortical command signals, a cascade of
neu ral events ensues: the activated spinal
modules ½re the motoneurons (nerve cells
forming part of a pathway along which
impulses pass from spinal cord to a mus-
cle) and their motor nerves induce a de -
polarization of the muscle ½bers, which
in turn is followed by muscle contraction
and movements. Researchers can easily
re  cord the electromyographic activity
(emg)–the depolarization of muscle ½ -
bers–with electrodes placed in or on the
muscle surface.

To identify the muscle synergies we used
a factorization algorithm that takes as in -
put all of the muscle emg data and extracts
from these data both a set of generative
muscle synergies and a coef½cient of each
synergy during the composition of a par-
ticular motor behavior. The experimental
evidence supporting the idea that the cns

uses muscle synergies as output modules
is illustrated in Figure 2. This illustration
shows that a small number of synergies
explain a large fraction in the variation of
muscle patterns. In other words, not as
many individual muscle functions need to
be controlled as one might have initially
thought. 

Figure 2 shows the emg records for frogs
that are jumping, walking, and swimming.

The upper (unshaded) section of Figure 2
lists the names and the emgs of thirteen
leg muscles. The shaded wave areas in this
section of the ½gure represent the recti½ed,
½ltered, and integrated emgs recorded dur -
ing the execution of a single instance of
jumping, walking, and swimming move-
ment. The thick line de½ning the contour
of the wave represents the outcome of a
com putation that reconstructs the muscle
patterns by utilizing the muscle synergies
extracted by the factorization procedure.
The lower (shaded) section of Figure 2
shows the coef½cients of the ½ve synergies
that were found through the factorization.
The coef½cients are placed in a rectangular
box whose width corresponds with syner-
gy duration; their position indicates onset
delay and the height represents amplitude
of emg. Figure 2 demonstrates two impor -
tant points: 1) the same synergies are found
to contribute to different movements
(note that synergies W1, W3, and W4 are a 
constituent of both jumping and walk-
ing, but with different coef½cients of acti -
va tion of emgs; the synergy W5 is used in
both jumping and swimming); and 2) dif -
ferent behaviors may be constructed by
linearly combining the same synergies
with different timing and scaling factors.
Recent results from the study of muscle
patterns during a variety of movements in
humans, monkeys, and other vertebrates
have shown that combining a small set of
muscle synergies appears to be a general
strategy that the cns utilizes for simpli-
fying the control of limb movements. 

The speci½c factorization algorithm that
we used to extract the underlying synergies
from the overall emg data set is known as
the nonnegative matrix factorization.3
Oth er factorization algorithms could have
been used, such as the popular principal
component analysis (pca); but neurosci-
entist Matt Tresch and his colleagues have
shown that whatever technique one uses
to identify the synergies, the end results are
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essentially the same.4 This suggests that
the observed muscle synergies are real, as
opposed to an artifact of the data analy-
sis. Additional observations corroborate
the independent physiological existence
of muscle synergies as fundamental and
irreducible units of motor control that are
linearly combined to generate movement.5

The experimental evidence described
above indicates that the peripheral sections
of the motor system operate as a discrete
combinatorial system. In a way, then, the
motor system is like language, a system in
which discrete elements and a set of rules
for combining them can generate a large
number of meaningful entities that are dis -

tinct from those of their elements. Thus,
we may have solved the problem of how
the motor system copes with having to
con trol so many different muscles and mo -
tor units during the course of a movement:
it does so through intelligent modulariza-
tion at the level of the spinal cord.

But having proposed a solution for one
problem, we are immediately led to an -
other: how does the brain ½gure out the
correct combinations of synergies that are
required to execute a motor act? Certainly,
what is impressive about the motor system
is its capacity to ½nd original motor solu-
tions to an in½nite set of ever-changing
cir cumstances. This capacity is entirely de -
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Figure 2
Synergies and Variations of Muscle Patterns

The main muscles of synergy W1 are RI, AD, PE, and GA. The main muscles of synergy W2 are SM, VE, PE, and GA.
The main muscles of synergy W3 are RI, SM, and VI. The main muscles of synergy W4 are RA, BI, and IP. The main
muscles of Synergy W5 are ST and IP. These synergies were extracted by pooling together the emgs of three frogs
during jumping, walking, and swimming movements. Source: Emilio Bizzi, Vincent C. K. Cheung, Andrea
d’Avella, Philippe Saltiel, and Matthew Tresch, “Combining Modules for Movement,” Brain Research Reviews 57
(2008): 125–133.
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pendent upon the computations per-
formed by neural circuitries of the corti-
cal areas of the frontal lobe (the lobes on
each cerebral hemisphere lying immedi-
ately behind the forehead). These cortical
areas generate signals that combine, select,
and activate the spinal mod ules. Under-
standing these computations has been the
main goal of neuroscientists, neu rologists,
and psy chologists in volved in the study
of mo tor control. Some progress toward
this goal has been made, but as we will dis-
cuss, many of the hard questions remain
unanswered.

Our description of the way in which cor -
tical commands generate patterns of activ -
ity for activating the spinal cord modules
will begin by considering the major inputs
and outputs of the motor cortical regions. 

In each frontal lobe hemisphere, there
are at least four major regions concerned
with generating signals for voluntary
move ments: the dorsal and ventral pre-
motors (the cortical areas in front of the
motor cortex), the supplementary motor
area, and the primary motor cortex.6
These highly interconnected regions re -
ceive diverse modalities of information
(inputs) from a variety of sources, includ -
ing: 1) external sensory information about
the state of the world (such as visual, au -
ditory, tactile information); 2) internal
sensory information about the state of the
body (such as muscle length and tendon
force); 3) the executive attentional system
for determining behavioral saliency; and
4) inputs from major subcortical areas such
as the cerebellum and the basal ganglia
(whose roles in motor control are some-
what obscure). These signals are conveyed
to the motor cortical areas where they
connect to the dendritic tufts of the large
output cells of the cortical layers 5 and 6
(see Figure 3).7 There these signals are
somehow integrated into a coherent unit
to set up a neuronal depolarization, which

is conveyed via the dendritic tree to the
cell body of the big output cells in layer 5,
and from there via long pathways to the
spinal cord.

There are a variety of output pathways
made of axons of cortical layers 5 and 6
that connect premotor and primary motor
cortical areas with a different class of spi -
nal neurons. One of these descending path -
ways conveys information about an im -
pend ing movement, an observation sug-
gesting that it may be part of a cortico-
spinal circuit contributing to an early
shap ing of motor commands. Additional
output pathways include: 1) cortico-spinal
½bers terminating at the level of the
interneurons, which activate the spinal
cord modules and therefore are responsi-
ble for the expression of the muscle syn-
ergies;8 2) a cortico-motoneuronal path-
way from the most caudal sections of the
primary motor cortex,9 though we do not
yet know how these two descending sets
of ½bers cooperate in the execution of vol -
untary movements; 3) an important set of
½bers connecting the motor cortex to the
basal ganglia; and 4) a set of ½bers connect -
ing the cortex to the cerebellum in the
recurrent loop, which create a cerebellar
pathway whose complex function is pos-
sibly related to reentry circuits that con-
tribute to shaping the construction of cor -
tical patterns of activity. (The function of
the cerebellum has long been a source of
de bate possibly relating to the function of
cortical patterns activity; see Figure 4.)

But also critical is that the descending
path ways are mirrored by ascending sets
of ½bers forming numerous reentry cir-
cuits. Thus, the intimate ties between the
cortex and the periphery are an essential
feature of the “system” for movement.

There is a vast amount of data indicating
that the motor cortex plays a central role
in generating motor behavior, but there is
lack of consensus on how neural process-
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ing within the cortical areas of the frontal
lobe contribute to voluntary movements.
An approach to interpret cortex neural ac -
ti v ity, ½rst introduced by Edward Evarts
at the National Institutes of Health, was
based on recording the activity of single
cor tical neurons in monkeys and then cor -
relating their ½ring rate with joint mo tion,
force, and limb posture.10 Evarts conclud-
ed that the motor cortical neurons likely
encoded the muscular force that is needed
for movement. In the early 1980s, neuro-
scientist Apostolos Georgopoulos, using
a modi½ed behavioral setup, showed that
cortical neurons recorded from the pri-
mary motor cortex were broadly tuned to
the direction of hand movements.11 This
correlation suggests that the motor cortex
encodes high-level parameters of move -
ment such as direction in task space, rath -
er than low-level parameters such as mus -
cle forces. But the story did not end there.
In the last few decades, researchers have

implicated the motor cortex in the en -
cod ing of a litany of different movement
variables, including hand velocity, hand
position, joint angles, joint torques, move -
ment sequence information, and move-
ment curvature. Further, the response
prop  erties appear nonstationary, chang-
ing with behavioral contexts and choice of
task.12 So what does this all mean? What
does the motor cortex really do?

To put all these observations in perspec-
tive, we should consider the limitations of
microelectrode recordings. In acute re -
cord ing, one or a handful of neurons are
recorded. In chronic recording, an array
of electrodes is implanted that can record
from roughly one hundred neurons simul -
taneously. Yet there are millions of neu-
rons in the motor cortices, each one high-
ly interconnected to other motor cortical
neurons and to the many input sources
that project to it. The endeavor is thus lim -
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Figure 3
Pyramidal Neuron

Source: Frontiere Della Vita (Rome: Istituto Della Enciclopedia Italiana, 1999).
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 ited both by problems of undersampling
(you are only recording from a tiny frac-
tion of a population) and problems of lim -
it ed sampling information (usually you do
not know in what layer a recorded neuron
resides, meaning you do not know where
in the context of this complicated and
highly distributed circuit your neuron ½ts).
An analogy: suppose that you know noth-
ing about how computers work, but are
asked to ½gure it out by sticking a volt me -
ter into different regions of a computer
while it runs various programs, recording
its electric potential. Considering this chal -
lenge, perhaps it is not so surprising that
the manner in which patterns form at the

output layer of the motor cortex to gener-
ate movements remains a mystery. 

Clearly, to move our understanding of
the motor cortex forward, new approaches
are needed. In the last few years, prompt-
ed by the urge to look for new avenues,
neurophysiologists and computational
neuroscientists have joined forces in order
to make sense of the neuronal recording
data and then generate theories and mod-
els of the motor cortex. The most notable
proposed models, such as optimal feed-
back control and recurrent neural network,
are attempts at formulating a comprehen-
sive motor control theory;13 but because
their focus is based on our limited knowl-
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Figure 4
The Cortex, Cerebellum, Brain Stem, and a Section through the Spinal Cord

The motor cortical areas are shown with some of the ½bers connecting it to the basal ganglia and the cerebellum.
Two cortical spinal pathways are shown, one a direct pathway from the cortex to the spinal motorneurons and
another connecting the motor cortex to the spinal interneurons. Source: Eric R. Kandel, James H. Schwartz, and
Thomas M. Jessell, eds., Principles of Neural Science, 4th ed. (New York: McGraw-Hill, 2000).
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edge of neurons, the resulting models had
only a modest impact on the ½eld. In gen-
eral, these models failed to consider the
complex interactions among different
class es of cortical cells and the role of the
re cur rent circuits that link the cortex with
the spinal cord, basal ganglia, and cerebel -
lum. The cortical neurons’ activity should
have been evaluated in a different way,
since these cells belong to an ensemble. 

Fortunately, thanks to developments in
molecular biology, a panoply of new tech -
niques is becoming available. For ex ample,
imaging techniques are being developed
that will enable an experimenter to record
from thousands of neurons simultaneous-
ly, while at the same time monitoring the
anatomical changes taking place within
the circuit at the synaptic level. Different
strains of viruses carrying channelrhodop -
sin into targeted populations of neurons
now make it possible to activate/inhibit
neural circuitry. This is an important de -
velopment because neural circuits are in -
herently parallel and highly interconnect -
ed, meaning that it is dif½cult to under-
stand what one part of the circuit is doing
in isolation of the rest of the circuit. Such
technological breakthroughs, together
with the development of mathematical
tools for processing and modeling high-
dimensional distributed dynamical sys-
tems, may change the playing ½eld in sys-
tems neuroscience in the years to come.

Neuronal activity in the motor cortical
areas is a complex function of sensory in -
puts, regional and local interactions among
cells, and cortical reentry circuits. In ad -
dition, recent investigations have estab-
lished that one more signi½cant way to ½re
the cortical neurons is just to image an
action without producing an actual move -
ment. There is also evidence that shifting
from one mental task to another changes
the pattern of brain activation. These re -
sults were obtained by monitoring region -

al blood flow either with a positron emis-
sion tomograph or fmri (functional mag -
netic resonance imaging). It is of interest
that most of the activation was found in
the premotor and supplementary areas, but
less so for the primary cortex for both mo -
tor imagery as well as movement obser-
vation. These ½ndings show that the de lib -
erate representations of actions involve ac -
tivation similar to those occurring during
voluntary movements. These observa tions
are important as they expand the scope of
the motor system beyond the gen eration of
actions. Imaging the brain during a motor
action means to evaluate the consequence
of self-programmed movements before ex -
ecution, while also providing ways to rep-
resent other people’s ac tions.

As a consequence of the intense explo-
ration of the motor imaging underlying
physiology is the realization that cells in
the premotor and primary motor cortex
are active when a subject plans an action.
This ½nding has opened the way to re -
cord from the human cortex and utilize
the neural signals for prosthetic devices.

Closely linked to the motor imaging of
actions is the brain’s representation of
motor memories; that is, when we learn a
skill, how is that skill represented in our
neural circuits? Since most of what we
do is guided by what we have learned,
this capacity for motor learning embod-
ies a crucial facet of our existence. Imag-
ine how dif½cult life would become if every
time we engaged in a routine act, like tying
our shoes, we had to perform it with the
skill level of a novice. Instead, as we go
through life we gain facility and acquire
expertise in the form of motor memories:
memories of how to perform skilled mo tor
acts. Where are these motor memories
stored and how are they represented?

In the case of computers, we know where
and how information is stored. It is stored
in the digital switches of transistors that



are housed and addressed in speci½c loca-
tions within the computer (the hard drive
or random-access memory) or various ex -
ternal digital media (such as a disk). In the
case of human declarative memory–
which, loosely, is factual information about
one’s life (names, places, events, and so
on)–we also have a fairly good idea. De -
clarative memory is stored in the medial
temporal lobe of the brain (a region of
the cerebral cortex that is located beneath
the lateral ½ssure on both cerebral hemi-
spheres of the mammalian brain) includ-
ing the hippocampus (the elongated ridges
on the floor of each lateral ventricle of the
brain, thought to be the center of emotion,
memory, and the autonomic nervous sys-
tem), the entorhinal cortex (an area of the
brain located in the medial temporal lobe
that functions as a hub in a widespread net -
work for memory and navigation), and
peri  rhinal cortex (a region of the medial
temporal lobe of the brain that receives
high ly processed sensory information from
all sensory regions, and is generally ac -
cepted to be an important region for mem -
ory). Motor memory, on the other hand,
appears to be broadly distributed across all
of the major components of the motor cir -
cuit, including the motor cortices, the cere -
bellum, and the basal ganglia; and how mo -
tor memories are stored still remains
murky, though we have clues.

One clue has come from force ½eld stud-
ies in which monkeys adapted their reach-
ing movements to different environments
and perturbations while the activity of sin -
gle neurons in their motor cortices was re -
corded.14 As expected, when a monkey
learned to move in a novel context, the
activity patterns of the recorded neurons
changed. This ½nding is generally consis-
tent with the synaptic trace theory of mem -
ory, which says that memories are em -
bodied in patterns of synaptic connections
(synapses are the junctions between two
nerve cells consisting of a minute gap

across which impulses pass by diffusion of
a neurotransmitter) that change in an
experience-dependent fashion, such that
after the experience, the circuit is capable
of generating a new output. However, it
was unexpectedly found that some of the
neurons maintained their altered activity
patterns even when the animal stopped
performing the new task and returned to
the original task. Further, as the behavior
switched from one task to another, the pat -
 tern of activity of the neurons changed in
an unpredictable fashion.

In a similar vein, a pair of studies used
the technique of two-photon microscopy
to study anatomical changes in the synap-
tic connectivity of the mouse motor cortex
during the learning of new motor skills.15

This remarkable technology allows experi -
menters to visualize individual synaptic
spines, the smallest unit of information
transmission in the brain, over periods of
weeks or months. As expected, these stud-
ies showed that learning is indeed accom-
panied by the formation of new synaptic
spines. However, these studies showed
some  thing else that was unexpected, even
shocking: when the animals are not learn -
ing anything, the synaptic spines are still
turning over at a high rate. In fact, the rate
of turnover is so high in the baseline con-
ditions that most of the new spines created
during the formation of the new memory
will be gone in a matter of months or, at
most, a couple of years. Yet these same mo -
tor memories are known to persist for the
animal’s entire life.

These observations lead to a profound
paradox. If we believe that memories are
made of patterns of synaptic connections
sculpted by experience, and if we know,
behaviorally, that motor memories last a
lifetime, then how can we explain the fact
that individual synaptic spines are con-
stantly turning over and that aggregate syn -
aptic strengths are constantly fluctuating?
How can the memories outlast their puta -
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tive constitutive components? This is cur -
rently one of the great mysteries in motor
neuroscience and, in fact, all of systems
neu roscience, reinforced by the dozens of
two-photon microscopy studies that have
found that regardless of which region of
the cortex is examined, the synapses are
constantly turning over. How is the per-
manence of memory constructed from the
evanescence of synaptic spines?

In an attempt to answer this question, we
recently developed a new type of neural
network with the distinguishing feature
of synapses that are constantly changing
even when no learning is taking place.16

We showed that under certain conditions–
conditions that hold during motor learn-
ing–the network can stably learn a vari-
ety of skills despite these constant weight
changes. The basic point of the model is to
reexamine the notion of what constitutes
a memory. Neural circuits are highly re -
dun dant in that there are many more syn -
apses than there are neurons, with each
neu ron being contacted, on average, by ten
thousand synaptic spines. Thus, within a
neural circuit, many different con½gura-
tions of synapses can give rise to the same
input-output processing. In other words,
a network can perform the same function
even if its synapses undergo change. With
this in mind, we suggest that a memory,
instead of being composed by a ½xed pat-
tern of synaptic weights, is actually em -
bodied by a ½xed pattern of input/output
processing at the level of neural activities.
This flexibility gives the system some slack
to accommodate synaptic turnover, an in -
evitable fact of cell biology, since synaps-
es are made of proteins, which have short
lifetimes. Models, like this one, that rely
on the stochastic dynamics of complex
systems may prove to be fertile territory
for understanding recent and future data
on synaptic dynamics.

A ½nal question is whether models like
ours can simultaneously shed light on both

the small-scale physiology/anatomy and
the larger-scale behavior of a subject. Af -
ter all, the ultimate goal of neuroscience is
to mechanistically link the physical en tity
of the brain to the more ethereal phenom -
ena of the mind. This is not always easy to
do and often a model is constructed to ex -
plain data in one domain or the oth er, but
not both. Here we have found that a mod -
el with perpetually fluctuating synaptic
connections may explain an in teresting re -
sult from the kinesiology and sports sci-
ence community that has been known for
over one hundred years. 

The ½nding is called the warm-up decre -
ment and it can be illustrated as follows: to
function at a peak performance level, a pro -
fessional athlete trained in a ½ne motor
skill must practice or warm up for an ex -
tended period of time immediately prior
to performing. For example, professional
golfers and professional tennis players will
practice for an hour or more before play-
ing in a major competition. In a certain
sense, this seems strange. These athletes
have spent much of their lives practicing
a particular skill, so why do they still need
to practice for so long before competing?
A robot that performs a skill needs only to
be turned on and shortly thereafter it will
execute the skill to the best of its abilities.
So why do human experts need addition-
al practice right before performance?

One possibility is that the practice is
needed to warm up the athlete’s muscles,
lig  aments, and tendons. However, this the -
ory has been refuted by experiments in
which the body is warmed up by other
means, resulting in sub-peak performance.
Further, athletes of all calibers widely ac -
cept that the warm-up ought to use the
same skill set that will be used in perfor -
mance. If a professional tennis player were
to practice squash an hour before playing
a tennis match, the results would be di -
sastrous, though many of the same muscles
are used in both activities. So what, then,
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is going on during this period of warm-
up? One explanation could be a need for
continuous neural recalibration to opti-
mize performance if, as proposed in our
model, synapses are always changing.
Thus, over time, there might be a slight
drop-off in performance on the basis of
synaptic turnover alone. For an expert who
performs at the highest level, even a slight
decrement in performance can be obvious
and exploited by competition, thereby
making practice immediately before an
event required to ½ne-tune the network in -
to a state of optimal performance.

Whether or not the proposed model is
correct in its explanation remains to be de -
termined. But what we know for sure is
that the continued use of modern imag-
ing technology to probe synaptic dynamics
will provide crucial data in the years ahead
to constrain and inform our efforts at un -
derstanding the neural processes that un -
der lie motor learning. 

In this review we have focused on the hard
scienti½c questions involved in un der -
stand ing the seemingly effortless genera-
tion of voluntary movements. With re spect
to the peripheral motor system (spi nal cord
and muscles), we have pointed out the
many dif½culties associated with con trol -
ling millions of muscle ½bers partitioned
across dozens of muscles, and de scribed
how, through spinal cord modularity, the
cns has found a simplifying solution.
How ever, no answers have yet been found
to explain how the cortical motor areas of
the frontal lobe construct the spatiotem-
poral patterns of neural activity necessary
to activate the spinal cord, enabling it to
execute a speci½c movement. Certainly, we
do know that high-level movement goals
and attention-related signals are repre-
sented in the premotor areas and that the
spread of these signals to the primary mo -
tor cortex, possibly already primed by af -
ferent information about limb posture, will

somehow trigger the retrieval of motor
memories and, subsequently, the forma-
tion of a signal to the spinal cord. But the
detail of this complicated pro cess, which
critically involves coordinate and variable
transformations from spatial movement
goals to muscle activations, needs to be
elab orated further. Phrased more fanci-
fully, we have some idea as to the intricate
design of the puppet and the puppet strings,
but we lack insight into the mind of the
pup peteer. 

We have also discussed the hard prob-
lem of where and how motor memories
are stored. This, too, is a dif½cult and un -
solved problem, in large measure because
of the highly distributed and interconnec -
ted nature of neural circuits. Based on ½rst
principles, we can be sure that memory
storage in the brain, however it works, will
differ radically from information storage
in a computer. New computational para-
digms may be needed to provide a greater
understanding, and we have here briefly
described one model that attempts to shift
the paradigm based on our knowledge of
perpetually fluctuating synapses. 

On the face of it, investigating the prob -
lems of both pattern formation (for the
pur pose of control) in the motor cortex
and motor memory storage in the aggre-
gate motor circuit is going to be a daunting
affair requiring the combined efforts of
physiologists, molecular biologists, and
computational neuroscientists. But as the
history of science has shown, it is possible
that nature might have developed some
sur prisingly simple and unexpected short -
cuts that, if discovered, may go a long way
toward providing the ultimate answers.
Af ter all, who would have guessed that a
simple receptive ½eld in the visual cortex
might be the key to recognizing the com-
plexities of a face?
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The human mind has two fundamental psycholog -
ical motifs. Descartes’s proclamation, “I think, there -
 fore I am,”1 illustrates one, while Melville’s state -
 ment, “Ahab never thinks, he just feels, feels, feels,”
exempli½es the other.2 Our Rationalist incli  na tions
make us want certainty (objective truth), while the
Romantic in us basks in emotional subjectivity. Psy -
chology and neuroscience recognize this distinction:
cognition and emotion are the two ma jor categories
of mind that researchers study. But things were not
always quite like this.

Rational thought has always been treated as a pro d -
uct of the mind, and emotions were traditionally
viewed as belonging to the body.3 Descartes, follow -
ing Plato’s lead, said that humans differ from animals
in that we have a rational mind (a soul), but are sim -
ilar to animals in that we have bodily passions (emo -
tions) that interfere with reason. Somewhere along
the way, two things happened to give us our more

© 2015 by the American Academy of Arts & Sciences
doi: 10.1162/DAED_a_00319

Abstract: Traditionally, we de½ne “emotions” as feelings and “feelings” as conscious experiences. Conscious
experiences are not readily studied in animals. However, animal research is essential to understanding the
brain mechanisms underlying psychological function. So how can we make study mechanisms related to
emotion in animals? I argue that our approach to this topic has been flawed and propose a way out of
the dilemma: to separate processes that control so-called emotional behavior from the processes that give
rise to conscious feelings (these are often assumed to be products of the same brain system). I will use
research on fear to explain the way that I and many others have studied fear in the laboratory, and then
turn to the deep roots of what is typically called fear behavior (but is more appropriately called defensive
behavior). I will illustrate how the processes that control defensive behavior do not necessarily result in con -
scious feelings in people. I conclude that brain mechanisms that detect and respond to threats non-consciously
contribute to, but are not the same as, mechanisms that give rise to conscious feelings of fear. This dis-
tinction has important implications for fear and anxiety disorders, since symptoms based on non-conscious
and conscious processes may be vulnerable to different factors and subject to different forms of treatment.
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integrated modern view. First, we began
to consider human emotions as mental
states; and second, many began to attrib-
ute mental states, including both thoughts
and feelings, to animals. Darwin, for exam -
ple, viewed emotions as “states of mind,”
some of which are shared by both humans
and other animals.4 Today, emotions are
commonly conceived of as mental states
that are felt (consciously experienced)
when well-being is affected in some way:
we feel fear when threatened, anger when
frustrated, joy when things go well, sadness
when we lose a friend or loved one, and
compassion when we see someone suf fer.

If we assume that emotions are feelings,
that feelings are states of consciousness,
and that states of consciousness are inner
private experiences predicated on the
aware ness of one’s own mental activity,
questions arise about the scienti½c study
of the brain mechanisms underlying emo -
tions in animals. Emotions and other states
of consciousness can–within limits and
with some dif½culty–be studied in hu -
mans, but the study of consciousness in
animals is, to put it mildly, challenging.5
At the same time, due to ethical and tech-
nical limits of investigations in humans,
work on detailed brain mechanisms of
emo tion depends on animal research. How
do we get around this stumbling block?6

Behaviorism, which flourished in the ½rst
half of the twentieth century, is a school
of thought in psychology that rejects the
study of conscious experience in favor of
objectively measurable events (such as re -
sponses to stimuli). Due to behaviorism’s
influence, researchers interested in emo-
tion in animals have tended to take one of
two approaches. Some have treated emo-
tion as a brain state that connects exter-
nal stimuli with responses.7 These re -
search ers, for the most part, viewed such
brain states as operating without the ne -
cessity of conscious awareness (and there -

fore as separate from feelings), thus avoid -
ing questions about consciousness in ani-
mals.8 Others argued, in the tradition of
Darwin, that humans inherited emotional
states of mind from animals, and that be -
havioral responses give evidence that these
states of mind exist in animal brains.9 The
½rst approach has practical advantages,
since it focuses research on objective re -
sponses of the body and brain, but suffers
from the fact that it ignores what most
people would say is the essence of an emo -
tion: the conscious feeling. The second
ap proach puts feelings front and center,
but is based on assumptions about mental
states in animals that cannot easily be veri -
½ed scienti½cally. 

When I was getting started in my stud-
ies of emotion in animals in the mid-1980s,
I adopted a third approach to try to get
around these problems.10 I treated emo-
tions in terms of essentially non-conscious
brain states that connect signi½cant stim-
uli with response mechanisms, and feelings
as conscious experiences arising from these
non-conscious brain states.11 My theory,
therefore, emphasized the importance of
feelings, but I argued that the brain mech -
anisms that control emotional responses
and those that generate conscious feelings
are separate. By separating processes that
non-consciously detect and respond to
signi½cant stimuli from those that create
feelings, emotional mechanisms could be
studied in animals without having to solve
the problem of whether animals feel emo -
tion, while at the same time honoring the
importance of feelings in the human mind
and brain. 

I have used this strategy for many years
in my research on fear in animals, focusing
on the mechanisms that detect threatening
stimuli and orchestrate defensive respons-
es to deal with the danger.12 The purpose
of this strategy has not been to deny that
feelings or other states of consciousness
exist in animals, but instead to focus re -
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search on questions that can be addressed
scienti½cally, regardless of how the ani-
mal consciousness debate turns out. In the
meantime, since feelings are an essential
fac tor in human mental life and in psychi -
atric disorders that afflict humans, con-
scious feelings can and should be studied
in humans. Further, because circuits that
operate non-consciously to control emo-
tional responses nevertheless contribute
to feelings in humans, research on these
same circuits in animals is relevant to hu -
man feelings. 

As useful as the strategy has been, there
has always been something awkward about
the scienti½c separation of emotion (a non-
conscious response process) from feeling
–the conscious experience of emotion. It
is messy, since the terms emotion and feel-
ing are typically used interchangeably in
everyday speech. There is no require-
ment that scienti½c language conform to
lay meaning (and in fact some argue that
a language of science will replace lay
terms);13 but when the terms in question
are about mental states that we all experi-
ence and talk about, it is harder to escape
the compelling pull of the vernacular.14

This is one challenge psychology faces that
most other sciences do not.

In an effort to grapple with this termi-
nological uneasiness, I began rethinking
the way we use words like emotions and
feelings.15 This led me to consider the nat -
ural history of what we have been calling
emotion in animals, a journey that led me
to conclude that the roots of so-called
emotional behavior are so deep, so old, that
it makes no sense to use a term like emo-
tion to describe these behaviors in any or -
ganism, including humans. The term emo   -
tion is so intricately entwined with con -
scious feelings that to use it in any other
way simply invites confusion. Instead of
differentiating between emotion and feel -
ing, I stick with the every day meaning of

the terms, using them interchangeably to
refer to the mental states that people ex -
perience when they face situations in
which survival is challenged or enhanced.

In the remainder of this essay I use the
emotion of fear as an example of the points
I want to make. I ½rst explain the way that
I and many others have studied fear in the
laboratory, and then turn to the deep roots
of what I long called fear behavior (but
now call defensive behavior, as explained
below). I offer a different way of talking
about fear and other mental states.16 I con -
clude by discussing my view about what
con scious feelings are, how they relate to
non-conscious pro cess es, and how they
come about in the brain.

A staple in laboratory studies of fear and
its underlying brain mechanisms has been
a procedure called Pavlovian fear condition-
ing.17 (I prefer to use the more neutral term
Pavlovian threat conditioning to circumvent
aforementioned problems associated with
discussing “fear” in animals.)18 In threat
conditioning, an insigni½cant stimulus,
such as a tone, occurs in conjunction with
an aversive stimulus, typically footshock.
Through this pairing, the tone by it self
eventually acquires the ability to elicit
freezing behavior (a defensive anti-pred-
ator behavior in which the animal remains
motionless for the purpose of avoiding de -
tection or minimizing attack)19 and sup -
porting physiological responses (such as
changes in heart rate, blood pressure, and
other autonomic nervous system adjust-
ments) that help the organism cope with
the impending danger. Much has been
learned about the neural circuits, cells, syn -
 apses, and molecules that make it possible
for animals to learn in this way, especially
through studies of rodents (particularly
rats).20

One of the advantages of Pavlovian threat
conditioning is that it can be used across
a wide range of species. Human stud  ies can -
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not provide as much detail about neu ral
mechanisms, but have con½rmed to a ½rst
approximation that the same brain areas
and connections discovered in rats also
ex ist in humans.21 For example, through
studies of rats, we know much about the
various subregions of the amyg dala that
receive the tone and shock, integrate them,
store a memory of the association, and use
that association to control defensive re -
sponses.22 Subregions of the amygdala are
not within the imaging resolution of cur-
rently available technology for studying
the human brain, but we as sume that cir-
cuits are likely to be similar because the
basic circuitry found in rats also exists in
nonhuman primates and per forms simi-
lar functions in rodents and pri mates.23

Invertebrates are also responsive to
Pavlovian threat conditioning.24 While
these animals have different neural circuits
than vertebrates, they offer advantages for
exploring molecular mechanisms related
to intracellular signaling cascades and
gene ex pres sion. Many of the discoveries
made in invertebrates have subsequently
been con ½rmed in rodents.25 And if they
apply to rodents, they likely apply to other
mammals, including nonhuman primates
and humans.

While studies of detailed brain mechan -
isms are not possible in humans, studies
of our species have the distinct advantage
of being able to explore conscious states.26

Still, we must be careful not to confuse
feel ings with responses elicited by a threat.
When threatened by a stimulus created
through threat conditioning or by an in -
nate threat, humans have behavioral and
autonomic nervous system responses that
anticipate the threat and help prepare the
body to cope with the danger that may en -
sue; further, the amygdala is activated.27

The person may feel fear, but this does not
mean that the same brain cir cuits create
feelings of fear. 

For example, the amygdala is activated
and physiological responses are expressed
even to subliminal (non-conscious) pre-
sentations of threat stimuli.28 In these
cases, the subjects are not aware of the
stimulus and do not report any particular
feeling.29 Amygdala activation thus does
not tell us that fear is felt in a human, and
certainly does not alert us to fearful feel-
ings in animals. Confusion results because
fearful feelings are often correlated with
these amygdala-dependent responses. But
correlation does not mean causation; we
cannot generalize from stimulus-response
mechanisms, which occur widely in ani-
mal life, to conscious feelings of fear.30

That said, amygdala-based and other de -
fensive circuits do contribute indirectly to
feelings of fear, but feelings of fear require
more than just amygdala-driven responses
in the brain and body. My proposal is that
all organisms have the ability to detect and
respond to threats, but only organisms that
can be conscious of their own brain’s ac -
tivities can feel fear. 

Laboratory studies of so-called emo tion -
 al behavior in animals involve tasks that
pose challenges to, or opportunities for
en  hancing, well-being. Stimuli (such as
shocks, food, drink, warmth, and sexual
stimulation) are used to motivate re sponses
that help the animal either cope with or
bene½t from the stimuli (prevent or reduce
the impact of a shock or give ac cess to food,
drink, warmth, or sex). When humans ex -
perience these events, we can have feel-
ings of fear (when threatened) or plea -
sure (when eating, drinking, having sex,
or becoming warm after being in the
cold). These behaviors and feelings are so
intertwined in us that we think of them
as one and the same: we often describe
the feelings as emotions and the behaviors
as emo tional behaviors. 

When descending the evolutionary
tree in search of the origins of these so-
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called emotional behaviors, one quickly
½nds one    self jumping to lower and lower
branch es, ending up at the base of the
trunk and eventually even digging down
into the roots of the tree. Every living or -
ganism, from the oldest to the most recent,
has to do these things to stay alive and pass
its genes on to its offspring. Organisms
must detect danger, identify and consume
nu trients and energy sources, balance
flu  ids by taking in and expelling liquids,
thermo regulate, and reproduce. You do
these things, but so do the bacterial cells
living in your lower intestine.31

This realization turns the scienti½c lan-
guage of emotion on its head. What are
com monly called emotion functions in hu -
 mans and animals are not emotional func -
 tions at all. They do not exist to make feel -
 ings. They are survival functions essen-
tial for the continued life of the individual
or the species.32 And in humans, survival
functions are sometimes–perhaps often–
associated with feelings. But the systems
that underlie these functions op erate in -
dependently from feelings in hu mans. For
example, as noted above, the cir cuits that
control so-called fear responses are not
themselves the wellspring of feelings of
fear. This raises the question of how feel-
ings of fear or other emotions come about.

The problem of understanding feelings
is thus reducible to the problem of under-
standing consciousness. Consciousness is
unobservable except by introspection,
and attributing it to others requires a cer-
tain degree of faith in unprovable assump -
tions. The question is: which unprovable
as sump  tions are we willing to make sci-
enti½cally? Because all human brains are
wired in the same way, I am on fairly safe
ground in assuming that you have the same
basic factory-installed brain functions that
I do. While the human brain is similar in
many ways to the brains of other mam-
mals, even other vertebrates,33 it is also

different in very signi½cant ways.34 I thus
restrict my discussion of conscious feelings
to humans, which makes the problem more
manageable. Still, consciousness is a com -
plex and contentious topic that cannot be
discussed exhaustively here. I will there-
fore simply summarize how I believe con -
scious feelings come about.

I pursued my Ph.D. working with the cog -
nitive neuroscientist Michael Gazzaniga in
the late 1970s. Gazzaniga was famous for
his work on split-brain patients,35 in whom
the nerve connections between two sides
of the brain are surgically cut in an effort
to control otherwise intractable epilepsy.
Their misfortune has been a source of many
important discoveries about how the brain
and mind work. I will just mention one
set of ½ndings that Gazzaniga and I made
that solidi½ed his ideas about conscious-
ness and that sparked my interest in un -
der standing how the non-conscious as -
pects of the brain work.36

Since typically only the left hemisphere
of the brain has the capacity for speech,
stimuli presented to the right hemisphere
of a split-brain patient cannot be talked
about. But the right hemi sphere can indi-
cate that it saw and perceived a stimulus
by using the left hand (corresponding to
the right hemisphere) to select a match-
ing picture. For example, in one study we
simultaneously showed the patient’s left
hemisphere a chicken claw and the right
hemisphere a snow scene. The patient’s
left hand then selected a picture of a shov-
el. When the patient was asked why he
made this choice, his left hemisphere (the
speaking hemisphere) re sponded that it
saw a chicken and you need a shovel to
clean out the chicken shed.37 The left
hemi sphere thus used the information it
had available to construct a re ality that
matched the two pieces of infor mation
available: it saw a picture of a chick en and
it saw its hand selecting a shovel. Given
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the patient’s rural background, it made
sense to him that a shovel and chick en claw
go together since a shovel could be used
to clean the chicken shed. In other studies,
by presenting commands to the right
hemisphere, we induced it to wave, stand,
or laugh, and asked the left hemisphere,
“Why did you do that?” The left hemi -
sphere responded with answers like “I
thought I saw a friend out the window so
I waved,” “I needed a stretch so I stood up,”
and “You guys are funny.” 

On the basis of such ½ndings, Gazzaniga
developed his theory of consciousness as
an interpreter of experience, a means by
which we develop a self-story that we use
to understand those motivations and ac -
tions that arise from non-conscious pro -
cesses in our brains.38 In his view, much
of what we do in life is controlled by non-
conscious processes that we only come to
understand by monitoring and interpret-
ing their expression in behavior or in oth -
er body states. Since graduate school, I have
been trying to understand how systems
that operate outside of conscious aware-
ness, such as those that control the ex -
pression of defense responses in the pres-
ence of threats, work. 

When Gazzaniga and I were doing these
studies in the 1970s, consciousness research
was not in vogue in psychology or neuro-
science. The effects of behaviorism were
lingering, but in addition, cognitive sci-
ence had introduced the idea that the mind
is basically a non-conscious information
processing device.39 Consciousness can re -
sult from this processing, but the under -
lying non-conscious processing was the
main focus of the ½eld.

In the ensuing decades, scienti½c inter-
est in consciousness skyrocketed. Much
pro gress has been made in pursuing the
neu ral correlates of consciousness, espe-
cially by focusing on how the brain creates
conscious perceptions of visual stimuli.40

Most researchers in this ½eld seem to agree
that we are not conscious of representa-
tions that occur in the primary visual cor-
tex (the part of the visual cortex that ½rst
receives stimuli). Some argue that later
stages of visual cortex create our conscious
visual perceptions and that this is all that
is needed for a conscious experience.41

Oth ers say that while necessary, the visual
cortex alone is not suf½cient to produce
conscious experience of visual phenome-
na, and that other circuits and functions
are required.42 For example, one argument
is that for an individual to be consciously
aware of a visual stimulus, the stimulus
has to be attended to,43 which engages ad -
ditional cortical areas, including the pre-
frontal cortex and parietal cortex.44 Atten -
tion also allows the raw visual stimulus to
be integrated with memory so that the
stimulus can be recognized as a particular
object, and even an object that may have
had certain personal signi½cance in the
past. These attention-controlled represen -
tations that include objects and memories
are often said to occur in a cognitive work -
space45 sometimes called “working mem -
ory” (the capacity to hold information in
mind temporarily while doing mental
work).46 Different theories propound dif -
ferent ideas about how information that
enters working memory ends up being
con  sciously experienced. For example,
according to higher-order theories of
consciousness, you must have a thought
about a stimulus representation in order
to be conscious of it (this is in some ways
reminiscent of Gazzaniga’s interpreter).47

The global workspace theory of con-
sciousness, on the other hand, says that in -
formation has to be broadcast widely from
working memory to other areas that then
send signals back to the workspace, re -
sulting in further broadcasting and am -
pli½cation of the signal and thereby creat -
ing the conscious perception.48 A variety
of other cognitive theories also emphasize
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the importance of attention and working
memory in consciousness.49

I cast my lot with the general view that
emphasizes the role of working memory
as a gateway into consciousness, and I re -
main neutral about what happens next. My
goal is not to solve the consciousness prob -
lem, but to understand how conscious-
ness–whatever it may be–makes feelings
possible. In my view, once information
about the presence of a threat is directed
to work ing memory the stage is set for a
conscious feeling–an emotion such as
fear –to occur. Working memory is not the
same thing as consciousness, but in my
opinion most of the conscious experiences
we have depend on working memory.

So let us pursue the idea that human emo -
tions are conscious experiences that occur
when attention directs information about
the operation of non-conscious processes
to working memory. An important class
of non-conscious processes that contrib -
ute to feelings are those associated with the
activity of what I referred to above as sur -
vival functions (functions related to de -
fense, energy management, fluid balance,
thermoregulation, and reproduction). The
brain circuits that instantiate these func-
tions are survival circuits (certain feelings
can also arise without engagement of sur-
vival circuits, but I will not focus on those
here).50 But how, concretely, can the oper -
ation of the threat/defense survival system
trigger the conscious feeling we call fear?

The capacity to detect and respond to
threats is an ancient survival mechanism
present in all animals, and likely evolu-
tionarily predates both the capacity to be
consciously aware of a threat to well-being
and the capacity to consciously experience
an inner feeling of fear in response to the
threat. Circuits that detect and respond to
threats in our brains are not fear circuits,
not emotion circuits; they do not make
feel ings. Hard-wired survival circuits are

often mistakenly described as emotion cir -
cuits (I did this for some time). But these
cir cuits did not evolve to make feelings.
They arose, and continue to exist, simply to
help animals stay alive and well. 

When a threat activates one of these
hard- wired circuits, the result is the es -
tablishment of a global motivational state
in the organism, a condition that spreads
throughout the brain and body to mobi-
lize the organism’s resources to deal with
the danger. Needs and goals that are un -
related to the threat are supplanted by the
here-and-now requirements of the situa-
tion. The only relevant motivation is self-
preservation. The global organismic state
that occurs when an organism is in dan-
ger can be called a defensive motive state.51

This state includes activity in circuits that
control both innate reactions (survival cir -
cuits) and goal-oriented actions that help
cope with danger. 

Motivational states like these not only
occur in mammals (monkeys, dogs, cats,
rats, bats, whales), but also in other verte -
brates (birds, reptiles, ½sh) and many in -
vertebrates (flies, bees, slugs, worms). All
organisms thus have such mechanisms that
help them survive in the face of threats.
Defensive motive circuit activation great-
ly influences behavioral and cognitive ac -
tivities. When a motive state related to
dan ger is active, we become sensitive and
hyper-responsive to stimuli associated with
danger. The same occurs if a motive state
related to food, drink, or sex occurs. 

Feeling afraid is an additional factor that
can help promote survival, but it is not the
most common response in nature. Feeling
afraid only occurs in organisms that can
be conscious that they are in danger, and
I reserve judgment about which organisms
other than humans fall into this category.
We know humans have conscious feelings
but it is far more dif½cult to know scienti f -
ically whether other animals do. Thus, the
existence of a motive state, and so-called
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emo tional behavior, is not one and the same
as the existence of a conscious feeling. Un -
 less an organism’s nervous system has the
capacity to consciously experience the mo -
tive state, conscious feelings cannot occur.

We know that the human brain can ex -
perience emotions in conjunction with
motive states. However, all we know scien -
ti½cally about other animals is that their
brain and body respond in certain ways in
the presence of stimuli that trigger these
motive states. This leads some to argue that
we can use behavior to tell us about feel-
ings in animals.52 But, as previously noted,
defensive motive states and correspond -
ing bodily responses can be triggered in
humans subliminally and without any
feeling;53 thus, we should not call upon
con  sciousness to explain things in animals
that do not require consciousness in hu -
mans. Neither, however, should we ignore
consciousness entirely. I believe we should
address the question of feelings, but in
organisms in which we can evaluate them
(humans). Again, this is not meant as a
denial of animal consciousness, but instead
is a decision to deal only with what we can
measure scienti½cally, as opposed to spec -
ulating about the implications of those
measurements.

One reason why it is so tempting to at -
tribute consciousness to animals is that
we have a very strong tendency to interpret
the behavior of others in light of how we
feel when we act in a certain way. This
serves us fairly well in our dealings with
most other humans, but begins to cause
problems scienti½cally when we attribute
hu man emotions to infants or animals,
since we have no way of verifying what
they experience. Consider infants. Subcor -
tical circuits that control innate “emo -
tion al” (survival) behaviors develop ear-
lier than cognitive circuits of the cortex.
Experts on infant development say that in -
fants can act emotional long before they
can actually feel emotion.54 While one

could object to this conclusion by saying
it is impossible to know what an infant is
feeling, that is exactly the point: in the ab -
sence of a subject’s ability to verbally re -
port (as with infants or animals), it is im -
pos sible to know whether he or she is con -
 scious or non-conscious. Ultimately, then,
the question of whether animals act but
do not feel, or whether they both act and
feel, cannot be answered, as we have no
direct way of ½nding out what animals do
or do not experience. 

Two important questions should be
raised about motive states. First, are they
causes of defensive behavior or instead
are they, like defensive behavior, a conse-
quence of survival circuit activation? The
former is the conventional view.55 My hy -
po  thesis, by contrast, is that the motive
state is the collective response of the
brain to survival circuit activation. Defen -
sive re   sponses thus contribute to defen-
sive mo tive states rather than the other way
around. The second question is wheth er the
motive state itself contributes to conscious
feelings by entering working mem o ry, or
whether working memory in stead only has
access to the individual neu ral com   po -
nents that constitute the motive state. The
answer is not known at this point.

Some are concerned that a shift in ter-
minology toward threat and defense, and
thus away from fear, will make the work
we do on animals less relevant to hu mans.
I think the opposite is the case. By being
clear about which processes underlying
fear and anxiety involve consciousness and
which do not, we greatly expand our abil-
ity to elucidate the processes and their rel -
evance to clinical disorders.

People with pathological fear and anxi-
ety suffer from their subjective feelings.
If we want to understand the mechanisms
underlying the genesis and maintenance
of the subjective feelings of fear and anx-
iety that so trouble these individuals, we
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need to understand how implicit (non-
con scious) motive states operate in the
brain. For example, the fact that people
with pho bic disorders are hyper-attentive
to threat stimuli related to their phobia
and exhibit exaggerated responses to such
stimuli is easily accounted for in terms of
an overactive defensive survival and mo ti -
vational circuits.56

The brain and body consequences of de -
fensive motivational circuit activation gen -
erate many (though not all) of the factors
that go into a conscious feeling. But the
mechanisms of defensive motivational
states are not one and the same as the
mechanisms that generate feelings. Feel-
ings require more than the presence of a
motivational state. That state has to be con -
sciously experienced in order to be con-
sciously felt. This involves the integration
of thoughts and long-term declarative
mem ories with defensive state informa-
tion in working memory. 

Even if we never resolve the question of
whether other animals have conscious feel -
ings of fear or anxiety, progress on how
threats create non-conscious defensive mo -
tive states in animals, and how such states
can be regulated through drugs or behav-
ioral treatments, could help many people.
For one thing, simply turning down the
degree of brain and body arousal associ-
ated with the motive state will alter the
con scious experience of fear or anxiety.
But also, successful regulation of the mo -
tive state reduces the sensitivity to trigger
stimuli and also tones down the height-
ened reactivity to such triggers that occur
in anxiety disorders. 

Darwin was right that we have inherited
hard-wired circuits from our animal an ces -
tors. These are survival circuits. Their job is
to detect signi½cant situations and control
behaviors that keep us alive in the face of
challenges and that also help us thrive in
the presence of opportunities. But Darwin
was wrong that we inherited emo tional

states of mind, such as feelings of fear, from
other animals.57 Survival circuits in sub-
cortical brains are not inherited storehous-
es of feelings. Feelings are parasitic on the
capacity for conscious awareness–which
crucially depends on cognitive processes
related to attention and working memory 
–and made possible by cortical circuits. 

To understand how the brain makes
feel  ings, consider an analogy to cooking
soup.58 Salt, pepper, garlic, and water are
common ingredients in many if not most
soups. Put in chicken and it suddenly by
de½nition becomes chicken soup. The
amount of salt and pepper can intensify
the taste without radically changing the
nature of the soup. You can add other in -
gredients, like celery, turnips, or tomatoes,
and still have a variant of chicken soup.
Add roux and it becomes gumbo, while
curry paste pushes it in a different direc-
tion. Substitute shrimp for chicken in any
variant and the character again changes.
None of these are soup ingredients per se;
they are things that exist independent of
soup, and that would exist if a soup had
never been made. Similarly, emotional feel -
ings emerge from non-emotional ingre-
dients. Speci½cally, they emerge from the
coalescing of non-emotional ingredients
in consciousness.59 The particular ingre-
dients, and the amounts of each, de½ne the
character of the feeling. The pot in which
feelings cook is working memory.

A defensive motive state provides many
of the key ingredients in fear: direct input
from the amygdala to cortical areas, brain
arousal, body feedback, and initiation of
goal-directed behavior.60 When informa -
tion about these various activities and their
particular neurally encoded characteris-
tics coalesce in working memory via atten -
tional control, together with information
about the external stimulus and long-term
memories about what that stimulus means,
then the resulting feeling that emerges is
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some variant of fear. Whether we feel con -
cerned, scared, terri½ed, alarmed, or pan-
icked depends on the particular charac-
teristics of the internal factors aroused in
the brain, factors from the body, and infor -
mation about the stimulus and its context.
In the presence of these neural ingredients,
feelings emerge in consciousness sim ilarly
to the way the essence of a soup emerges
from its ingredients. 

Motive states are created from general-
pur pose mechanisms (such as sensation,
mem ory, arousal, body feedback, and
mem   ories and thoughts) but the resulting
state is speci½c to the motivational de -
mands of the moment. A defensive motive
state is different from a reproductive (sex -
ual) motive state. And even within a cate-
gory, the nature of the motive state can
vary considerably depending on the cir-
cumstances–as can the resultant feeling
(for example, consider concern versus fear
versus panic).

Emotions resulting from non-conscious
motive states emerge in consciousness in
a bottom-up fashion, but emotions can also
be built from cognitive processes in a top-
 down fashion without the involvement
of motive state ingredients. So-called so -
cial emotions are like this (for example,
feelings of compassion, pride, and shame).
These arise from our assessment of our
cir cumstances.61 While fear is a prototyp i -
cal bottom-up emotion, it can also arise
from top-down influences. We can think
our way into fear and activate a defensive
mo tive state this way. Additionally, we can
have intellectual fears, such as the fear of
failing in life, of our eventual death, or of
alien abduction, that depend on top-down
processes rather than simply emerging bot -
tom- up from a motive state as a result of
external stimuli. 

The enormous complexity of the various
conscious manifestations of fear in an in -
dividual suggests that there is no one thing
that the term fear refers to, and there is cer -

tainly no “fear module” in the brain that
is responsible for all of the states to which
we apply the label “fear.”62 Fear, the con-
scious feeling of being afraid, is what hap -
pens when we are aware that certain in -
gredients have come together to compel a
certain interpretation of the state we are
in.63 Anxiety, that sense of worry or ap -
prehension one has when dwelling on the
past and/or anticipating the future, is a
variation on this theme. 

In order to understand feelings like fear,
anger, sadness, and joy, we ½rst have to un -
derstand how non-conscious, non-emo-
tional ingredients are assembled in con-
sciousness. While consciousness is a hard
problem,64 we do not have to wait on its
solution to make progress. There is much
to be learned about the non-emotional,
non- conscious ingredients that contrib -
ute to conscious feelings. Because these are
shared to some extent by humans and
oth er animals, we can study the processes
across species regardless of whether the
spe cies in question have the capacity to be
conscious that these states are occurring.
The question of whether other animals
have feelings is thus reducible to the ques -
tion of whether they have mechanisms that
allow them to be conscious of their own
brain states. While we may never answer
this question, we have much to learn about
human feelings from studies of their non-
 conscious underpinnings in the brains of
humans and animals alike.
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Working memory holds the contents of our
thoughts. It acts as a mental sketchpad, providing a
surface on which we can place transitory informa-
tion to hold it “in mind.” We can then “think” by
manipulating this information, such as by combining
it with other items or transforming it into something
new. For example, working memory allows us to re -
member phone numbers, do mental arithmetic, and
plan errands. 

Given its fundamental role in thought it is surpris -
ing that working memory has such a severely limited
capacity: we can only hold a few thoughts in our con -
sciousness at once. In other words, the surface area
of our mental sketchpad is quite small. This limita-
tion is obvious whenever we try to multitask, such as
when we attempt to talk on the phone while writing
an email, and it is why using our mobile phones
while driving increases accident risk, even if we are
using a hands-free set. 

This stands in contrast to other mental abilities
that are not limited, such as long-term memory stor -
age. We can store (seemingly) a lifetime of experi-
ences, but, for some reason, we can only consciously
express these thoughts a few at a time. This limited
capacity may be fundamentally responsible for the

Abstract: Why can your brain store a lifetime of experiences but process only a few thoughts at once? In
this article we discuss “cognitive capacity” (the number of items that can be held “in mind” simul taneously)
and suggest that the limit is inherent to processing based on oscillatory brain rhythms, or “brain waves,”
which may regulate neural communication. Neurons that “hum” together temporarily “wire” to gether,
allowing the brain to form and re-form networks on the fly, which may explain a hallmark of intel ligence
and cognition: mental flexibility. But this comes at a cost; only a small number of thoughts can ½t into each
wave. This explains why you should never talk on a mobile phone when driving. 
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cognitive architecture of our brains: re -
searchers believe it to be the rea son we
have evolved the ability to focus on one
thing at a time (to “attend” to something).
Despite being well studied, no one has yet
con½rmed why working memory is limit-
ed. In this essay, we will review some of
what is known about working memory
capacity and offer our theory of why con-
sciousness may have this limit. 

Though we may feel that we are able to
perceive most of the world around us, this
sensation is, in fact, an illusion constructed
by our brains. In reality, we sense a very
small part of the world at any point in
time; we “sip” at the outside world
through a straw. Our brain takes these
small bits of data and pieces them together
to present an impression of a coherent and
holistic scene. Examples of this limitation
are abundant: consider the puzzles in
which you must identify ten differences
between two similar pictures. The brain
requires a surprisingly long time to accom -
plish this, despite the two pictures being
side by side and the changes often being
obvious, such as the total disappearance of
a building or tree. This effect is often re -
ferred to as change blindness and is a regu-
lar occurrence of natural vision. (Another
example of change blindness is the large
num ber of editing mistakes we fail to no -
tice in movies.)

The limited bandwidth of consciousness
is also apparent in studies of working
mem ory capacity. In these experiments,
subjects briefly view a screen with a vari-
able number of objects (such as colored
squares) and then, after a delay of a few
sec onds in which they must hold the ob -
jects in memory, they are shown another
screen of objects, one of which may be dif -
ferent from what was previously shown.1
Subjects are then asked whether some-
thing has changed, and if so, to identify
how it has changed (whether it used to be

a different color or shape). When the num -
ber of objects on-screen increases beyond
a few items, subjects begin to make errors
(by missing changes), indicating that their
working memory capacity has been ex -
ceeded. Experiments such as this have re -
vealed that the average adult human can
only process and retain four or ½ve objects
at a time (similar to the average monkey,
as shown below).2 The exact capacity of
the brain varies by individual; some can re -
member only one or two items and others
can remember up to seven.3 Interestingly,
an individual’s capacity is highly correlat-
ed with measures of fluid intelligence, sug -
gesting that individual capacity limits may
be a fundamental restriction on high-level
cognition.4 This seems intuitive: if you can
hold more information in mind at the same
time, then more ideas can be combined at
once into sophisticated thought. 

But what is the nature of the capacity
limitation? Do we simply miss new items
once we have ½lled our thoughts with four
or ½ve? Or do we always try to take in as
much information as possible, eventually
spreading ourselves too thin when there
are more than four or ½ve objects present?
In fact, both may be true.

Models of a strict limit on the number
of items you can hold in mind posit that
this is because working memory has a lim -
ited number of discrete “slots,” each of
which can independently hold informa-
tion. And once you ½ll those slots, you can
no longer store any new information. In
contrast, other models predict that our
lim ited capacity is due to our spreading
our selves too thin. They suggest that work -
ing memory is a flexible resource, a neu-
ral pool that can be subdivided among ob -
jects. You do not stop storing new infor-
mation after you reach a ½xed capacity as
in the slot model; rather, as new informa-
tion is received, the resource pool is con-
tinually divided until the information is
spread so thin that it can no longer be ac -
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curately recalled (and therefore cannot
support behavior). Much evidence has
been marshaled on behalf of both models,
primarily from studies of the patterns of
errors humans make on tests of cognitive
capacity. Recently, we examined the neu-
rophysiological mechanisms underlying
capacity limits in monkeys. We found an
intriguing possibility: both the slot and
flexible-resource models are correct, albeit
for different reasons. 

The advantages of animal work include
tighter control over gaze as well as more
precise measurements of neural activity
than is possible with human subjects.
These advantages allowed us to dig deeper
into the phenomenon and led to a surpris-
ing discovery. The monkeys, like humans,
had an overall capacity of four objects. But
the monkeys’ overall capacity was actually
composed of two separate capacities of
two objects each in the right and left visual
hemi½elds (to the right and left of the cen -
 ter of gaze) that were independent of each
other. The processing of objects on the
right half of gaze is unaffected by objects
in the left half of gaze, regardless of how
many ob jects there were on the left (and
vice versa). But adding even one object on
the same side of gaze as another object re -
sulted in a decrement in performance. It
was as if the monkeys had two separate
brains, each one assigned to the right or left
half of vi sion. This right/left independence
was sur prising, though research focusing
on a dif ferent type of task might have pre-
dicted it: humans have independent ca -
pacities to track moving objects in the right
and left visual hemi½elds.5

This phenomenon is likely related to the
fact that the right and left visual hemi -
½elds are respectively processed by the left
and right cerebral hemispheres. This sug-
gests that the two cerebral hemispheres can
operate somewhat independently, at least
for the processing required for visual infor -

mation to reach awareness. Indeed, the ap -
parent split between the two hemispheres
recalls some of the initial observations of
hu mans who had their cerebral hemi-
spheres split to control epilepsy. With out
care ful testing, these subjects usually ap -
peared normal. Thus, there may be some-
thing of a split even in the intact brain:
the two visual hemi½elds/cerebral hemi-
spheres act like two independent slots for
processing and holding visual information.
At ½rst blush, this seems to support the slot
model, with slots for both the left and right
½elds of vision. But we also found evidence
to support the flexible-resource model
within each visual hemi ½eld: on each side of
visual space, information was shared and
spread among ob jects. To show this, we
looked more closely at how neurons en -
coded the contents of working memory.

A pure slot model predicts that encoding
an object is all-or-none: if the brain suc-
cessfully remembers an object, there
should be an equal amount of information
about it regardless of how many other ob -
jects are in the array. But we found that
even when a given object was successfully
encoded and retained, neural information
about that speci½c object was reduced
when another object was added to the
same visual hemi½eld, as if a limited
amount of neural information was spread
between the objects. The slot mod el also
predicts that if a subject misses an object,
no information about it should be recorded
in the brain; either an object ½lls a slot,
and is remembered, or not. By contrast,
the flexible-resource model suggests that
even when a subject misses an object, some
information about the object could have
been recorded in the brain, just not enough
to support conscious perception and mem -
ory. This latter prediction is exactly what
we found: even when a subject did not
consciously perceive the object, the brain
still recorded a signi½cant, albeit reduced,
amount of information.
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In sum, the two cerebral hemispheres
(visual hemi½elds) act like discrete re -
source slots; within them, neural informa -
tion is divided among objects in a graded
fashion. A number of recent studies in hu -
mans support such a hybrid model, ½nding
that there are multiple slots that can store
graded information about objects.6 Thus,
capacity limits may reflect interplay or
blend between different types of underly-
ing constraints on neural processing. On
the one hand, neural processing on the
right and left halves of visual space can be
slot-like, akin to buckets that can hold a
maximum volume of water (information).
But, on the other hand, within each cere-
bral hemisphere there is no limit to the
num ber of objects (thoughts) in each
buck et. The limitation is inherent to the
in formation, not the number of objects:
if there are too many items in the bucket,
only a few can get wet enough (have
enough information devoted to them) to
reach consciousness. The rest may get a lit -
tle damp, but it is not enough to act upon.

Whether or not the two cerebral hemi-
spheres have independent capacities for
information other than vision remains to
be determined. It may prove only to be a
visual phenomenon, due to the fact that
the right and left of gaze are primarily pro -
cessed in the left and right cerebral hemi-
spheres, respectively. But even if this in -
dependence is limited to vision, it has clear
practical implications. For example, tak-
ing into account the separate capacities
of the right and left of gaze can help in the
design of heads-up displays, such as on
au tomobile windshields, maximizing the
amount of information that drivers can
glean in each glance, or providing infor-
mation without overloading their capacity
to fully process important visual scenes,
such as the road in front of them.

So far we have seen that despite our im -
pression that we can store and perceive a
signi½cant amount of visual information

at once, this is not the case. We can only
simultaneously think about a very limited
amount of information. Our brains knit
together these sips of information to give
us the illusion that we have a much larger
functional bandwidth. (Again, this is
some thing to keep in mind the next time
you are driving and have an urge to reach
for your mobile phone.) But this still does
not explain why there is a capacity limit for
conscious thought. What about the brain’s
functioning dictates such a small band-
width? 

Why can’t you hold one thousand
thoughts in mind simultaneously, or even
just one hundred? There is mounting evi-
dence that the brain uses oscillatory
rhythms (brain waves) for communica-
tion, especially for processes underlying
high-level cognition. The theory is that the
brain forms networks by synchronizing
oscillations (rhythmic or repetitive neural
activity) of the neurons that make up that
network. Neurons that “hum” together
form networks, and because only so much
information can ½t into each oscillatory
cycle, any communication system based
on an oscillating signal will naturally have
a limitation on bandwidth. But before delv -
ing into the content limits of an oscillatory
cycle, what is the evidence supporting a
role for oscillatory activity in brain func-
tion to begin with? 

It has long been known that the brain has
large populations of neurons that oscillate
in synchrony. These so-called brain waves
occur across a wide range of frequencies
from very low (less than once a second, or
< 1 Hz) to very high (almost once every 15
ms, or > 60 Hz). Brain waves are not ran-
dom: they vary with mental state. For ex -
ample, when you are relaxed, your brain
tends to show lower frequency waves; but
if you suddenly focus on a task, brain re -
gions that are needed to perform that task
begin to produce higher frequency waves.
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Despite the evidence that brain waves are
important for behavior, their exact role in
brain function has long been a mystery.
Beginning with the pioneering work of
physicist and neurobiologist Christoph
von der Malsburg, neurophysiologist Wolf
Singer, and their colleagues, there has been
increasing awareness that synchronizing
the oscillations between neurons may be
critical in forming functional networks. 

Synchronized oscillations are useful for
increasing the impact of neural impulses
(“spikes,” or sharp changes in voltage that
neurons use when they signal one anoth-
er). Spikes from two neurons that arrive
simultaneously at a third neuron down-
stream have a greater impact than if the im -
pulses arrived at different times.7 Given
this, it is easy to imagine how such a mech -
anism could be useful to focus mental ef -
fort on particular representations (when
we pay attention). After all, if synchroniz-
ing the rhythms of neurons increases the
impact of their spikes, then one way to
boost the neural signals associated with an
attended object would be to increase syn-
chrony between neurons representing it. 

There is growing evidence that this is ex -
actly how attention works. Increased at -
ten tional focus increases oscillatory syn-
chrony between the visual cortical neurons
that represent the attended stimulus. For
example, visual cortical neurons that pro -
cess a stimulus under attentional focus
show increased synchronized gamma band
(30–90 Hz) oscillations.8 This higher fre -
quency (> 30 Hz) synchrony may result
from interactions within local cortical cir -
cuits,9 the same interactions that underlie
the computations of stimulus features.10

By contrast, sensory cortical neurons rep -
resenting an unattended stimulus show in -
creased low frequency (< 17 Hz) synchro-
nization. A variety of evidence suggests
that low frequencies may help deselect or
inhibit the corresponding ensembles (pop -
ulations of neurons that together underlie

a particular thought, perception, memory,
or neural computation), perhaps by dis-
rupting the higher frequency.11

On a broader scale, synchrony between
regions may also regulate communication
across brain areas.12 In short, if two dif-
ferent networks in different brain areas os -
cillate in phase (a particular moment with a
neural oscillation, such as a speci½c “piece”
of a brain wave) they are more likely to
influence one another because both are in
an excited and receptive state at the same
time. Conversely, if they are out of phase,
information will be transmitted poorly.
This is supported by observations that in -
terareal oscillatory coherence within and
between “cognitive” regions and sensory
areas has been found to increase with at -
tention.13 In other words, if two brain areas
are involved in a given cognitive function
(such as visual attention), they increase
their synchrony during that function.

We have discussed how synchronized
rhythms can change the flow of informa-
tion between neurons and between brain
regions. Recent work has begun to suggest
that synchrony may not only control com -
munication between networks, it may ac -
tually form the networks themselves. The
classic model suggests that if neurons are
anatomically connected, then they are part
of the same network; but it may be that
anat omy dictates which neurons are capa-
ble of forming networks. The actual forma-
tion of the networks may instead come
through synchrony (Figure 1). In other
words, anatomy is like a system of roads;
synchrony is the traf½c. Importantly, dy -
namic formation of ensembles by oscilla-
tory synchrony may underlie cognitive
flex  ibility: our ability to rapidly change
thoughts and behavior from one moment
to the next.

Consider, for example, what is widely
assumed to be the basic element of a
thought: a group of neurons that are ac -
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tive together. Such an ensemble can form
a perception, memory, or idea. But how
does the brain form a particular neural
ensemble for a speci½c thought? This is
not straightforward; there are billions of
neurons linked to each other through tril-
lions of connections. This is further com-
plicated because neurons have multiple
func tions, particularly at “higher,” more
cognitive levels of the brain.14 Thus, many
neurons inhabit many different ensembles
and, conversely, ensembles for different
thoughts share some of the same neurons.
If anatomy were all there were to forming
ensembles, then attempting to activate

one ensemble would result in activity that
extended to other ensembles, and subse-
quently a jumble of thoughts. 

We propose that the role of synchrony is
to dynamically “carve” an ensemble from
a greater heterogeneous population of neu -
rons15 by reinforcing mutual activation be -
tween the neurons that form the ensem-
ble.16 Because ensemble membership
would depend on which neurons are oscil -
lating in synchrony at a given mo ment,
ensembles could flexibly form, break-apart,
and re-form without changing their anatomical
structure. In other words, for mation of en -
sem bles by rhythmic synchrony endows

Figure 1
Synchronous Oscillations Create Neural Ensembles

(A) The human brain consists of almost one hundred billion neurons that form a dense network of connections.
This network of neurons and their trillions of connections encapsulate all possible behaviors (and their associated
sensations, thoughts, and actions). (B) In order to execute a particular behavior, synchrony activates only those
neurons and connections relevant to the current task. Source: Figure prepared by authors.
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thought with flexibility, a hallmark of high -
er cognition. Humans can quickly adapt
and change their thoughts and behaviors
in order to tailor them to the constantly
changing demands of our complex world.
Thus, networks have to be as sembled, de -
constructed, and recon½gured from mo -
ment to moment as our foci, plans, and
goals change. This is not meant to down -
play the role of neural plas ticity in chang-
ing the weights of connections be tween
neu rons and in forming new ana tomical
connections; it is always important to
build and maintain roads. 

Through a study in which we trained
mon keys to switch back and forth between
two tasks, we recently found evidence that
synchronized oscillations can provide the
substrate for dynamic formation of ensem -
bles. As the monkeys switched tasks, dif-
ferent sets of neurons in the prefrontal
cortex showed synchronous oscillations–
one for each task–in the beta band (about
25 Hz) synchrony, as if the neurons were
switching from one network to the oth er.17

Importantly, many of the neurons were
multifunctional, synchronizing their activ-
ity to one ensemble or the other depend-
ing on the task at hand. This supports the
idea that synchrony can dynamically form
(and disassemble) ensembles from ana -
tomical networks of neurons that partici-
pate in multiple ensembles.

Interestingly, one of the two tasks was
much easier for the monkeys to perform;
and when the monkeys prepared to engage
in the harder task, the neurons that formed
the network for the easier task showed syn -
chrony in a low-frequency alpha range
(about 10 Hz). Alpha waves have been as -
sociated with suppression or inattention
to a stimulus18 and are therefore thought
to inhibit irrelevant processes.19 In our ex -
periment, alpha oscillation inhibition
seemed to be acting to quiet the dominant
network (the one needed for the easier
task), which would have interfered with

the network needed for the current, more
challenging task. This suggests that syn-
chronous os cillations helped control the
formation of ensembles.20 Higher (beta)
frequencies de ½ned the two task networks
while lower (alpha) frequencies were used
to somehow disrupt formation of the stron -
ger network (and thus prevent an errone -
ous reflexive re action) when the weaker
network had to be used. 

If synchronized rhythms form neural en -
sembles, it follows to wonder how it is that
the brain can form more than one ensem-
ble at a time. After all, would not two rhyth -
mically de½ned ensembles inadvertently
synchronize to each other, merging togeth-
er and distorting the information they rep -
resent? In response, some researchers have
proposed that the brain forms more than
one ensemble at a time by oscillating dif-
ferent ensembles slightly out of phase with
one another. 

According to this theory, neurons that
are part of a speci½c ensemble do not only
synchronize their activity, but they do so
by aligning their spikes to speci½c phases
of neuronal population oscillations.21 By
separating thoughts into different phases
of population oscillations, our brain can
hold multiple thoughts in mind simulta-
neously (Figure 2).22 In other words, the
brain prevents ensembles from interfering
with one another by juggling them, rhyth -
mically activating each in turn (out of phase
from each other). We recently reported ev -
idence for this multiplexing when infor-
mation is held in mind.23 When monkeys
hold multiple objects in working memory,
prefrontal neurons encode information
about each object at different phases of an
ongoing (~ 32 Hz) oscillation. Signi½cantly,
there were bumps of information at dif-
ferent phases, yet in all phases the neu-
rons still carried at least some information,
supporting a hybrid slot/flexible-resource
model. The bumps of information are
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some what slot-like in the sense that they
are speci½c to certain phases of the oscil-
lation; but they are not strict slots because
the bump is a relative increase over infor-
mation in other phases. The effect was 
not all-or-none, information-here-but-not-
there, as is predicted by a strict slot model.

This ½nally leads us to an explanation for
the severe limitation of conscious thought.
Phase-based coding has an inherent ca -
pacity limitation. You have to ½t all the

in formation needed for conscious thought
within an oscillatory cycle. Consciousness
may thus be a mental juggling act, and only
a few balls can be juggled at once. Crucial
tests of this hypothesis still need to be con -
ducted, but these ½ndings and theories
collectively suggest that bringing thoughts
to consciousness may depend on genera-
tion of oscillatory rhythms and the precise
temporal relationships between them and
the spiking of individual neurons.

Figure 2
Phase Coding

This ½gure illustrates oscillatory phase-coding. Neural ensembles of the two simultaneous thoughts (thoughts 1
and 2) oscillate at similar frequencies but different phases of the oscillation. In other words, the ensembles line
up on different parts of the brain wave. This may explain the severely limited capacity of consciousness; in this
model, only a few thoughts can ½t in each wave. Source: Earl K. Miller and Timothy J. Buschman, “Brain Rhythms
for Cognition and Consciousness,” in Neurosciences and the Human Person: New Perspectives on Human Activities, ed.
Antonio M. Battro, Stanislas Dehaene, and Wolf Joachim Singer (Vatican City: Ponti½cal Academy of Sciences,
Scripta Varia 121, 2013).
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Francis Crick was once asked by his mother what
scienti½c problems he wanted to pursue in life.1 The
young Francis replied that there were only two prob -
lems that interested him: the mystery of life and the
mystery of consciousness.2 Crick clearly had a keen
sense for what is important, but may not have appre -
ciated the dif½culty of these problems. Little did his
mother know that, in 1953, her son and James Watson
would famously discover the structure of dna, the
loose thread that would eventually unravel one of
life’s great mysteries. However, Crick was not con-
tent with this achievement.

The Salk Institute for Biological Studies was found -
ed in La Jolla, California, in 1960 and Crick was one
of the earliest non-resident fellows, a position that
entailed an annual visit to help the faculty make im -
portant decisions on promotions and new research
directions. In 1977, Crick permanently moved to the
Salk Institute, partly to shift his research focus to neu -
roscience–which he believed would have been dif ½ -
 cult to do at the Laboratory of Molecular Biology in
Cambridge, England–and partly to circumvent the
age limit that would have required him to retire from
Cambridge University.3 At the Salk Institute, Crick
took up his long-standing interest in consciousness
and decided to focus on the question of vi  sual aware -
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Abstract: No one did more to draw neuroscientists’ attention to the problem of consciousness in the twen-
tieth century than Francis Crick, who may be better known as the co-discoverer (with James Watson) of
the structure of DNA. Crick focused his research on visual awareness and based his analysis on the
progress made over the last ½fty years in uncovering the neural mechanisms underlying visual perception.
Because much of what happens in our brains occurs below the level of consciousness and many of our
intuitions about unconscious processing are misleading, consciousness remains an elusive problem. In the
end, when all of the brain mechanisms that underlie consciousness have been identi½ed, will we still be
asking: “What is consciousness?” Or will the question shift, just as the question “What is life?” is no
longer the same as it was be fore Francis Crick?



 ness, since a great deal was al ready known
about the visual parts of the brain and un -
der standing the neural basis of per  cep -
tion would serve as a solid foundation for
ex  plor ing the neural basis of oth  er as pects
of consciousness. This also sidestepped the
vagueness of the term con scious ness, which
is used to describe many different phe nom -
  ena. Together with phy s   i cist Gordon Shaw
at the University of Cal       ifornia, Irvine and
neuroscientist V. S. Ra  machandran at the
University of California, San Diego, Crick
founded the Helm   holtz Club, a small group
of re search ers in Southern California who
met once a month to discuss problems in
vi  sion.4 In ad di tion, Crick had a steady
stream of vis   i tors, in clud ing neuroscien-
tist David Marr from the Massachusetts
In  sti tute of Tech   nology and physicist
Graeme Mitchison from Cam bridge Uni -
ver sity. When I moved to the Salk Insti-
tute in 1989, I be came the secretary of the
Helmholtz Club and help ed organize its
meetings.

The study of consciousness was out of
fashion among biologists in the 1980s, but
this did not deter Crick. Visual perception
was ½lled with illusions and mysteries that
de½ed understanding, and he sought ex pla -
nations for them in anatomical and phys -
iological mechanisms. For example, with
Graeme Mitchison, he developed the novel
“spotlight of attention” hypothesis. It was
well-established that ganglion cells in the
eye–neurons in the retina that en code pat -
terns of light on the retina into pat terns of
spikes–project down the optic nerve to
the thalamus (the bilateral brain regions
that relay sensory information to the cere -
bral nerve), which in turn relays the spikes
to the visual cortex (Figure 1). But why
could n’t the ganglion cells project directly
to the cortex? Crick and Mitchison pointed
out that there was a feedback projection
from the cortex back to the thal amus that,
like a spotlight, might highlight parts of the
images for further processing.

Crick’s closest colleague on the quest for
consciousness was neuroscientist Christof
Koch, then at the California Institute of
Tech nology, with whom he published a se -
ries of papers that explored the neural cor -
relates of consciousness (ncc; the brain
structures and neural activities re sponsible
for generating states of conscious aware-
ness).5 In the case of visual awareness, this
meant ½nding correlations between the ½r -
 ing properties of neurons in different parts
of the brain and visual per ception. One of
their ideas was that we are not aware of
what happens in the primary visual cor tex,
which is the ½rst area of the cerebral cor -
tex6 to receive input from the retina; rath -
 er, they hypothesized, we are only aware
of the results of processing at the high est
levels of the hierarchy of visual ar eas in
the cortex (Figure 1). Support for this pos -
sibility comes from the study of bi n oc -
ular rivalry, in which two different pat terns
are presented to the two eyes: rath er than
seeing a blend of the two images, the visual
perception flips abruptly be tween them
every few seconds. Neurons in the primary
visual cortex respond to both pat terns, re -
 gardless of which is be ing con sciously per -
 ceived at any mo ment. In the higher levels
of the visual hier archy, however, a larger
frac tion of the neurons re spond only to
the perceived image. Thus, it is not enough
for a neuron to be ½ring for it to be a neu-
ral cor relate of perception. Ap parently you
are only a ware of what is represented in a
sub set of the active neurons distributed
over the hierarchy of vi su  al areas working
to gether in a coordinated way. 

In 2004 an epilepsy patient at the ucla

Medical Center whose brain was being
mon itored to detect the origin of the sei -
zures was shown a series of pictures of ce -
le brities. Electrodes implanted into the
mem ory centers of the patient’s brain re -
ported spikes in response to the photos. In
one of these patients, a single neuron re -
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sponded vigorously to several pictures of
Jennifer Aniston, but not to other famous
people.7 A neuron in another patient
would only respond to pictures of Halle
Ber ry, and even to her name, but not to pic -
tures of Bill Clinton or Julia Roberts or the
names of other famous people. 

Such cells had been predicted ½fty years
ago when it ½rst became possible to record
from single neurons in the brains of cats
and monkeys. Researchers thought that in
the hierarchy of visual areas of the cere-
bral cortex, the response properties of the
neurons became more and more speci½c
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Figure 1
Hierarchy of Visual Areas

Visual information from retinal ganglion cells (rgc) in the retina project to the lateral geniculate nucleus (lgn)
of the thalamus, whose relay cells project to the primary visual cortex (V1). The hierarchy of cortical areas terminates
in the hippocampus (hc). Nearly all of the 187 links in the diagram are bidirectional, with feedforward connection
from a lower area and feedback connection from the higher area. Source: Image courtesy of Henry Kennedy; based
on Daniel J. Felleman and David C. Van Essen, “Distributed Hierarchical Processing in Primate Visual Cortex,” Cere-
bral Cortex 1 (1991): 1–47.
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the higher the neuron was in the hierarchy,
perhaps so speci½c that a single neuron at
the top of the hierarchy would only re -
spond to pictures of a single person. This
came to be called the “grandmother cell”
hypothesis, after the putative neuron in
your brain that “recognizes” your grand-
mother. A team at ucla led by Itzhak Fried
and Christof Koch seemed to have found
such cells. Single neurons were also found
that recognized speci½c objects and build -
ings, like the Sydney Opera House.

Even more dramatic were experiments
in which patients looked at a blend of two
images representing familiar individuals
and were asked to imagine one individual
at the expense of the other competing one,
while recordings were made from the neu -
rons that preferred one or the other image.
The subjects were able to increase the ½r -
ing rates of the neuron that represented
the face they fa vored in the blend, while si -
 multaneously decreasing the rates of other
neurons that preferred the competing face,
even though the visual stimulus was not
changing. The experimenters then closed
the loop by con trolling the ratio of the two
images in the mixture according to the ½r -
ing rates of the neurons preferring the im -
ages, so the subject could control the input
–the ratio of the two faces–by imagining
one or the other image. This illustrates that
the pro cess of recognition is not simply a
passive process, but depends on active en -
gagement of memory and internal atten-
tional control.

Despite this striking evidence, the grand -
mother cell hypothesis is unlikely to be
cor  rect. According to the hypothesis, you
perceive your grandmother when the cell
is active, so it should not ½re to any other
stimulus. Only a few hundred pictures
were tested, so we really do not know how
selective the Jennifer Aniston cell was.
Se cond, the likelihood that the electrode
happened to record from the only Jenni -
fer Aniston neuron in the brain is low; it

is more likely that there are many thou-
sands of these cells. There must also be
many copies of the Halle Berry neuron, and
many more for everyone you know and ev -
 ery object you can recognize. Although
there are billions of neurons in your brain,
you will run out if you try to exclusively
re present every object and name that you
know by a dedicated population of neu-
rons. Finally, the function of a sensory neu -
 ron is only partially determined by its re -
sponse to sensory inputs. Equally impor-
tant is the output of the neuron and its
down stream impact on behavior.

We are beginning to collect recordings
from hundreds of cells simultaneously in
mice, monkeys, and humans; and these are
leading to a different theory for how neu-
rons collectively perceive and decide.8 In
recordings from monkeys, stimuli and
task-dependent signals are broadly distrib -
uted over large populations of neurons,
each tuned to a different combination of
features of the stimuli and task de tail.9 By
2025, it will be possible to record from mil -
lions of neurons and to manipulate their
½ring rates; in addition, new techniques
are being developed to distinguish differ-
ent types of neurons and how they are con -
nected with one another.10 This could lead
to theories beyond the grandmother cell
and a deeper understanding of how activ-
ity in populations of neurons gives rise to
thoughts, emotions, plans, and decisions. 

The properties of such distributed rep -
re  sentations were ½rst studied in arti½ -
cial neu  ral networks in the 1980s. Popula-
tions of simple model neurons called “hid -
den units” were trained to map between a
set of input units and output units; these
hid den units developed patterns of activ-
ity for each input that was highly distrib-
uted and sim   ilar to the variety that has
been observed in populations of cortical
neu rons.11 For ex  ample, the input units
might represent fa ces from many different
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an gles and the out put units might repre-
sent the names of the people. After being
trained on many exam ples, each of the hid -
 den units of neu rons coded a different com -
bination of fea  tures of the input units, such
as fragments of eyes, noses, or head shapes,
which helped to distinguish be tween dif-
ferent individuals.

A distributed representation can be used
to recognize many versions of the same
object, and the same set of neurons can
recognize many different objects by dif-
ferentially weighting their outputs. More -
over, the network can extrapolate general
rules from the examples, allowing it to cor -
rectly classify new inputs that were not a
part of the training set (a process called gen -
eralization). Much more powerful versions
of these early neural network models,
which have over twelve layers of hidden
units in a hierarchy like that of our visual
cortex (Figure 1) and which use “deep
learning” to adjust billions of synaptic
weights (strength of influence the ½ring
of one neuron has on another neuron), are
now able to recognize tens of thousands
of objects in images. When individual hid -
den units are tested in the same way neu-
rophysiologists record from neurons in
the visual cortex, sometimes one simulated
neuron near the top of the hierarchy is
found to develop a speci½c preference for
one of the objects. However, the perfor -
mance of the neural network does not ap -
preciably change when such a unit is cut
out of it, since the remaining neurons carry
redundant signals representing the object.
The robustness of the performance of net-
works against damage is a major dif ference
between the architecture of the brain and
that of digital computers.

How many neurons are needed to dis-
criminate between many similar objects
such as faces? From imaging studies we
know that many areas of the brain re spond
to faces, some with a high degree of selec-
tivity. To answer this question, we would

need to sample many neurons widely from
these areas. There are also sound theoret-
ical arguments suggesting minimal num-
bers of neurons in the representation of an
object. First, sparse coding would be more
energy-ef½cient. Second, learning a new
ob ject in the same population of neu rons
interferes with the others being represent -
ed in the same population. An effec tive and
ef½cient representation would be sparse-
ly distributed; that is, it would in volve a
relatively small fraction of all the neurons,
but these would be widely distributed
throughout the brain.

Another aspect of visual awareness is the
brain’s efforts to register events, such as
flashes of light, as occurring at speci½c
times. The time delay of neurons in the
visu al cortex in response to a flashed vi su -
al stimulus varies from 25 to 100 milli sec -
onds (ms), often within the same region of
the cortex. Nonetheless, we can determine
the order of two flashes that occur within
40 ms of each other, and the order of two
sounds with less than a 10 ms time differ-
ence. To make this even more paradoxical,
the processing in the retina itself takes a
certain amount of time, which is not ½xed
but depends on intensity of the flash, so
that there is a difference in the ar rival time
of the ½rst spike from a dim and a bright
flash, even though they appear to occur si -
multaneously. This raises the ques tion of
why perceptions seem to have a unity that
is not at all apparent from the temporally
and spatially distributed patterns of activ-
ity throughout the cortex.

The question of simultaneity becomes
even more vexing when we make cross-
modal comparisons. As you are watching
someone chop down a tree, you simulta-
neously see and hear the ax hit the tree,
even though the speed of sound is much
less than that of light. Moreover, the illu-
sion of simultaneity is maintained as the
distance from the tree increases,12 even
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though the absolute delay between the vi -
sual and auditory signals as they reach your
brain can vary over 80 ms before the illu-
sion is broken and the sound is no longer
simultaneous with the ax hit. 

Researchers who study the temporal as -
pects of vision have uncovered another
phe nomenon called the flash-lag effect.
This can be observed when an airplane
with a flashing tail light passes overhead
and the light and the tail do not seem to line
up; it can be studied in the lab with a vi -
sual stimulus illustrated in Figure 2. In
the flash-lag effect, a flash and a moving ob -
 ject at the same location appear to be offset.
One leading explanation–which makes
intuitive sense, and for which there is some
evidence from brain recordings–is that
the brain predicts where the moving spot
is going to be a short time later. However,
perceptual experiments have shown that
this cannot be the explanation for the
flash- lag effect, because the perception at -
tributed to the time of the flash depends
on events that occur in the eighty millisec-
onds after the flash, not those that occur
be fore the flash (which would be used to
make a prediction).13 This explanation for
the flash-lag effect means that the brain is
postdictive rather than predictive; that is,
the brain is constantly revising history to
make the conscious present consistent with
the future. This is one example of how our
brains generate plausible interpre ta tions
based on noisy and incomplete data, some -
thing that magicians have ex ploited for
sleight-of-hand effects.14

Brain imaging gives us a global picture of
brain activity when we perceive something
compared to when we do not. Using ex -
perimental evidence, researchers have de -
 veloped the particularly appealing hypo -
thesis that we only become consciously
aware of something when the level of brain
activity in the front of the cortex, which
is important for planning and making

decisions, reaches a threshold level and
ignites feedback pathways.15 Although
these observations are intriguing, they are
not compelling, since they do not establish
causality, only a correlation. If an ncc is
responsible for a conscious state, it should
be possible to change the ncc and, in so
doing, change consciousness. New tech-
niques such as optogenetics16 have recent-
ly become available to selectively manip-
ulate the activity of neurons, which allows
the causality of the nccs to be tested. This
may be dif½cult to do if perceptual states
correspond to highly distributed patterns
of activity, but in principle this approach
could reveal how perceptions and other
fea tures of consciousness are formed.

Another compelling illusion is change
blindness, which can be demonstrated by
altering a large object in an image, such as a
parrot in a tree, during a saccade (a fast eye
movement that occurs when the eye jumps
from one ½xation point to another). Unless
a subject is paying attention to the object
just before the saccade, the change will not
be noticed.17 Based on evi dence from psy-
chophysics,18 physiology, and anatomy,
phi losopher Patricia Church land, neuro -
psy chologist V. S. Ramachandran, and I
came to the conclusion in our es say “A Cri -
 tique of Pure Vision” that the brain re pre -
sents only what is needed at any mo ment
to carry out the task at hand.19 This stands
in contrast to the goal of re searchers in
com puter vision, which is to create a com -
plete internal model of the world from an
image, a goal that has pro ven dif½cult to
achieve. However, a complete and accurate
model may not be necessary for most prac -
tical purposes, and might not even be pos -
sible given the low sampling rate of current
movie cameras.20 The apparent modular-
ity of vision (its relative separateness from
other sensory processing streams) is also
an illusion. The visual system integrates in -
 for   mation from these other streams, in -
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clud ing signals from the reward system
indi cating the val  ue of the scene; and the
mo tor system ac tively seeks information
by repositioning sensors, such as moving
eyes and, in some species, moving ears.21

Visual search is a task that depends on
both “bottom-up” sensory processing and
attentional processes driven by “top-
down” expectation (see Figure 3A). These
two processes are intermingled in the brain
and dif½cult to disentangle, but re cently a
novel search task was developed to tease
them apart.22 Participants were seated in
front of a blank screen and told that their
task was to explore the screen with their
eyes to ½nd a hidden target lo cation that

would sound a reward tone when their
gaze ½xated on it. The hidden target posi-
tion varied from trial to trial and was
drawn from a Gaussian distribution–a
bell- shaped curve characterized by the po -
sition of its peak and width–that was not
known to the participant but re mained
con stant during a session (see Fig ure 3D).

At the start of a session, participants had
no prior knowledge to inform their search.
Once a ½xation was rewarded, participants
could use that feedback to assist on the
next trial. As the session proceeded, par-
ticipants improved their success rates by
developing an expectation for the distri-
bution of hidden targets and using it to
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Figure 2
Flash-Lag Effect

An object moves from left to right (top left). As it passes the center a light briefly flashes below it (top right).
What subjects report is shown above: the object appears to be displaced to the right at the time of the flash.
Source: http://hpcl.kde.yamaguchi-u.ac.jp/flashlag.html.



guide future searches. After approximately
a dozen trials, the participants’ visual ½x -
ations narrowed to the region with high
tar get probability. A characterization of
this effect for all participants is shown in

Figure 3D. The search spread was initially
broad and narrowed as the session pro-
gressed. Surprisingly, many of the subjects
were not able to articulate their search
strat  egy, despite the fact that after a few
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Figure 3
Visible and Hidden Search Tasks

(A) An experienced pedestrian has prior knowledge of where to look for signs, cars, and sidewalks in this street
scene. (B) Ducks foraging in a large expanse of grass. (C) A representation of the screen is superimposed with
the hidden target distribution that is learned over the session as well as sample eye traces from three trials for
participant M. The ½rst ½xation of each trial is marked with a black dot. The ½nal and rewarded ½xation is
marked by a shaded grayscale dot. (D) The region of the screen sampled with ½xation shrinks from the entire
screen on early trials (light gray circles; ½rst 5 trials) to a region that approximates the size and position of the
Gaussian-integer distributed target locations (squares, darkness proportional to the probability as given in A) on
later trials (circles; from trials 32–39). Source: Leanne Chukoskie, Joseph Snider, Michael C. Mozer, Richard J.
Krauzlis, and Terrence J. Sejnowski, “Learning Where to Look for a Hidden Target,” Proceedings of the Na tional
Academy of Sciences 110 (2013): 10438–10445.
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